
Fabulous Las Vegas, 
The Land Of Plenty 

By BILL WILLARD
I Stand in any plush resort hotel lobby, or beside a row of 
clanking slot machines in any downtown Las Vegas casino 
and watch the greatest show on earth. There they are—the 

I most complete and unabridge collection of suckers since old 
| P. T. Barnum coined the phrase. There they are—drifters and farmers, 
Igrifter* and merchants, newlyweds and lawyers, tycoons and artists, 
I bums and engineers, senators and hustlers, gamblers and preacher*, 
[winos and schoolteachers, criminals and doctors, students and sailors, 
[Shriner* and politicians, celebrities and cadets, shills and cowpokes, 
[musicians and prospectors, actors and housewives, ladies and gentle- 
[men. The parade goes on 24 hours a day, 52 weeks a year. Somehow 
Ithey’v: all landed in this juniper metropole for better or for worse. 
[They’ve heard that Las Vegas is- a combination of Heaven, Hell, Baby- 
[lon, Gehenna, the Garden of Hedon, and Sinerama.

Everything good and bad ha* been written or said about La* Vega*, 
but seldom will you encounter indifference on the subject. This top 

I entertainment »pot ia a natural for controversy and makes headlines 
I with almost monotonous regularity. The main reason for all this, of 
| course. ia gambling—man’s relentless search for something for nothing. 
I From a mere railroad tank town of 50 years ago, Las Vegas ha* 
[reached out farther than the aurrounding mountain* to become the 
I byword for chance, the what-might-have-been, and the horn of silver 
I plenty.
I The accent ia on pleasure. The resorts along the Strip, the noisy Fre- 
Imont Street casinos, never close their doors while churning out varied 
forms of entertainment. Seven luxury resort hotels—Flamingo, Sands, 

I Desert Inn, Last Frontier, Thunderbird, El Rancho Vegas, and Sahara 
I—combine with the two blocks downtown—that perpetually neoned 
[“Glitter Gulch” with its Golden Nugget, Pioneer Club, Horseshoe, 
Westerner. Las Vegas, Boulder, Buckley’s, Fortune, California, Monte 

{Carlo, ana the new Lucky Strike—in presenting the tempting Lady 
Luck which few can resist.

I Elsewhere from these centers, to complete the gambling picture, note 
the El Cortez Hotel, the Shamrock (formerly Horace He tilt’s Nevada 
Biltmore and still owned by the bandleader), the North Las Vegas 

{honky-tonks, and the famous Silver Slipper on the ground* of Hotel 
[Last Frontier in it* western village.

Also take note of the nine-story Riviera Hotel now building near the 
Thunderbird: the Desert Spa soon to be ready for it* grand opening, 
and across the highway, the Royal Nevada with ita newly-poured founda- 

Itiona. Two more hotel» aoulhward are in the groundbreaking atage, while 
another “Strip” may be in the making when the Showboat preema thia 
num th un Boulder Highway east of town.

I Can they all make it? Five years ago, the entrenched gamblers 
bemoaned the opening of Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn, the fifth Strip 

{resort to lure the suspecting and unsuspecting. And so it goes. The 
howlers make noises predicting the quick ending of this bonanza. Many 
•f these wailers have been mourning the kaput of Vegas for some time, 
but so far as the burg just won't give up and become a ghost town.

Fifty years ago, Vegas had all the honest-to-goodness trappings of 
the wild west. Gold and silver were in the hills all over Nevada, and 
the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake railroad hauled the ore to the 
coast after mule teams jerked through the desert with cargo bound 
for the way-station of La* Vega*.

Later, a* a switching and stopover point for the Union Pacific, the 
lusty town «ported the usual rowdy saloon* with itinerant “professors” 
or maybe a mechanical piano. That was the entertainment for some time 
dear into the ’20«, although the 18th amendment presumably put an 
end to public elbow-bending. Nevadans never took the law too seriously 
•nd went about their gambling, even though the legislature up in Carson 
didn't say they could. Legally, that is.

The prohibition amendment had enforcement from time to time just 
to perk things up a bit. The Review-Journal of 1928 tells about a 
zealous squad which, under the wing of an agent from San Francisco, 
went roaring into the Vegas Tenderloin district and padlocked the 
famed Arizona Club Green Lantern, The Jazz, Honolulu Inn, and 
Double O.

History records another bit of furious activity on the part of pro
hibition agents that same year when the Four Mile and Hollywood 
'‘resorts” lost some whiskey and home brew to the invaders. Every 
now and then the sheriff and district attorney would announce that the 
city and county were bone dry, but no one took the sad news to heart.
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A NEW PAIRING of top artists came about recently when Bing Crosby 
recorded for Decca with the Les Brown ork, the first time in a long 
while that Der Binair has used any large orchestra not directed by John 
Scott Trotter. Bing explained that he just wanted to get a dance band 
feel on some of his records as a change. (Photo by Dave Pell.)

World's Top Critics Vote 
In 2nd Annual Jazz Poll

Chicago—Most the world’s best-known jazz critics already 
have cast their votes in Down Beat’s second annual jazz 
critics poll, results of which will be announced in the next 
(Aug. 25) issue of Down Beat,*—■--------------------------------------------

Apart from waiting around the fabled Block 16 (that was the red- 
light district, son) for agents to crack down, many citizens in the late 
*20s would go scooting out to the airport upon word that a celebrity 
was arriving. Vegas always was modem. T’ ’ ’
railroad depot—it had to be the airport.

No hanging around the

___ . portion of the populace placed it«elf in Jeopardy 
from whirling propeller* when movie actreaa Bebe Daniel* dropped in

One day quite

•board an eastbound Western Air Express plane. Along about that
lime sportsmen were given an extra dividend one evening during a fight 
card at the legion «tedium when Will Rogen made u surprise entry 
into the ring to «pin hi« humor for over an hour. This event caused 
the newspaper Io report that Vegan* received 88,000 worth of political 
philosophy for nothing. Twenty-five yean later, celebrities were a dime 
a doren und benefit« with over a *1,000,000 worth of talenl were 
tossed several time« a year for various causes.

Contrasted with present-day entertainment, the nights in the good 
old summertime of 25 years ago offered band concerts on the court
house lawn, swimming out at Old Ranch or Ladd’s pool a mile from 
the railroad station, and a splash in Lorenzi’s man-made lakes, (now 
Twin Lakes resort). Dancing at Lorenzi’s or Elk’s Hall was strictly 
off the country cob.

The only class hotels were the Sal Sagev (spelled backwards is), the 
Overland, and the MacDonald, all excepting the latter spang against 
the railroad switch yards. When things got real dull, the sports and 
business men would take their gals, wives or mothers over to the U.P. 
Beanery for coffee klatch.

Dull? Not ut all. Just ask any oldtimer. He’ll get all misty about the 
good old days while sitting ringside at the Sands watching the beauts 
in the Copa line execute a very pepsodental pas de bourree.

For the genteel folk, this sort of dulcet hey-nonny-nonny was okay, 
but for the roustabout waiting for the dam to begin building over in 
Black Canyon, the fare was on the mild side. At the dawn of a new 
decade, the roisterers used their time and money interestingly among

(Turn to Page 6)

on newsstands Aug. 11.
Included in the imposing roster 

are noted U. S. writers George 
Simon (Metronome), Leonard 
Feather and Nat Hentoff (Down 
Beat), Bill Grauer (Record 
Changer), Wilder Hobson (Satur
day Review of Literature), and 
John S. Wilson (New York Times).

Foreign critics number Max 
Jones (Melody Maker, England), 
Andre Hodier (Jazz-Hot, France), 
Harry Nicolausson (Orkester Jour
nal™, Sweden), and Joachim Ber- 
endt, Germany’s leading jazz au
thority.

Here are last year’s winners in 
both the established and new star 
categories:

Big band—Duke Ellington; com
bo—Dave Brubeck.

Trumpet — Louis Armstrong; 
trombone—Bill Harris; tenor sax 
— Stan Getz; alto sax — Charlie 
Parker; baritone sax—Harry Car
ney; clarinet—Buddy DeFranco; 
piano—Oscar Peterson; bass—Os
car Pettiford; guitar—Barney Kes
sel; drums—Buddy Rich; male vo
cals—Louis Armstrong; female vo
cals—Ella Fitzgerald.

New Stars: trumpet—Chet Bak
er; trombone—Bob Brookmeyer, 
Carl Fontana, Frank Rosolino 
(tied); tenor sax—Paul Quinichet- 
te; alto sax—Paul Desmond; bari
tone sax—Gerry Mulligan; clarinet 
—Tony Scott; piano—Billy Tay
lor; bass—Charlie Mingus, Red 
Mitchell (tied); guitar — Johnny 
Smith; drums—Art Blakey; vocals 
— Jackie Paris; female vocals — 
Annie Ross, Jeri Southern (tied).

NBC Radio 
Pushes Orks

New York — NBC has taken a 
major step in revitalizing the ra
dio dance band picture by starting 
a weekly series called Hear Amer
ica Swinging, heard Fridays from 
8 to 10 p.m. EDT on the network 
as well as locally. First show was 
aired July 2.

Initiated by Bob Wogan, former
ly responsible for NBC’s many late 
night band remotes, the show is 
divided into four segments. First 
half hour, called Star» in Action, 
is a pre-recorded show in coopera
tion with the National Guard, with 
Ben Grauer emceeing; featured on 
the first three shows were Ray 
Anthony, Patti Page, and Percy 
Faith. The second half hour ia a 
live sustainer that may include re
motes by Benny Goodman from 
Basin Street and other star* in 
top jazz spot*.

Thè 9 to 9:30 slot Is divided into 
two 15-minute segment* from the 
Ember* and Birdland respective
ly. The final portion La All Star 
Parade of Bands for the Treasury 
Dept., with Harry James, Les 
Brown, Louis Armstrong, and 
Sauter-Finegan lined up in the 
first four show*.

New Style
Nashville — Grand Ole Opry 

•ter Minnie Pearl now has a 
new hair style, which she call* 
“The Haymow.** Says that the 
most distinct advantage of it is 
that it can be combed with an
eggbeater. Minnie says 
when she announced she

that 
had

come from the beauty par- 
, somebody »aid, “Too bad 

you didn’t get waited on.”

Big R & B Show 
Personnel Set

New York—Full personnel for 
the Gale Agency's touring rhythm 
and blues package has been set 
and includes Roy Hamilton, the 
Drifters, the Spaniels, the Counts, 
Erskine Hawkins, Rusty Bryant, 
Faye Adams, Laverne Baker, Big 
Maybelle, and King Pleasure.

Among the August dates are: 
Indianapolis (12), St. Louis (14), 
Tulsa (16), Oklahoma 'City (17), 
Dal)as(18), Fort Worth(19), San 
Antonio(21), Houston (22), and 
New Orleans(23).

Krupa 3 To Do 
Australia Tour

Chicago—The Gene Krupa trio 
will fly to Australia for an 11-day 
tour at the conclusion of its run at 
the Blue Note here, which ends 
Aug. 9.

Gene and the group will play 
seven concerts during the trip, in
cluding dates in Sidney, Brisbane, 
and Melbourne, and will be the 
feature act on a bill that will con
tain an accompanying big band 
and other acta.

The deal includes air transpor
tation for personnel and equipment, 
in addition to contract prices.

Song Contest 
Information

Chicago—Patience!
Although the closing deadline 

for Down Beat’» huge songwriting 
contest was July 1, the flood of en
tries that in the last week alone 
totaled more than 1,000 will make 
it impossible for judges to name 
winners for several weeks yet. We 
hope, however, to be able to name 
the winners in one of the Septem
ber issues of the Beat.

Judges for the contest, as pre
viously announced, are Hugo Win
terhalter, RCA Victor; Paul Wes
ton, Columbia: Art Talmadge, 
Mercury; Milt Gabler, Decca; Har
ry Myerson, MGM; Alan Living
ston, Capitol: Julie Stearns, Broad
cast Musie, Inc.

Winning tune will be published 
by Broadcast Music, Inc., and will 
be guaranteed two recordings—by 
Ralph Marterie on Mercury and 
on Label “X” by an artist they 
feel best suited to the tune. The 
writers of the top three tunes 
chosen each will receive a Kelton 
Cambridge model console high fi
delity set. In addition, Moonlight 
Music, Starlight Music, and Windy 
City Music each will publish one of 
the top 15 tunes.

Liberate Booked 
For Chi Festival

Chicago—In the first booking of 
a top pop recording star, the Chi- 
cagoland Music festival, has se
lected Liberace as the headliner of 
its silver anniversary show at 
Soldier Field here Aug. 21.

If the expected audience holds 
pace with former crowds there, the 
pianist-singer will appear before 
80,000 or more cubtomers, his larg
est audience to date. George Li
berace will lead the 100-piece sym
phony orchestra that will accom
pany his brother.

Otto Harbach, veteran American 
librettist and former president of 
the American Society of Compos
ers, Authors, & Publishers, will be 
the festival’s guest of honor.

Point Of Odor
New York —The following 

preM release h printed exactly 
as received:

“An unusual ides in record 
promotion has been effected for 
tinging «tar Roger Coleman and 
hit new Decea releaae, L’Amour, 
Toujours L’Amour. On July 12, 
thia record will be distributed 
by field men to dise jockeys 
throughout the country with a 
gift bottle of L'Amour Toujours 
perfume. Understandably, the 
perfume will be pasted along 
to wives and sweet heart« ; how 
ever, the fragrance will remain 
with each diac jockey because 
the records themselves are 
scented with the aroma of 
L’Amour Toujours. To complete 
the perfume motif, record shops 
and department stores are being 
encouraged to hold a national 
‘spin and squirt’ day to herald 
Roger Coleman’s L’Amour Tom 
jour» L’Amour release.’’

No comment. Absolutely no
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He llywood — What promises to 
•>e the most extensive scries of tele
films featuring dance bands and 
ither musical units to date has

been started here

Winterhalter — with

Contract, one of largest of it- 
kind financially, will put them on 
the CBS network Monday through 
Friday with a 25-minute program 
on which they will play records in
terspersed with dialogue delivered 
in the character roles they do in 
their weekly CBS airshow

By JACK MABLEY
Writing a column about music on radio and television is a 

paradox in itself. The broadcasting bands are simply not the 
place to turn for music. On radio if it isn’t in the Top 10, 
it isn't played. Because of television this nation is growing u generation 
of children to whom melody means bridge music from Captain Video, 

mood music from Ding Dong School, or the 15- 
secor i a ia played whili n< rao»,« try to truess the 
$1^00 question on Groucho's show.

Music neives a mt i u* ful purpose foi adult tele
; ' vnwers. ft it» nn ■ i ibl« m signaling !h< approach

of the commercial on Studio One, giving the alert 
■|M viewer o head -‘art toward tin- kitchen or whateve<

other »om he utilize« whiles Mi-- F uiness push»« 
ice boxes.

notes of Ajax, the Foaming Cleanser, and you’ll get the entire Colgate 
Palmolive Peet line, in rhythm.

which never made the Top 20 and 
never will. A good time_ to catch

bands—-unfortunately off the air now 
But there’s alway- the NBC chime.
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pounced upon by most of ' he nation’s newspapers, heralded the hale of 
the 26 or 27 millionth TV set, which meant there are more TV seta 
than bathtubs in our land.

There an more than 100,000,000 radio sets in existence in this 
country, which means there are more radios than beds. Radios almost
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and saxophones set her voice off 
best. We’ve never used any strings 
behind her. She hun a driving 
sound and needs a solid back
ground. With strings, her voice 
would sound overbalanced. Another 
kind of singer like Karen Chandler

Television also finds music useful in setting the 
mood for stabbings, putting rhythm into hard sell 
jingles, and providing an excuse for Mary Hartline 
to stand in front of a camera and shake.

It is for the Simple reason that this garbage rep
resents music to literally millions of Americana, par-

Charlu* Emgs, Manager 
EXbrook BA404 
Tod Yens, Ade.

—will be writing a regulai ra
dio and TV column in Down 
Beat beginning with this issue.
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Amos, Andy 
To Be DJs

New York — W hen the Na
tional Education uuuociation con
ference wm held in New York 
rreently, an .»Mule reporter for 
the fPorld-Telegram, Muriel 
Fischer, questioned an attractive 
lady from Montana, Mary M. 
Condon. Mius Condon. 36, in in 
her aecond term a» elected state 
«uperintendent of instruction in 
that state, and is former dean 
of -ludtnl« nt Eastern Montana 
Teachers college.

Mary london, the reporter 
learned, is the first cousin of 
another noted educator, Edward 
Condon, who han been dean of 
ii number of students through 
the years in < Jura go, and more 
recently, at his liberul arts cam
pus in Greenwich Village. Mr. 
Condon believe» in the progre«- 
sive education rule of free ex-

cun sing any type of cumber—bal
lad«, show tunes, rhythm numbers. 
So the background for her varies 
with the type of number we select.

“Kitty Kallen is an illustration 
of how sometimes it take.« awhile 
to find the light background fnr 
a vocalist. On her first side for 
Decca, A Little Lie, we used brass

Hollywood — Fiteman Gos-ien 
and Charles Correll, the original 
“Amoa *■* Andy” team and now 
in their 26th year in radio, join 
the ranks of radio’s platter chatter

New York--Max Liebman, who 
guided the now-defunct Show of 
Shows, is lining up talent and 
scripts for his fall and winter 
NBC-TV scries of “spectaculars." 
Each show will last 1 hours, and 
they’ll be sdbn twice a month. Bet 
ty Hutton is scheduled to star on 
the first Sunday night “spectncu

Television, or more explicitly, the broadcasting industry, has per- 
foimed one service to the cause of

Nocturne Signs 
New Hines Ork
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A loud singer should be compie 
mt i ted with - • •

was the other side of 
and really sold it), 
down the backing.

overpower the vocal. Then, Are 
You Looking for a Sweetheart!

Schlank, as opt tutor of Tele-Music 
Associates, Inc.

Schlank has completed four half
hour band shows, two with Hal 
Stern and his 19-pieci string en
semble, and two with Les Brown 
and bin j jwn before the latter 
took off on their summer tour. At 
writing, Schlank was negotiating 
with almoat all major bandleaders 
working out of this territory.

The series will be available to 
TV stations for release in the fall.

Daily New» for the last 16 
yearn, Mabley initiated the 
country’s first newspaper tele
vision column in that publico 
tion in 1947. In addition, he 
served tor three years as mid
west TV und »adio editor of The 
Billboard bef ire dropping those 
duties recently.

A man noted for his forth
right (if sometimes incen
diary) comments about shows 
and performers, Mabley long 
has been an admirer rd popu
lar music and jazz. “I turned 
to it," he says, “because my 
mother used to teach classical 
voice and piano and I bad to go 
■«omewhen to get away from 
the screeching.”

We think you’ll enjoy reading

ticularly to youngsters, that it has to be treated seri
ously. There are more than 30,000,000 television sets in operation today. 

Some sadistic statisticians say they can prove that 60 or 70 million 
citizens aie immobilized in front of these machines, each for an average 
cf more than 22 h >urs a week Your average 5-year-old will give a 
blank stare if you ask him for Three Blind Mice. But feed him five

Three Key fatiiir*
“This may be a controversial 

statement,” Pleis began, “but I 
would list the three key factors in 
the making of a hit in this order 
of importance: first, the song; sec
ond, the arrangement, and third, 
the artist and his or her rendition 
of the material. Obviously you can’t 
make any set rules because there 
are exceptions to every rule, but 
if you look at the record, I feel 
you’ll find this irder of importance 
generally holds true.

“While it is a fact that uomt art
ists, like Como and Fisher, have 
ao great a name value that almost 
everything they record becomes a 
big record, even artists of their 
Matun have known dead iieriods 
until a particular tune and ar
rangement picked them up. With 
n new artist, the importance of a 
different kind of tune and a dif
ferent kind of auangement to hold 
the attention of the public is all 
the greater.

“Aa for the an angements them-

New York — A quiet, un
publicized young expert is in 
charge of the music for all of 
Teresa Brewer's recording sessions. 
Ho also conduct) and scons hac*- 
grounds f r artists such as Don 
Cornell, Kitty Kallen and Karen 
Chandler (who la also his wife).

The expert’s name is Jack Pleis 
(rhymes with fleece), and he re
cently achieved the rare distinction 
of being music director for the two 
biggest selling records in thi coun
try-Kitty Kallen’s Little Things 
Mean a Lol and the Four Aces' 
Three Coins tn the Fountain.

At 32, the former Benny Good
man pianist-arranger is musie di
rector and assistant aAr man at 
Decca records. In addition to con
ducting the orchestra for the rec
ord dates he handles. Jack is in 
charge of the arrangements, and 
does them all himself. He never 
farmt out the writing assignments.

With his kind of success in back
ing the winners, Jack’s views on 
factors that make a hit record 
should be valuable.
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these programs is from 7 to 8 a.m. Sundays and almost any morning 
between 3 and 5 a.m. if the station happens to be an all-night station.

And television, too, has hai musical programs. They may not be 
exactly to the Lutes of every listener, but they were music

The e was Fred Waring—unfortunately -iff the dr now ; Garroway- 
at-Large, unfortunately off thi air; Voice of Firestone, kicked off NBC

Hollywood—Earl Hines, veteran 
jazzman whose “new sound band” 
(Down Beat, July 14) has aroused 
some of the liveliest pro & con 
argument heard since the boy move
ment of a few years ago, has 
recorded eight numbers with his 
new combo for Nocturne.

First release will be in the form 
of an LP made up largely of orig
inals. Hines used the same unit he 
had ut his "preview concert,” and 
later at the C rescendo. It’s a seven
piece format with two saxes, 
trumpet, and trombone and three 
rhythm, including numerous dou
bles in th< front line. Main feature 
-ipota on the LP went to trombone 
Dickie Wells, Jerome Richardson 
(tenor, flute A vocals), and to 
Hines himself.
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decent music. Television has driven 
sensitive persons back to radio. 
Radio has quickly driven them to 
phonographs.

The simultaneous growth of tele
vision and hi-fi is more than co
incidence. It takes about two years 
for the novelty of television to 
weai off a new set ownei After he 
flee- back to ladio, it takes about 
tw o weeks of the Top 10 and three 
sobs from Kitty Kallen to make 
him a ripe prospect for a hi-fi in
stallation.

The thoughtful reader, by this 
time, may have detected a lack of 
enthusiasm for the treatment of 
music by the radio and television 
industries. It is a generalization, 
and like all generalizations, is un
fair to some in this instance, rome 
stations, and some individual pro
grams.

If you live in New York or Chi
cago or in one of a few other large 
cities, you have access to stations, 
usually FM, which adhere to high 
musical standards.

Commercial AM stations are 
known to liave in their employ men 
who recognize musical integrity 
and are allowed to play records
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New Firm Forms 
To Film Bands

Il Max Prettier
“It was a prettier sound with 

reeds and brass, and the brass 
blew with cup mutes. They weren’t 
loud We were beginning tn fall in
to u style. Then in Kitty’s big one, 
Little Things Mean a Lot, we used 
strings with just a trumpet fill.

“As for the artist's place in mak
ing a hit,” Pleis added, “a singer 
must have the kind of individual 
sound that makes it possible to tell 
who he or she is right away. All 
the top artists — Stafford, Como, 
Fisher—can’t be mistaken for any
one else.”

Pleis went on to give his explan
ation for the sales impact of vocal 
records in recent years as opposed 
to instrumentals. “The kids who 
buy records like to get dreamy 
when they listen. And when there’s 
someone singing on the record, it 
feels as if that someone is singing 
to them.”

Pleis hopes to continue indefinite
ly in hi. position of making listen
ing to records dreamier for teen
agers and lucrative for Decca. He 
also hopt s to get u television show 
to write and conduct. (He did the 
Dinah Shore radio series from the 
coast before eomirg to Decca.) 
And also vital in Jack’s plans is 
classical composition and sym
phonic conducting.

For the last year, the conductor 
for Teresa Brewer also has been 
studying classical conducting and 
composition with the famed teach
er, Ijeon Barzin, conductor of the
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sound. Percy Faith is another ex
ample—hip background on Rags 
to Riches- for instance, was very 
important. And Betty Madigan’s 
Joey owes a lot to Joe Lipman’s ar- 
lungement — nobody ever would 
have thought of doing u minuet
type styling. The thing is that 
besides the song, the arrangement, 
too, has to make people stop and 
listen.

Individualised Sound
“Then there are the individual

ized sound requirements in each 
arrangement. Each singer has a 
diffen nt style Sonu have a pretty 
sound; some have a harsh sound; 
some can sing both ouft and loud.
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Vallee Offers LaRosa 
Tips From Experience

(Ed. Note: The following article appeared in the Boston Sunday id- 
irrtiier and ia reprinted here with per mi*» ion.)

By GEORGE CLARKE

Crowds of screaming bobby-soxers followed him wherever 
he went. It was worth his life to venture out of the theater 
where he was playing, despite the presence of special police 
details, assigned to keep the kids ? __ —- ,
hi order.

And when he appeared on the 
stage of the theater, the kids 
swarmed into the aisles, clamored 
for his attention, tried to climb 
over the footlights—yes, and really- 
swooned away.

In at least one New York house
hold all domestic work came to an 
abrupt halt at 4 o’clock in the aft
ernoon, when he was on the radio.

And a girl reporter, sent to in
terview him, returned to the office 
literally dizzy, bumping into desks 
and chairs, and mumbling: ValleeLaRo»a

Payoff
Cincinnati — Phyllis McGuire 

of the Godfrey trio backs her 
hot arguments with <old cash. 
During her recent appearance 
on Leo Underhill'« WCKY early 
morning show, the chat got to 
the subject of women allegedly 
not paying off their bets.

Phyllis bet Underhill that it 
would not rain that afternoon. 
She left town dull Mime morn
ing, but upon learning later that 
it had rained in Cincinnati that 
afternoon, she mailed Leo a 
check for 82. She lost the bet, 
but won the argument.

“He’s so marvelous! He’s so day engagement at the Salisbury
wonderful!”

He engaged in a great contro-1 
versy with another, then prominent 
on radio, and newspapers printed 
hundreds of columns about their 
differences.

Many Record*
Hi made many 

every one he made 
come a hit.

And he earned 
amount of money,

records, and
seemed to be-

an enormous 
probably more

than had ever been made before 
by a performer in the same period 
of time.

The above, of course, could be 
written about Julius LaRosa, the 
Boy Wonder, who began a nine-

Beach Frolics last month, his third 
visit to New England since that 
memorable occasion last Nov. 4 
when he played his first big date 
at the Met theater here. And who 
since then has worked practically 
steadily for some 30-odd weeks at 
an average take-home pay of 
$10,(100 a week.

Yes, it could be written about 
LaRosa, the youngster projected 
forcibly into the spotlight by Ar
thur Godfrey’s unceremonious pub
lic dismissal from his programs— 
but it isn’t.

Written 4bout Rudy
It’s written about Rudy Vallee— 

some 25 years ago when he was in

his heyday. As LaRosa opened his 
engagement, Vallee also opened one 
the same night, at the Bradford 
Roof—but not to exactly the same 
kind of young crowd that once 
swooned for him.

Rudy knows exactly what is hap- 
pening to Julius, because it hap- 
|>ened to him. And if Julius can 
stay on top as long as Rudy, can 
make as much money, he will be a 
very lucky young man, indeed.

10 Precept«
So you ask Rudy for 10 

mandments—10 precepts to 
over to his successor. And 
they are, just as he wrote
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Rosenbaum, Music Trust 
Fund Chief, Gives Free, 
Live Music To Millions

By HAHNAH ALTBUSH

New York—Samuel R. Rosenbaum, trustee of the Music 
Performance Trust fund, provides free, live music to millions

himself in his Bradford suite, 10 
precepts good for anyone who 
hopes to make it in show business.

1. Be honest with your public; 
be honest with yourself; and, 
above all, be yourself.

2. Vary your repertoire — keep 
your audience guessing.

3. Don’t be upset by incapable 
musicians—you can surmount their 
mediocrity and, what’s more im
portant, the public will not be 
aware of the flaws if you deliver.

4. Don’t let anyone talk you into 
material you don’t really feel fits 
you.

5. Carry vour own amplifying 
system. Don’t punish your vocal 
cords on the antiquated public ad
dress systems you will find in some 
rooms. Sound is the life-line to 
your audience. It must be right 
in volume, treble and bass.

6. Your popularity depends upon 
originality in demeanor, delivery 
and interpretation—you can only
rise above your competitors by 
outstanding differences.

of persons throughout the United States, Canada, Alaska, iy/'including°you*nfinanciair^
and Hawaii. He spends approxi-f------------------ ;------ ;—;------;—-—-----------

------------  .. .i arnie(j services, in hospitals, towns,mately $150,000 a month on musi
cians. Rosenbaum has been in
charge of the fund since 1948. The 
fund has been in existence since 
1945 when it was called the Re
cording and Transcription fund.

It was created when record man
ufacturers decided to pay the 
American Federation of Musicians 
royalties on all record and tran
scription sales. The proceeds were 
to be used for employment of mu
sicians.
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This decision 
ended the AFM 
ban on recordings, 
in effect since 
1942 when the 
union protested 
the increasing 
commercial use of 
recordings for 
profit. The AFM 
contended that 
mechanical de-

jukeboxes de
prived its mem
bers of employ

ment, and the union thereupon pro
hibited its members from making 
records. The companies’ offer of 
record royalties to provide more 
jobs for musicians was accepted 
by the union, and the strike ended.

The Taft-Hartley law stopped 
these payments by manufacturers 
to the federation at the end of 
1947. The making of new record- 
again was discontinued, this time 
until December, 1948, when a new 
fund was created and Rosenbaum 
was named as impartial trustee.

Type Of Performance»
Rosenbaum’s expenditures are 

for symphonic and chamber music 
performances; performance: o.’ an 
entertainment or therapeutic na
ture in hospitals or institut.ons, 
and dances for youths and other 
groups, including personnel in the

ing agent, manager, all who work 
with you and guide you.

8. If you travel by car, equip it 
civic and educational performances with seat belts. Some day you may 
which include music for cultural thank me for your life!
purposes as well as music for na- 9> If >re in to dissipate,
tional and local patriotic and com- remembeJr that it won’t show up 
munity celebrations and chanty • •• j— — j—.._r

drives.
Approximately three-fourths of 

the trust fund projects come under 
the heading of entertainment. 
Rosenbaum, a former director of 
the Philadelphia Orchestra associa
tion, explains the reason for the 
preponderance of entertainment 
programs by pointing out:

“While my personal taste may 
happen to run more to music of 
symphonic quality, I take the po
sition that ‘good music’ may be 
■popular’ as well as ‘classical’, and 
that to render a rounded public 
service, it must be recognized that

and camps.
The remaining allocations go for

until three days later—don’t up-
set yourself three days before a 
critical performance.

10. Watch your step in all inter
views unless you know your ques
tioner—you can be crucified, par
ticularly if you answer honestly, 
even more so if you declare your
self on controversial subjects—but 
say, what am I doin^ in sticking 
my neck out in penning these 10 
commandments!

The commandments, signature 
and all, will be delivered to Julius 
promptly.

In passing, it should be added 
that Rudy has an enormous admi- 

folk music, dance music and ‘popu- ration for him, likes his singing, 
lar’ music in all its forms are an! his looks, everything about him. . 
important part of the culture of But he thinks Eddie Fisher is 
a nation. And it is this national more like the Vallee that was. 
"ulture which I am bound, under ...- ----------- ;—
the trust indenture, to increase the Halloween we provide dance bands 
public knowledge and appreciation in towns and cities all over the 
of. country for teenagers. This has

been a highly successful attemptEmpha-i- Cited
“The emphasis must, at all 

times, be on quality of perform
ance, on rendering a service to the 
public, and on making a conribu- 
tion to the cause of music in all 
its forms as a part of the national 
culture.”

Rosenbaum is particularly proud 
of that part of the fund’s enter
tainment program concerned with 
combating juvenile deliquency. 
With he co-operation of local chap- 
.ers of service clubs, he provides 
popular dance music in play
grounds, high schools and, sum
mer camps.

"It keeps them out of jukebox 
joints and off the streets,” Rosen
baum explains. "For example, on

to prevent the vandalism on the 
streets which usually takes place 
on Halloween.”

Another entertainment project 
Rosenbaum considers of the utmost 
importance is the veterans hospital 
program. “1 have spent about 
$200,000 on buying musicians to 
play for the sick and crippled all 
over the country," he says.

“These concerts are given regu
larly and are greatly enjoyed by 
the boys. A most interesting ex
ample is our project a Green Hos
pital for Leprosy in Carville, La. 
We provide music for concerts and 
dances there. These activities make 
them feel they’re still part of the 
world."

(The first of two articles.)

NEW YORK
ONSTAGE: Porgy and Bess will be made into a film musical in Mu

nich in March. Show will be shot in color, using the regular cast of the 
touring production, now in its third revival year . . . Stephen Douglass, 
Ksye Ballard, and Jack Whiting of The Golden Apple turned down 
agreed-on pay raises until show can meet the weekly overhead . . . 
Comic-singer-writer Jimmy Komack is in line for the comedy lead in 
Monte ProSer’s Good News for the fall . . . Johnny Mercer, Jay Living
stone, and Ray Evans have contributed to the new Hollywood revue, 
This Is the Life. It may head east.

ENTERTAINMENT-IN-THE-ROUND: Lionel Hampton has been 
made an honorary life member of the Friars . . . There’s an English 
report that Lena Horne has been asked by an independent British film 
company to have a leading role in a life story of Jelly Roll Morton, to 
be filmed in the south of France . .. Robert Clary is at the Village Van
guard and will remain for most of the summer .. . Richard Hayman ork 
is touring New England, Pennsylvania, and Ohio this month, while 
Boyd Raeburn is traveling through Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West 
Virginia . . . Nat Cole is at Lake Tahoe (the Cal-Vada Lodge) until 
Aug. 19. He’ll be featured in a fall concert tour, details of which are 
not yet set.

JAZZ: Charlie Shavers replaced Ruby Braff in the Benny Goodman 
unit at Basin Street. Benny was reported enthusiastic about Ruby in 
the first rehearsal, but Ruby was previously committed to a Gloucester 
date that would have made it unable for him to make all the following 
rehearsals ... J. J. Johnson has left the regular day job he’s had for 
some time to return to full-scale jazz. Gale Agency has been booking 
him as a single with other groups . . . Storyville cut a Teddi King 
album here with Jo Jones, Jimmy Jones, Milt Hinton and Ruby Braff. 
A Lee Wiley date for the same label was also held . .. Howard McGhee 
is at the Panama Club in Hyannis for the summer . . . Jean Thielemans, 
George Shearing’s guitarist-harmonica player has signed a Columbia 
recording contract. He will stay with Shearing outside the studios . . . 
Cadence lining up a jazz roster. Already signed are Beryl Booker and 
pianist Don Shirley . .. Bob Parent, many of whose jazz portraits have 
appeared in Down Beat, will have an exhibition at the Caricature in 
the Village (McDougal Street). It’ll be there all summer while other 
exhibits of his rotate elsewhere . . . Norman Granz’s second concert 
group this fall will include Duke Ellington, Brubeck, and Mulligan . . . 
The Heat Wave in the Village was to open July 15 with a George 
Wettling band (including Bob Wilber) and the Salt City Five . . . 
Muggsy Spanier is due there Aug. 5 for four weeks .. . Johnny Hodges 
at Basin Street for a week Aug. 3 . . . Louis Armstrong comes in for 
a month the following Tuesday.

RECORDS, RADIO, AND TV: Trend records has signed Joe Mooney, 
and from the Les Brown band, Don Fagerquist and Ronnie Lang . . . 
Coral pacted Phil Moore discovery, Eileen Todd . . . Tony Curtis has 
been signed by Decca. Like Jeff Chandler, Tony is a teenage favorite 
on pictures, so why not on records, too? . . . Frankie Laine and the 
Four Lads cut a spirituals album for Columbia . . . Cleveland’s rhythm 
and blues disc jockey, Allen Freed, has moved to WINS under a 
$100,000 percentage-and-guarantee deal. Freed is working on a tape 
program for 40 cities, and will also tape a Cleveland radio show from 
New York. And he may go on tour with an r&b package.

CHICAGO

Gerry Mulligan’s quartet will follow the current Gene Krupa trio- 
Barbara Carroll trio bill at the Blue Note, opening on Aug. 11 and 
remaining until Les Brown moves in for a week on the 18th . . . The 
Jackie Cain-Roy Kral duo and Eddie South’s trio sharing honors at the 
Streamliner . . . And Al Morgan is back at the Preview.

Freddy Martin’s ork moves to the Edgewater Beach hotel’s Beach
walk early in August for a month-long stand . . . The Crew Cuts, 
riding high on their Crazy ’Bout You, Baby discing, provide the Chi
cago theater’s first August fare . . . Singer Johnny Desmond, another 
in the line of showfolk whose hobbies include painting, will have some 
of his oils on display at Irv Benjamin’s north side restaurant begin
ning Aug. 1.

Accordionist Leon Sash’s trio continues at the St. James lounge, at 
1037 Lawrence . . . Ann Sothern brings her song and dance act to the 
Chez Paree as its next attraction . . . Howard Miller’s television deejay 
interview show switches to WBBM-TV (Channel 2) starting Aug. 27, 
while Dirk Courtenay has inaugurated a similar-type venture on WGN- 
TV Sunday eves . . . Top deejay Jim Lounsbury also spotted on TV 
regularly, on WGN’- Bandstand Matinee.

Group of young local musicians holding swinging sessions Mondays 
and Tuesdays at the Sunset club (Wellington and Cicero). Usually on 
the scene are tenor saxist Andy Anderson, pianist Red Hansen, drum
mer Diek Hoening, the talented Gene Esposito on piano and trumpet, 
and Billy Gaeto, drums . . . Singer-pianist Buddy Charles going into 
his fifth month at the Biarritz . . . Jan Garber's ork set to spend most 
of next month at Melody Mill ballroom . . . Local musicians still won
dering when the sides Coral cut last spring with accomplished studio 
trumpeter Don Jacoby and a string section are to be released. Those 
who were there are still ecstatic about the session.

HOLLYWOOD

DANCE BEAT: Jerry Gray on deck at Palladium to follow Harry 
James Aug. 3, with openings switched back to Tuesdays to coincide 
with Palladium’s new weekly series of bandstand telecasts. Buddy Mor
row (Aug. 24) and Woody Herman (Sept. 14) next in line . . . Les 
Brown band, before heading out on tour, backed Bing Crosby in two 
sides for Decca. First BC platters in years without backing of John 
Scott Trotter studio ork. Crosby said he just wanted something with 
“dance band feel” for change of pace.

SUPPER SPOTTINGS: Skinnay Ennis back on stand at Statler’s 
Terrace room with opening of Celeste Holm ... Los Chavales de Espana 
(The Kids from Spain), combination of band A show that drew tough 
assignment of following Eddie Fisher at Cocoanut Grove, where Fisher 
broke all attendance records, registered a solid hit and held for eight 
weeks . . . Eartha Kitt hotter than ever in her third appearance at Mo- 
cambo this typing ... Wiere Brothers, fine fiddlers who have the great
est of comedy musical acts, were slated to headline new show at Bilt
more hotel’s Bowl, where Hal Derwin house ork is tied as tightly as the 
bandstand.

DOTTED NOTES: Mel Henke trio (with Bill Newman, guitar; Bob 
Reed, bass), currently at Lindy’s, drew big salute from Daily News 
jazz columnist Bill Brown . . . Lennie Niehaus, alto playing composer
arranger hailed by many as brightest star among the exponents of 
the new “Hollywood Jazz” school (like Brubeck he’s an academy 
trained musician), signed an exclusive with Contemporary ... Horace 

(Tura to Page 20)
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New York

speaking jiartsand then

intensity. Oscar,

warmth and

matter how

songs.
Nevertheless, she did well here. 

A tall and attractive blonde, she 
concentrated on show tunes (in
cluding of course, a Carou*tl med
ley) and indicated that she’ll make 
a nice night club bet—AC, DC or 
No-C.

versatile, who 
sons well, and

Something Else
Now as to Pee Wee and the 

Count you have .something else. 
The Count hasn’t had a record in

-omc six years ago, it must be 
jiotid that here 1s a young man

I ■ ■ ill.. By Ralph J. Gleason
There were four acts in San Francisco in June and July 

which I think point out some interesting things about the 
entire entertainment business today.

They were Peggy Lee, Nat Cole,'S---------- -

throughout his stint. His television 
gimmick of using a live person, 
unaeen except for the hands, with 
the Jerry Mahoney character, is 
cleverly worked out for the nitery 
turn and gets a big hand.

After watching this act, and 
comparing it with the Winchell of

largely among the younger gener
ation, but the fact that he is an 
accomplished showman, one of the 
best ventriloquist* around, and has 
a gToi »olid act has keept business 
coming throughout the run.

Winchell relies to a great extent 
on music in his act, with his dum
mies and himself handling the 
lyrics. Too, he works with a new 
wireless mike, tucked snugly in 
his breast pocket, allowing him

up, and another top rate single act 
was added to show business.

Patti’s husband, Wally Weschipr,

Paul Winchell is out to meet 
the people—that is, the viewers 
who have been watching him ca
vort on television for the last six 
years, and for this in-person tour, 
in has put together an ntcresting 
and entertaining act which should 
accomplish the job

Actually, the Chez Paree gam
bled with this booking, for the

You don’t have to have a micro
phone to ruin your act—but it

think Mi. Leonard, th«' Mighty 
Fine Feather of New York has 
«aid, -imply sensational. The rea
sons she is are the staging of her 
act, the fact that she attempts 
nothing she cannot do, th< accom
paniment she uses, and the fact 
that everything is organized to 
present her vocal and visual vir
tues in the best possible showcase. 
Without this, she would be just 
another singer.

Nat Cole, of course, is the per
fect amalgamation of commercial

ism and musical integrity. What
ever he does is in taste, is of high 
standard and, because of his own 
natural, unpracticed, and honest 
warmth, it reacheB people. He is 
the greatest ballad singer of our 
time and one of the great per
formers of ail time.

Now both of these entertainers 
have become big record stars and 
are now, after some years, on the 
»ami rung of show business as the 
Sophie Tuckers and the Ted 
Lewises. They can go on forever. 
And they will. They are the new 
look in show business. The rising 
generation knows them from rec 
»rds, the older generation appre
ciates, their showmanship, und it 
is only a question of time before 
they are the TOP entertainers on 
any circuit. Thus have records and 
azz and youth come of age. They 

have becom«* the expression of our 
times.

tural quality, unnewssarily but 
also restricted her physical move
ments, and Miss Darling, with 
her stage background, likes to 
move around and dramatize her

throughout the Winchell turn.
Monica Lewis is no stranger to 

Chicago. Monica, who ha? done 
movie and record work since her 
last stand here, does an adequate 
job with her deuce spot on the bill, 
handling some half-dozen tunes be
fore bowing off. Her accompanist, 
Jacques Kelly, came in for plenty 
of attention himself with his pi
ano work during her stand.

Brian Farnon and his band han
dled the show and the dance sets 
in excellent fashion. —writer

J^n Darling, making her first 
night club single stint since she 
scored her big hit in Carousel a 
few years ago, illustrated the point 
unwillingly Though she has a big, 
four-octave voice of musical com« ay 
dimensions and feels comfortable 
working without a mike, the mar 
agement insisted on that amplified 
sound.

This not only changed her na-

Thr Oscar Peterson trio served 
as a double object lesson to its 
partners in this diversified triple 
bill. There were many numbers 
when Oscar’s unit was fully as 
subtle and graceful as Mulligan’s, 
but Oscai was also cognisant, as 
Mulligan was not, of the impor
tance of m full-ranged change of 
pace and dynamics throughout his 
sets. Oscar, furthermore, always

years that made any real money, 
yet his band is so wonderful. So 
great and so exciting that it drew 
capacity- crowds into the Downbeat 
every night for a week, and on 
Saturday night, I’d have been glad 
for 10 pi i cent of the door alone.

This band ->hould not be put 
dawn for not having soloists: Joe 
Newman, for one is capable of 
standing up against anyone. And 
m Charlie Folwkes and Benny 
Powell, Count may have a pair of 
guys who will emerge as -tars of 
the future His two tenor men will 
grow, too But it is the band, as a 
bond, that does it. The joint was 
jammed and the word of mouth 
was terrific. Everybody liked it 
Apparently you don’t have to have 
hit records to make it in San Fran-

Parsoaal Managenant:

LEONARD RO'’M

Right after Count, Pee Wee 
Hunt, riding high on the crest of 
San, Oh, The Vamp, and the fabu
lous 12th Street Rag, came in. If 
records meant it nil, Pee Wee 
should have broken all of them. 
But he didn’t. In fact, there have 
seldom been such slender nights at 
the club. The pt-ople who buy his 
records don’t want to come nut to 
see him. apparently. The jazz fans, 
and this was sold and bought ai* a 
Dixieland jazz unit, will have no 
part of him, since he is really a 
spurious Dixieland group, u novel
ty band in essence

He is an utterly charming guy, 
a good trombone player, and a 
facile emcee. But the group wa- 
misplaced. So maybe a 3 mil
lion seller isn’t enough. It's cer
tainly no guarantee of a full house 
in a my'ht club.

intensely warm his music became, 
was constantly relaxed. Jacquet, 
rather than playing his horn as 
well he potentially can, was in
stead overplaying the audience. It 
may make »howmanship sense, but 
it surely leads to shoddy music.

Returning to the Peterson trio, 
it ha. be«»me superfluous to note 
nil the skilled attribute« that make 
Ray Brown one of the steadily 
outstanding bassists of this gener
ation Herb Ellis hat continued to 
improve as the vital third member 
of the interplaying ensemble. Herb 
has gained confidence, and can 
swing serenely through a chorus of 
Air Mail Special while with equal 
ease, he’s able to unfold the gentle 
lines of Django Reinhardt’s Les 
Nuages.

It should be noted that Oscar, 
unlike several trio leaders of past 
und present, gives his u^»oc.ates 
ample feature space and frequently

records, he noi only drew the largest number of leeniigcr- the Grove 
had ever «era but found he also had a following among Holhwemd 
movie folk. Here is Eddie nt a reception given for him by songwriter 
Jimmy McHugh (right), with guests Pier Angeli and Anna Marin 
Alberghetti.

tscard proMoftos 

BUDDY BASCH

quality 
bow, a 
standa 
writers 
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<<pen ut one of New York’s mid
town art theaters, The Paris, early 
in September.

Titled Jazz Danee, the featurette 
wiH be paired with Vittorio DeSic- 
caa pri» winning (Europe) Bread, 
Love, and Dreams, Produced und 
directed by Roger Tilton on the 
»pot at one of the unique Central 
Plaza concert-dance«, the film de
picts the high degree of « motional 
impact generat«:«! by unrestrained 
Dixieland aza. Band consists of 
Jimmy McPartland, leader and 
trumpet; Pee Wee Russell, clari
net; Willie (The Lion) Smith, pi
ano; Geoige Wettling, drums; Jim
my Archey, trombone, and Pops 
Foster, bass.

who should continue to do the live 
turns, for he can keep up with the 
best of the talent now making the 
cafe circuit.

The Bob Hamilton trio, best 
known for its work on the NBC- 
TV Show nt Shows series, proved 
a real sleeper on this bill, stopping 
the show cold. Guy is one of the 
best dancers around, and the tw-o 
girls backing him are also excel
lent. The troupe did four numbers, 
closing with Crazy, Man, Crazy,

at the Flamingo, Las Vegas
July 29 thru August 18

Pee Wee Hunt, and Count Basie.
Now Peggy, whatever else she 

has been, has never been the e inger 
half u dozen other gals in jazz 
have been. She’» a good singer, her 
best things have been the soft and 
sentimental songs and, for con
trast, the semi-funky blues like 
Why Don't You Do Right?

Never Figured
Personally, I would never have 

figured her to be a top act on the 
Fairmont hotel circuit off her per
formances with Goodman und her 
records. But she is. She is, as I
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Oscar Paterson Trio, Gerry Mulligan Quartet, 
Illinois Jacquet; Basin Street, New York

announces who they are. Herb and 
Ray reciprocate by complementing 
Oscar not only with imaginative 
taste, but in the ensemble, they 
back him with a combined firmiy 
rich sound that must make Oscar 
feel sometimes as if he’s floating.

Oscar himself ke«»ps on grow
ing. The way he builds a multi
colored Continental in an impres 
sively tasteful arrangement of 
dynamics is a most pleasurable lis
tening experience. His F unny 
Valentine is a softly tender mood
setter but like everything els«.- he 
does, it has strength, too. Then 
there is the charming Peterson 
original, Noreens Nocturne, und 
an earthily moving and humorous 
Pompton turnpike. Oscar sings on 
occasion, too. His voice is pleasant

The Mulligan quartet (Frank 
Isola, Red Mitchell, and new trum
peter Tony Fruscella) are all first
rate musicians. Fruscella, still too 
new with the group to be entirely 
judged yet in its context, has a 
Baker-like approach to his horn 
though I’m told that he developed 
the style independently over a 
period of years. Anyway, he plays 
with careful restraint and limpid, 
but limited-range taste. And that’s 
true of the quartet as a whole- 
They move, but they move within 
a narrow compass as if repeating 
a skillful but fragilely formal ritual 
each evening I had the feeling 
that one fanfare from Roy El
dridge could blow them all away 
into the land of Xanadu.

Nothing short of a typhoon, how
ever, could blow Mr Jacquet away.

win is extremeb 
has learned his 1

throughout the act, also acting as 
a foil for Patti’s fast repartee. 
Mr. W. also contributed the ex
cellent arrangements, which were 
played ir. fine fashion by Garwood 
Van and his orchestra.

Also on the bill weie the slap
stick coniedy acrobatics of the 
Honey- Brothers and the rather 
tired comedy routines of Frank 
Fontaine. The Frontier Lovelies 
walked through a couple of routines 
and did much to enhance the decor 
f the room. —henry lewy

swinging intensity that MulliganV 
air-conditioned approach too often 
lacked.

Jacquet, on the other hand, con
fused frantic exhibitionism with

Billed at, th«, ourpris« act of the 
season, vivacious Patti Andrews 
lived up to the advance buildup 
as she starred in the Ramona room 
■ f the Last Frontier. Opening with 
a vocal version of the old Goodman 
standard, Sing, Sing, Sing, Patti 
took the audience by stonn and led 
them through several clever special 
material type numbers. There was, 
of «nurse, a medley of Andrews 
Sisters hiti, from through the 
years which had the crowd clamor
ing for more; and Patti’s flair for 
comedy was ably displayed in a 
number called Hawaii. A swinging 
two-beat rendition of South Ram
part St/rcet Parade wound things
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The Hollywood Beat

Movie Producer Derides 
Record Firms' Practices

By HAL HOLLY
Hollywood—Maybe you never noticed, but the film in

dustry and the music business have been barely on speaking 
terms far the past several years, though of late, what with 
music becoming more and more important as an industry, 
and the filmsters fighting to stay#----- ---------------------------------------------------
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in business, relations have begun 
to improve.

Take a look at that list of 
Academy Award-winning jongs 
that appeared in Down Beat's 
June 30 issue. Notice that up until 
recent years, the Oscar winners 
were songs of comparatively high 
quality, songs like Over the Rain
bow, and others that have become 
standards. During the ’30s, song
writers like Rainger & Robin, 
Warren & Dubin, Gordon & Ravel, 
never failed to ring up one or more 
smash hits every time they turned 
in a set of songs for a filmusica). 
Nowadays it is rare for a movie 
song to make the so-called “Top

TONE CON ROL

With 
Gibson Strings

Solved
New York — Said the inter

viewer lo the jaunun: “What 
arc your plans for the sum
mer?”

"Well, we'd like to slay in 
New York aa much as possible.”

“Won't that be difficult since 
there are just a few modem jarr 
clubs operating? How are you 
going to do it?”

“Easy, just don’t work.”

Ten.”
We mentioned this casually to a 

prominent producer who makes 
most of the musical pictures at 
his studio. He blew off, but big. 
In fact he blew wide open. His 
comment went something like this:

A. A R. Men Please Note
“In the old days, the music busi

ness was controlled by publishers. 
They could recognize a good song 
when they heard one. When a pub
lisher picked a good song and 
launched it with proper exploita
tion, its success was a foregone 
conclusion. Today your music busi
ness is controlled by a bunch of 
overpaid office boys who sit in

fancy offices at the record compa
nies and like to be called a. & r. 
(artist and repertoire) men. They 
might just as well be spending 
their time at the track, because 
they live on luck, and luck alone— 
from one Doggie in the Window to 
the next.

Some piece of trash that will sell 
a million records in three months 
—a million records that won’t be 
worth a junkman’s trouble to haul 
away after the song is dead.

“Under this crazy setup a film 
songwriter may turn out ii truly 
great song, and if one of these 
self-styled boy geniuses doesn’t 
select it to be recorded by some 
phony ‘vocal stylist,’ backed by 
a gimmicked-up arrangement, the 
3 never gets off the publisher’s

. That’s why we now almost 
always include one or more stand
ards — something these fellows 
can’t kill—in our filmusicals.”

Could he be quoted? we asked 
hopefully.

“HEAVENS, NOI We’d NEVER 
get another song from one of our 
pictures recorded by ANYONE!”

Well, that’s what the man 
tossed us. Anyone want to grab 
the ball and run it back?

ON THE SOUNDTRACK: Jim
my Maddin, Ray Bolger’s blues
blowing protege, drew a bit in No 
Business Like Show Business 
(Ethel Merman, Marilyn Monroe, 
Dan Dailey, Mitzi Gaynor, Donald 
O’Connor, Johnnie Ray). Between 
shots Jimmy, Dan, and Johnnie set 
the set on end jamming away on 
alto, drums, and piano — respec
tively and respectably . . . June 
(Mrs. Billy) Eckstine, whose mari
tal affairs haven’t been in head
lines for some time now, joined 
cast of Carmen Jones (Harry Bela
fonte, Dorothy Dandridge, Pearl 
Bailey, Olga James, Joe Adams, 
Max Roach) .. . Columbia producer 
Jonie Taps is looking for a ^irl 
singer with some solid-selling 
platters to her credit to play the 
feminine lead in his next Frankie 
Laine starrer. He’ll be glad to have 
suggestions from record fans. 
Write him c/o this column.

Singer Kay Armen tested for a 
role in Hit the Deck (Vic Damone, 
Debbie Reynolds, Jane Powell, 
Tony Martin, Ann Miller) . . . 
Johnny Johnston and Todd Duncan, 
both singers, signed for “straight” 
roles in Indie Hall Bartlett’s Un
chained, much of which will be 
shot at a California penal insti
tution. Background score by Alex 
North . . . Small (or large) jazz 
labels with versions of There’ll Be 
Some Changes Made should get 
ready to plug them. Song is get-

<3/SQUARE 

DOUBLES...

...but not for scale! He 
"doublet” by spending as 
much time fixing his off- 
brand instrument as playing it. 
Things would be different, ii 
he owned a C-H clarinet, 
flute or piccolo. C-B’s are 
famous for trouble-free 
performance.
AMERICAN MADE ..FINEST MADE

Just ask your dealer—
CUNDY-BETTONEY
Hyde Park 36, Boston. Maas.

FA nía nd

GOIJ) RECORDS usually go lo singers whose records hit sales marks, 
but here one goes lo L. A. radio station KFPs Kndy Mansfield as winner 
of the Westlake Music college 1954 award for Beat Radio Program 
of Recorded Popular Music. That's Andy at left receiving the platter 
from Westlake's Director Alvin L. Learned. A flock of Hollywood’s 
music-conscious celebrities who listen to Andy's shows turned out for 
the presentation. In this photo you can spot Jeri Southern, Stan Kenton, 
Gloria DeHaven, and a little-known singer named Jeff Chandler.

ting a revival shot via latest Shel
ley Winters starrer, Playgirl . . . 
The boys who know, say film studio 
composers should be known as 
$tudio composers.

JAZZ NOTES: Red Norvo trio 
into the Tiffany club July 16. And 
this time Red hopes to be able to 
settle down in his Santa Monica 
home with his family for keeps ... 
Joe Castro (Doris Duke's favorite 
pianist — and boyfriend) has ace 
trio at Fairchild’s, with Harry Ba
basin, bass; Chico Hamilton, drums

Geordie Hormel (piano) trio, 
with Barney Kessel, guitar; Iggy 
Shevak, bass at Captain’s Table 
this typing. The family meat mil
lions must be a handicap for Geor
die, or he would be bigger in mu
sic. He has imagination, a lively, 
marketable vocal style—and while 
he doesn’t play a terrific piano, 
notice the caliber of the musicians 
he always uses on his records or 
nitery dates . . . We hear Ted Fio 
Rito is going back to appear at 
that Newport Jazz Festival. Why ?

ADDED NOTES: Leo Guild 
writes a good column in a local 
trade sheet—but he should know 
that the term “Negress” is dis
tasteful . . . Crawford Music Co. 
of Beverly Hills now operates its 
own FM station here, KCBH. Al
most no commercials, and oh, boy! 
no “disc jockeys”! But the diet of 
all-classical music is just a bit too 
heavy. Why abstain 100 per cent 
from America’s great show music 
by writers like Kern, Rodgers, Por
ter, Schwartz?

Overheard in the Vine Street 
babble: “The only honest artists 
left in the music business are 
Homer & Jethro. All the rest, from 
Eddie Condon to Stan Kenton, are 
either kidding themselves or kid
ding the public.”

Abbott Records 
Sends Out Tour

Hollywood—The Abbott-Fabor 
record company, the coast’s dual 
label firm featuring western art
ists, is putting a “String Music 
Show” on the road this month as 
part of its exploitation campaign. 
The unit, comprised 100 per cent of 
Abbott-Fabor recording talent, is 
headed by Jim Reeves, Ginny 
Wright, the brother-sister team of 
Jim Edward Brown and Maxine 
Brown, and several other Abbott- 
Fabor artists.

Unit was to open July 19 at 
California’s Baldwin park Barn 
Dance, and after covering several 
western states, will be in the south 
to appear on the Louisiana Hay
ride radio show Aug. 19.

Hollywood 
Telenotes

Hollywood Palladium on TV I
again, this time with a weekly I
(Tuesdays, 10-11 p.m.) bandstand I
teleseries via KTLA, whose top I
man, Klaus Landsberg, made his
tory here with successful TV shows I
featuring bands under Ina Ray I
Hutton. Lawrence Welk, Spado I
Cooley, Leighton Noble. New Pal- I
ladium show was launched by Jan 1
Garber, with Harry James taking I
over July 13. I

Gordon Polk, erstwhile Tommy I
Dorsey singer, emerging as prom- I
ising new video personality as fea- I
ture of the Al Donahue Show from I 
Santa Monica ballroom (KABC, I
Fridays, 9:30-10:30 p.m.). I

Bob Wills and His Texas Play- I 
boys subbing for Jimmy Wakely |
troupe on Wakely’s show from I
Riverside Rancho (KCOP, Wednes- :|
days, 9-10 p.m.) while Wakely is I
on a series of one-niters in the I
East. I

Rhythm & Blues show launched 
via KTTV got off to what looked 
like a good start as TV entertain- I
ment (with good reviews) but I
folded when it was discovered |
sponsorship contracts had been I
forged by an ambitious promoter I
who hoped to snag bona fied backer I
after show was on the air. I

Laughton Staging 
Belafonte Tour

New York — After finishing his I 
work in the Otto Preminger film- I 
ing of Carmen Jones, Harry Bela- , 
fonte will start preparations for a 
six-month coast-to-coast tour to d 
begin this fall. The tour is under 
the aegis of Paul Gregory. Bela- 1
fonte will present An Evening ef I
Negro Folklore and Music, to be I 
staged by Charles Laughton. |

According to the New York 
Herald-Tribune: “Mr. Gregory is 
now negotiating with the Govern
ors of the Southern states to per- I 
mit Belafonte to enter state peni
tentiaries and road camps, and 
tape record songs which the pria- I 
oners sang in their youth.”

New Army Show
New York — Soldier Parade, a 

new musical variety hour present
ing leading professional entertain
ers from the ranks of the army, 
has been inaugurated on ABC-TV 
(Wednesdays, 7:30 to 8:30 pjn., 
EDT). Arlene Francis is hostess, 
and guest stars are also on hand.
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the Block 16 fleshpots, thereby 
helping to create many a fortune 
for what were to become the fu
ture Vegas haute monde.

That early period “Strip” on 
North First Street, now Skid Row, 
was one of the liveliest areas in 
the west. The joints were jumping 
—-Nevada Bar, Golden Camel, Tiv
oli, and LaSalle There was not 
even one hint of a depression. The 
town was loaded every Saturday 
night with working men from 
Boulder Dam. For several years, 
the moola clinked and clanged cash 
registers making fine music. Dur
ing the mid-’30s, when the Apache 
Hotel became the glamor hangout 
and dancing girls kicked up their 
gams at the Barrel House, the 
carny spirit entered that section of 
Fremont Street and never left.

‘Wide-Open’ Era Dawn*
The new decade brought Boulder 

Dam, wide-open gambling, and the 
six-week divorce law. Money was 
more plentiful around the state 
than at any other time since the 
historic Comstock days in Virginia 
City. The population of Nevada 
was 91,058, including 4,871 In
dians.

In 1931, the American Federa
tion of Musicians became repre
sented in Las Vegas, listing one 
Jack Tenney in the original charter 
membership of 22. Musicians were 
paid $3 or $5 tops. “Cardboard” 
clubs along the Boulder Dam high
way shot up overnight to take care 
of workers’ thirst and desire to 
gamble. The bigger and more per
manently erected Railroad Pass 
Casino, Yucca Club and The 
Meadows engaged the better com
bos among the handful of local 
musicians. The Meadows, built by 
Tony Comero, former rum runner 
and gambling-ship owner, was one 
of the first lavish resorts, import
ing some fairly well-known name 
acts from off the west coast vaude 
circuits.

Legendary Figure
One of the legendary Las Vegas 

figures is P. O. Silvagni, who left 
Utah to sink quite a bundle in 
putting up the Apaehe Hotel. He 
appointed the place very well and 
for almost 10 years after the 
grand opening in 1935, the Apache 
kept up its rep as a leading luxury 
hotel in town, aided by a gambling 
casino and surprisingly good floor 
shows.

At the same time of the Apache 
bow, Clyde Zerby, a former vaude
ville performer, promoted the Elks 
into putting on a typical frontier 
celebration. The town of 7,000 was 
still in the country-and-western as
pect of its evolution, nnd the first 
of the annual “Helldorado” hoop
las got off to a good start. Now, 
the resort hotels and casinos spend 
thousands of dollars on elaborate 
floats, the whole shebang is filmed 
for television, and the rodeo at
tracts the best riders and busters 
in the country.

Western Aura Fade*
Two years ago saw the last of 

the “western” acts booked into the 
hotels to honor “Helldorado.” Al
though a fair amount of tourists 
are intrigued by the parades, ro
deo, Kangaroo Kourt, and assorted 
shennanigans, they seem to crave 
sophistication and ultramounted 
shows flashing noted headliners 
sans Nashville backgrounds. The 
three G’s rule the Strip roost— 
gambling, glamor, and gals.

One of the stories floating 
around has the esteemed hotelier 
Tom Hull stopped with a flat tire 
on Highway 91 four miles from 
downtown in the year 1938. He 
looks across the vast expanse of 
desert and gets a vision, a la a 
Warner’s or Metro scenario “What 
a spot for a resort hotel!” runs 
the dialogue. “By gad, I’ll build it 
whether or no!” With chin grimly 
jutting, he smacks his open palm 
with fist. And that’s the tale of 
how El Rancho Vegas allegedly got 
its start. No one ever reported 
whether he got the tire fixed.

First Big Pleasure Dome
But Hull did find the loot to put 

up the first big pleasure dome ’way 
on the outskirts of town. El Rancho 
Vegas was a deluxe motel-casino 
at first. During the war, when the 
gunnery school was established in 
Vegas by the army, the Recon
struction Finance Corporation lent 
El Rancho enough to build a batch 
of bungalows on the sprawling 
acreage. They are still there, many 
owners and decorators later.

So began another decade which 
wound up in putting Las Vegas on 
the map for good, withal creating 
a sort of delightfully sinful atmos
phere accompanied by a flamboy
ant laissez-faire attitude. All this 
was supported by seemingly end
less stacks of silver and chips do- 

■ nated by a public madly in pursuit 
of the local mirage—endless passes 
and no crapping out.

With El Rancho a going concern 
supporting a show policy backed

by imported name and semi-name 
bands (Jimmy Dorsey played the 
hotel and later recorded a jump 
tune for Decca entitled “El Rancho 
Vegas”), the Los Angeles to Las 
Vegas highway came into focus.

Lost Frontier Bow*
Further south on the site of the 

91 Club, Texas movie chain opera
tor R. E. Griffith threw caution to 
the desert whirlwinds and began 
constructing the Last Frontier. His 
son-in-law, William Moore, Jr., was 
the architect. He carried on after 
Griffith’s death a few years later, 
guiding the destinies of that color
ful hotel, and becoming a big man 
in town and in the state.

But, back in 1941 townspeople 
were clucking tongues at the new 
huge resort hotel going up in the 
wasteland. “The town just can’t 
stand another,” was the comment. 
Shortly before Pearl Harbor, the 
Last Frontier opened with a big to-J 
do and went on flourishing nicely 
to upset all predictions from down
towners.

Rustic. But Modern
Both the El Rancho and Last 

Frontier were rustic in design, but 
the rooms were well furnished, a 
fact which prompted the Last 
Frontier to hoist a slogan above 
the porch beams: “The Early West 
in Modern Splendor.” Each spot 
had show budgets that were in 
comparison with current coin out
lays, fantastically low.

Back in ’41 a production in many 
ways satisfactory enough to lure 
customers into the casinos, could 
be presented for less than $2,500 
a week. A special holiday extrava
ganza with name headliner, dance 
team, flash act, line of a few 
femmes, and house band could 
make it for around $5,000 a week!

Vegas’ 66 Tootlem
In 1942, the musicians local had 

66 members working part time or 
filling vacancies in travelling bands 
when some of those cats got fed 
up with the desert heat or gambl
ing losses and blew town. Some 
were pianists or organists doing a 
single-o, and quite a few members 
were organized into units for week
end gigs in the many downtowns or 
outlying bars.

When war was declared, the 
lachrymose ones in town were sure 
that the pleasure days were over. 
Gamblers became uneasy fearing 
the fate of their newly-wrought 
nirvana. Fears were short-lived, 
however, for the war years not 
only zoomed profits in town, what 
with the army gunnery school and

CHARLIE BARNET’S combo at El Rancho Vega* in La* Vega* in
cluded pianist Bob Harrington; bassist Ralph Penna; Charlie on tenor 
•ax; drummer Artie Anton, and trumpeter Buddy Childers.

the labor batallion working at the 
huge Basic Magnesium plant in 
nearby Henderson, but the hotels 
and joints became filled with even 
more frantic dice rollers, roulette 
wheelers, blackjackers, and slot 
machine exercisers.

Closed Corporation
Three years before, six well- 

heeled gentlemen found sanctuary 
in Vegas when Mayor Frank Shaw 
was voted out in Los Angeles and 
reformist Fletcher Bowron took 
over. Guy McAfee, Tutor Scherer, 
Fanner Page, Chuck Addison, Bill

Curland, and Jake Katleman be
came bonafide “business” men while 
operating their gambling enter
prises without protection handouts.

They bought property and sunk 
money into several casin«>s around 
town McAfee, a former L A. vice 
squad member, had exited that arm 
of the law to become gambling 
kingpin in southern California. He 
and his cohorts managed to keep 
things controlled on the coast and 
fairly free from influental eastern 
gangsters.

(Continued on next page)
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While not exactly babes in the
Vegas political woods, they never
theless did not control setups in 
southern Nevada enough to keep 
out Benny Siegel Benny, or 

Buggsy,” with his advance man, 
Moe Sedway, had cased Vegas for 
some time. Moe took over the El
dorado Club race book and ran the 
Siegel wire service into other spots. 
He and Buggsy broke their palship 
because Sedway like to dabble 
openly in local politics and Siegel’s 
credo, immense ego notwithstand
ing, urged shadowly background 
maneuverings.

After Seaway's groundwork, the 
time was ripe for Buggsy to move 
in and become the gambling lord of 
Vegas with his plans for the 
>1,500,000 Flamingo Hotel. He 
bumbled the job, ran into war re
striction, was forced to buy build
ing materials on the black market. 
His eastern hood pals to whom he 
had sold “stock” and whom he had 
touched time and again for addi
tional funds, were quite irked when 
the Flamingo opened on Christmas 
day, 1946, at a cost of more than 
>6,000,000.

Big-Budget Show«
Siegel paid little attention to his 

critics, but put out princely sums 
for his shows. The highly-touted 
opening, with Jimmy Durante, 
Rose Marie, and Xavier Cugat’s 
ork, was a big deal seven years 
ago. It would be quite a normal 

booking these days!
When Local 369 passed the six- 

day law for musicians along about 
this time and raised wages to >90 
per week for Class A spots, Siegel 
stormed into the union office and 
almost committed mayhem. He 
didn’t care a hoot about the raise 
—the law forced one of his main 
attractions, Xavier Cugat, into 
taking dance sets off while a local 
relief band took over!

The terrible Siegel temper forced 
no 369ers into cowed subjection. 
They were adamant and the law 
and pay scale remained as voted. 
Which reminds business agent, 
Bob Calkins, of the late Moe Sed- 
way who came back into the Fla
mingo after Buggsy was long gone, 
and who was, says Calkins, the 
only gambling boss in town in full 
agreement with musicians demands 
then and until he died. In the cur
rent hassel which finds the musi
cians demanding a 25% increase 
and operators laying off all local 
men in favor of travelling “name” 
bands, Sedway would be their only 
ally, Calkins claims.

Flamingo Didn't Make It
The Flamingo didn’t make it 

with Las Vegans afters the double 
opening (the casino and nitery at 
Christmas, 1946, and the hotel in 
March 1947.) No one liked Siegel 
with his reputed gangland backers. 
Not until long after Buggsy’s un
lamented and mysterious demise 
(via a -hotgun blast in friend Vir
ginia Hill’s Beverly Hills manse) 
and new combine with Gus Green
baum at the helm did the public 
begin to patronize the big green 

blockhouse at the Strip’s end.
The following -months of 1947 

saw more building activity on the 
Strip, with Marian Hicks' Thun
derbird taking shape. Hicks was 
bossman of the downtown El Cor
tez. which, during the war was 
right up there with the Nevada 
Biltmore, and the Apache as a 
leading hotspot showcasing top 
headliners and bands.

Downtown'« Last Big One«
These were the last of the down

town caravansaries ever to chal
lenge the lead of the Strip hotel
casinos. After Hicks sold the El 
Cortez he brought in lawyer Clif
ford Jones (lieutenant governor of 
the state), plus southern Cali
fornia money and opened the latest 
Strip hotel. Everyone concerned 
almost saw the ‘Bird fly into bank
ruptcy the first night when all the 
high rollers in town descended 
upon the casino for that old Vegas 
custom, the “courtesy” play. Hicks 
had to borrow over >100,000 the 
next ayem in order to keep his 
tables moving.

Booked Many ‘Firsl»'
The Thunderbird booked many 

“firsts” to establish a rep for star
making. Frankie Laine, Kay Starr, 
Mindy Carson, Rosemary Clooney, 
Patti Page all played this nitery 
for comparatively small checks dur
ing the early years of its operation. 
Now, the ’Bird frankly refuses to 
shell out the exorbitant loot for 
the same stars, still preferring to 
bring in lesser knowns, but per
haps of no lesser potential.

This spot also pioneered in the 
presentation of big band jazz con
certs. Duke Ellington, Kay An
thony, Billy 
are leaders

May, Sauter-Finegan 
who successfully put

their sidemen through excellent 
concerts to make the offbeat-for- 
Vegas entertainment a real kick.

Wilbur Clark Arrives
To many innocents at home 

and abroad, the name of Wilbur 
Clark is synonomous with Las 
Vegas. This enterprising guy from 
Illinois hitchhiked to San Diego, 
ran elevators and bells in the 
Knickerbocker Hotel, bought some 
cocktail lounges with tip money 
and other backing, running his in
vestments into fairly big dough. 
He made a fling with Tony Corner© 
in the ill-fated gambling ship deal 
off the southern California coast, 
but managed to recoup his losses 
in Las Vegas. He bought the El 
Rancho Vegas in 1944 and built the 
Monte Carlo, the first plush casino 
on Fremont Street, then sold both 
in 1946 to open the lavish Players

THE MARY KAYE trio, appearing at the Hotel Last Frontier in Vegas, 
keeps things jumping there nightly. Here is the group, with Frank Ho- 
dac on drums assisting Frankie Ross, Mary, and Norman Kaye.

Club across from the Last Frontier.
All the while, he planned his 

Desert Inn, a dream hotel to out
distance all others in the deluxe 
department. His purchase of 16 
Strip acres for >75,000 was a big 
sum then, but is spoken of today 
as a downright “steal."

Early Backing Came Hard
Out of all the glittering symbols 

of Las Vegas fortune, the localite 
will point to this Bermuda pink 
rambling spa and say: “If only I 
had known then what I know now.” 
Clark needed backing desperately 
for his Desert Inn. For months 
during 1949, he pleaded in vain 
around town. His entire bankroll 
was sunk in the first stages of 
buildings partially constructed 
looking like ruins of an old Nevada 
ghost town.

Then came Cleveland gamblers 
Morris Kleinman, Tom McGinty, 
Sam Tucker, and Detroiter Moe 
Dalitz, looking for a nice invest
ment. So wise was their investment 
that the approximately >3,000,000 
tossed into the Desert Inn became 
their ticket to business legality 
with respectability (Nevada style). 
Not only that, the Desert Inn’s 
overnight success formed another 
big turning point in the wheel of 
Las Vegas fortune.

In 1950, Wilbur’s Desert Inn 
started the era of plentiful spend
ing for plentiful returns. Vegas 

became the magic word around the 
booking agencies. They asked for 
and received more money for their 
clients. The Inn’s opening show 
with Edgar Bergen, Charlivels, 
Vivian Blaine, and Ray Noble’s 
ork cost >50,000, not counting the 
production figures of the Arden- 
Fletcher line and cocktail lounge 
combos.

Little by little, hotel owners be
gan pilfering other owners’ head
line “property.” It was generally 
agreed for a while tht certain top 
name draws should play the same 
spots, and hands off. However, the 
urge to outdo the other guy was 
strong in the hearts and wallets 
of these new and mighty impre
sarios. They turned to old tricks of 
early days, yet the wars between 
the hotels were waged without re
sorting to strongarm methods.

Formed An Association
They formed an association to 

feed each other double-talk, and 
heavy bidding went on for talent 
following the pleasant tatta-tataa. 
The acts often signed contracts 
binding them to the same hotel for 
18 months. A few independent- 
minded comedians and singers 
sought the only out from such 
practices by grabbing television or 
picture shots which automatically 
released them.

This cagey contretemps lasted 
(Turn lo Page 16)

The little man with the BIG band

BENNY

SHORT

and the Show Band of the Nation!!
after 8 years—still on relief at

Producer, Hotel Flamingo 
Las Vegas, Nevada

Flaaiaca El 
Ranoho

Thunderbird Utt 
Frentier

Sahara

Choreographer, “Icecapades
Gads—Dads it might even turn
into a STEADY engagement!
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Lee Konitz Moving Into 
'Valuable Property Class

New York—From his 21st^ 
position in the 1947 Down 
Beat poll, Lee Konitz has 
risen to an increasingly im-
portant place in the jazz scene. 
Since 1949, when he finished sec- j 
ond to Johnny Hodges, Lee has 
never been lower than fourth in 
each year’s balloting. The 1953 
electoral returns saw him second 
only to Charlie Parker.

This renown among jazz follow- 
era and the growing commercial 
impact of jazz itself has made 
Lee a “valuable property” in the 
trade. He may be part of one of 
the jazz tours in the fall, and re
cently there’s been brisk bidding 
among several companies to get 
him to sign an exclusive recording 

yville Records won, 
agreement, Lee has 
important to him— 

independence. On StoryviUe he will 
have complete freedom to record 
what he wants and when he wants.

Increased Freedom
Lee’s initial recordings will be 

with his present quartet—a unit 
he’s already worked with in Bos
ton and Toronto, and has been re
hearsing steadily. It was to return 
to the increased freedom of a small 
unit like the one he now heads 
that Lee left Stan Kenton last De
cember after 15 months, a period 
that certainly helped Lee become 
better known throughout the coun
try.

Lee's personnel comprises pianist 
Ronnie Ball, bassist Peter Ind, and 
drummer Jeff Morton. Like Lee, 
they’re in their mid-20s, and all 
share with Lee a deep respect for 
Lennie Tristano, with whom all 
four continue to study. Ronnie and 
Peter originally came here from 
England. Before settling in the 
States about two and a half years 
ago, both had played on the boats 
between here and England, using 
the between trip layoffs in New 
York to study with Tristano. Peter 
recorded with Lennie on Ju-Ju and 
Passtime, the sides Lennie made 
for his own label a couple of years 
ago. For drummer Morton as for 
Ind, the Konitz quartet is his first 
regular combo job.

“I feel pretty good about these 
three,” says Lee. “We have good

lax* Konitx

common ground and they can all 
play well. The whole idea of this 
group, when we’re functioning 
properly, is for it to be a fully 
mprovising unit—not just a sax 
and rhythm section, but one in 
which we’re all integrated.

Improvisation
"Ronnie and I are getting a good 

feeling for playing improvised 
counterlines together. Peter is an 
outstanding bass player—he’s been 
causing quite a lot of comment 
where he’s been heard—and we 
do things with him too where he 
plays lines with Ronnie and me.

“Jeff is a good, swinging, even 
drummer with a nice conception 
of spacing the beat. He usually 
doesn’t use an afterbeat cymbal. 
It’s just an even four beats to the 
measure. Accents are superimposed 
on that foundation. That way 
there’s always a good, steady time 
going. I really prefer it that way. 
It gives you a chance to play four 
even beats when you want to in
stead of having something jammed 
into your back all the time.

“Our book is mostly originals, 
and so far. we’ve been playing 
mostly the things I’ve recorded up 
to now, but I’m writing some new 
things. Actually. I never had very
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Lennie Hochman Breaking Ice 
In Richmond With Jazz Unit

Richmond, Va.—A local, beginning jazz band, however 
promising, has a hard enough time getting publicity in a big 
city. What happens to a swinging unit in a relatively smaller

Margaret Re-Signs
New York — Margaret Truman 

has signed a contract with the Na
tional Broadeasting Co. for her 
fourth season of guest appearances 
on radio and television.

tuguat

much opportunity to play on dates 
the numbers I recorded five years 
ago. That’s why we began with 
those. There are things about some 
of the lines I wouldn’t write to
day, but they don’t sound dated 
so they’re still nice to play.”

Sounded Stronger
Lee was asked about the state

ments of some that his months with 
Kenton had helped his playing be
come warmer, less cool. “Mv con
ception of playing warmly,” Konitz 
answered, “is a little different from 
what it seems most people’s is. 
When I was with the Kenton band, 
it’s true I was playing very force
fully. For one thing, it was a 
struggle for existence against other 
sounds. But an added fact is that 
I was also improvising less be
cause of the restricted framework 
a soloist has in any orchestra. 
Accordingly, 1 was bound to sound 
stronger playing things that were 
under my fingers, things on which 
1 wasn’t improvising extensively.

"But that isn’t the kind of play
ing I want to do. I feel—and this 
is what I mean by playing warmly 
—I feel that it’s possible to get 
he maximum intensity in your 

playing and still relax. Too many 
people have forgotten what Lester 
did in the Basie days. To me, his 
work then is a perfect example of 
the essence of what. I’m trying to 
do. He never sounded frantic, nor 
did he sound as if it were an effort 
to play. He sounded as if he were 
sitting back and putting everything 
right into the groove where it’s 
supposed to be. It was very pretty 
and at the same time, it was very 
intense.

“I feel when I get the right in
tensity, I’ll meet ail the qualifica
tions for warmness, but I’m still 
probing around. The album I made

■♦city—let’s say, Richmond, Va.
' This kind of problem affects hun

dreds of units across the country. 
The majority continue to play 
weekend dates in their respective 

i areas, and many of the instru
mentalists return to their jobs or 
studies during the week.

In Richmond, there is the mod
em jazz combo recently organized 
by Lennie Hochman. Lennie, a 
saxophonist formerly with Sonny 
Dunham, Kai Winding, and Ray 
McKinley, retired from the road a 
few months ago, returned to his 
home town and decided to get a 
steady, stationary job.

It wasn’t long before he discov- 
i ered some talented local musicians, 

some with professional experience 
’ (trombonist Henry Southall is a 

Dean Hudson alumnus and vibist 
Bud Wattles headed his own group 
in the Cleveland area), and re- 

, hearsed with them whenever pos
sible. The idea of local jazz con
certs occurred to him, and he as- 
sembled a permanent seven-piece 

. group, consisting of himself on 
tenor: Southall; Wattles; Steve 
Dwork, bongos; Eddie Ferman, 

i bass; Buddy Deppenschmidt,

drums, and Gus Jefferson, piano.
George A. Sloan haa been re

elected chairman of the board of 
directors of the opera association. 
He announced that the Metropoli
tan Opera fund has reached |1,- 
016,000—only >236,000 short of its 
goal.

With the exception of one-nite 
stops by jazz groups at the Mosque, 
this city is largely unfamiliar with 
jazz concerts. Lennie’s first con
cert was in Johnny’s Steak House. 
It had been widely publicized and 
drew a good crowd of jazz-con
scious or simply curious Richmond
ers who enthusiastically approved 
of the music. Dancing was encour
aged during the latter half of the 
evening.

Hochman’s plans for the septet 
include a series of concerts featur
ing local and national names. “We 
aim for a good modern sound,” 
he said. “We primarily want to 
swing. We’ve been offered some rec
ord dates and are planning mid
night theater concerts modeled 
after those conducted by Willis 
Conover in Washington. It's not 
easy to get more people in this 
area interested in modern jazz, but 
we’re doing our darndest.”
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for StoryviUe, for example, with 
Ronnie, Al Levitt, and Percy 
Heath, was criticized in some 
places as being too cool. To me it 
sounded in places too frantic rather 
than too cold.

“I can say confidently,” Lee 
ended, “that I’m getting better 
every day. That’s my opinion any
way, and it's my motivating force.

I SHERMAN

HAYES

and his

Orchestra

currently in 5th month
at

EL CORTEZ HOTEL
Las Vegas, Nevada
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Tape Measure

Lightweight Ampex 600 
Has Quality, Right Price 

By ROBERT OAKES JORDAN
Of the many tape recorders I have tested, there remain in 

my mind two outstanding units that deviate from the rule 
of thumb that increased quality means increased price. The 
first, on which I have previously»’---------------------------------------------------------

Jordan

netophon sent to 
me for labora
tory evaluation. 
Now, there is the 
new lightweight 
A in p e x Model 
600.

The first thing 
that appealed to 
me was the total 
weight of about 
26 pounds, case 
and all. Not ,<ften 
is a unit such as 
this so consistent 
in every aspect

grams, so my tests were of a 
rather standard nature. These data 
sheets are of considerable value, 
since they indicate what can be 
expected of any particular unit. 
Not having them, each test had 
to be performed several times in 
order tu find the correct base on 
which to start.

The Ampex 600 is enclosed in a
strong, resilient carrying case that 
looks like a small suitcase. ’
cover, which has cord and 
ttorage space, is removable.

Stephen* Unit Drives

The 
reel

Shortly before I received the Am 
pex 600, the new Stephens 5206- 
AX (500-ohm voice coil) speaker 
mounted in the “Cavalcade” baffle 
and the new Stephens >00-ohm out
put “Citadel” amplifier (without 
output transformer) came in for 
test.

Having finished the first tests on 
these new products, I used them 
in conjunction with the Ampex, 
with pleasant Jesuits. (Remember
ing the difficulty in the first mod
els of the new Stephens amplifier, 
I was glad to see this unit re
appear in final perfected form It 
will be reviewed in a later column.)

When the Ampex 600 came, I 
l ooked it up to the Stephens Cita
del, with no equalizer, mixing unit, 
or additional glossing equipment. 
I listened for the better part oi 
two days to tape after tape, some 
commercial tapes and ot .c i - of my 
own, hut all with wonderful sounds 
—round, full sounds I still can 
recall.

When the time came to test the 
Ampex, I hated to carry it to the 
lab Taking it apart was almost 
unnecessary. The unit test showed 
the Ampex had all but animated 
responses. This is what the Am 
pex showed at 7^' a second 
with a full-trackhi ad arrangement 
on Hazcltine and Hewlett-Packard 
test equipment:

1. The 600 uses the standard 7“ 
reel (1,200 feet average).

2. Thirty minutes (average) of 
playing time.

3. About 94 «-econdr rewind time.
4. About 92 seconds fast for

ward.
5. To eliminate the possibility 

of tape saturation, the respense 
check was made «omewhat below 
the operating level The response 
range was 33 to 15,054 cycles a 
second, only varying about 2 deci
bels (plus or minus) from 50 tu 
10,050 cycles a second. As I 
passed over 15,000 cycles a second, 
there was a drop of about 3.4 
decibels.

6. Having no information on how 
the Ampex engineers checked the 
signal-to-noisc ratio I found that 
it was well over 61 decibels be
low the peak recording level, in
cluding measurement of all tran
sient component noises.

I do not think it is necessary 
to give further details on the tests 
of the Ampex GOO. When I receive 
a copy of the spec sheets and re
sponse curves, I will report again 
>n how well the 600 live’ up to 
the claims for it. Thus far, the 
exceptional quality of its perform
ance indicates tha* the claimi need 
only be honest, which should make 
its manufacturers proud and you 
and me happy.

I ow Price 1 u g
The 600 is the fir.it Ampex 

which offers Ampex quality with 
out the usual price tag, It will sell 
in competition with many of the 
other fine units in the next price 
range lower than that of >he pre 
vious Ampex machines. I would 
not hesitate to suggest it—in fact, 
I would recommend it—for profes
sional use as well as amateur.

Additional accessories are avail
able for this unit, including half
track heads for the new tape rec- 
»••q-—"«q faT the more economi

DOW»»

Hollywood Bowl Installs 
Hi-Fi, Stereo Sound

By OLIVER BERLINER
Of interest to all musicians and music lovers is the new 

high fidelity stereophonic sound system installed at the Hol
lywood Bowl. This system, perhaps the most pretentious and 
expensive ever installed for sound reinforcement, was de-
signed acoustically by RCA’s John 
Volkmann and electronically by 
Walter Midcalf of their Hollywood 
sound products outlet, in co-opera
tion with Al J^ach, representing 
the Hollywood Bowl.

A number of unique feat urea are 
of interest to the audiophile, most 
important of which is th« stereo
phonic sound. Threi hi-lo frequen
cy theater loudspeakers are mount
ed atop the shell covering the 
stage. Although one might first be
lieve this to be the entire stereo
phonic speaker system, they con
stitute actually only the center 
channel.

On each side of the stage is a 
tower containing another loud
speaker combination, thus provid
ing the right and left stereo chan
nels. A fourth channel for auxil
iary or emergency use is included.

Muny Obstacles
Many obstacles present them 
Ives in an instai.at,on of thisselves in an

magnitude. First of all, an -utdoor 
system requires u great deal of 
power, especially for covering an 
audience of many thousands, some 
of whom are close to the stage, 
while others are hundreds of feet
away. Sound disperses very rapid-

sole, for they are located in the 
sound control loom, to the left of 
the stage. It is planned for classi
cal mu-ic that no sound reinforce
ment shall be used; however, if 
necessary, a musician will operate 
the’mixer.

Red Ught Shines
Before being turned on, a micro

phone may be auditioned by the 
audio operator to be certain that 
the channel is working properly. 
Then, when the microphone is 
“on,” a red light attached to it 
will indicate that fact to the solo
ist.

The five audio equipment rack-
are located in the control room. 
All speech input components are 
>f the highest broadcast quality. 
Provision for quick changeover to 
a spare in the event of failure of 
a unit is provided at the control 
room and at the mixing console. 
The console may be placed inside 
the control room »nd operated 
there, although this is to be 
avoided if possible

Also at tne left of the stage is 
a separate broadcast control room 
which may either receive a pro
gram from the public address ays-

ly in the open air. The problem Jem or utilize its, own microphones.
becomes extremely critica, when
this sound must have a wide fre
quency range.

A total of 300 watts of audio 
power is available. Feedback from 
loudspeakers to microphones is al 
ways a problem, especially with 
the close proximity of speakers to 
microphones. In addition there may 
be an echo to contend with be
sides an occasional airplane over
head

Located in the box seating area 
is the mixing console handling 10 
microphones. Actually, up to 35 
microphones may be used with ad
ditional mixers. No electronic com
ponents are included in the con-

cally minded owners.
J discovered only one thing 

about the Ampex 600 that showed 
room for improvement. The com
pany could make it easier to put 
the cord back into the cover quick
ly or with one hand This is a 
common problem, and a unit as 
carefully designed as this deserves 
a cord retractor reel. Tape- are 
wound on reels; why not the cord?

(Ed_ Not«: Send question« to Robert 
Oakee Jordan “ *
land Park, III. EucIom 
addre—ed envelope for per

Mir-

Coaxial cables besides audio cir
cuits connect this room to the 
telephone company office for both 
telev ision and radio programs, such 
a- the Easter sunrise services.

The lighting director sits near

Class
Chicago — Muzak was nc»er 

like this!
We’ve seen Mario Lanta discs 

in<l the Boston Pops on juke
boxes before, but the Mona Lisa 
restaurant hen*, on lower Rush 
St., ha* on Its bubble-up phono
graph th«- complete opera pro- 
duclion of La Bahama.

For those with enough dimes 
and long lunch hours, it's great, 
man!

Tucker To Appear 
Twice At LaScala

New York — Richard Tucker, 
Brooklyn-born ter >r of the Met 
ropolitan Opera (Down Beat, April 
7), will sing a unique double
header at Milan’s famous opera 
house, LaScala. At the invitation 
of Antonio Ghiringhelli, he will re
cord La Forza del Destino for 
Angel Records in August in the 
official LaScala recording. Alst in 
the cast will be Maria Meneghini 
Callas, Tito Gobbi, Nicola Rossi- 
Lemeni, and Tullio Serafin as con
ductor.

In the pring, after his regular 
Metropolitan season, Tucker will 
return to Italy to sing the same 
role in his public debut at the 
opera house. For the last six years, 
Tucker has had a standing invi- 
tatioi from General Managtr Ghi
ringhelli to -ing at LaScala, but 
this is the first time his commit
ments in this country could be 
scheduled to make his appearance 
possible.___________________________
the audio console and gives instruc
tions to the switchlx ,ird operator 
ir. the control room at the right 
of the stage. There is u total of 
six light towers at the Bowl to 
provide spectacular lighting ef
fects. All towers are connected by 
two-way interphone.

The complete technical system 
should prove to be one of the most 
outstanding in the world.

E. M. C. (Educational-Musical- 
Cultural) Recordings Corp., St. 
Paul, Minn., will issue educational 
prerecorded tapes in the school 
field. Plans for the fall call for 
pre-re musical tapes, featuring 
young, modern American compo 
sers. The firm also will issue a 
series of great literature of the 
world on tape, accompanied by ap
propriate background music. In 
addition, a ape playback unit will 
be marketed at less than ?40.

Jerrold Electronics Corp, has 
introduced i new line of ampli
fiers designed to deliver “snow
free” pictures ii most critical 
television areas. The line consists 
of two antenna-mounted preamps 
and one indoor distribution ampli
fier The mounted units operate on

24 volts and the single from the 
preamp to the receiver.

A new automatic FM booster de
signed to improve FM reception 
in virtually every area has been 
ann iunced by Electro-Voicc, Inc., 
Buchanan. Mich. The new Tune- 
O-Matic, high-gain model 3305-FM 
booster is said to make a good sig
nal impervious to noise and makes 
a weak signal useable. The booster 
increase: «ignal strength more 
han 10 times. The circuit ampli

fies the signal at th« receiver an
tenna and docs it uniformly 
through the intire spectrum from 
88 to 108 me It has 300- ahm .nput 
and output from 105-125 volts. 60 
cycles AC.

Catering to the TOP entertainers 
and musicians in Show Business

• Records • Phonographs

• Magnavox Television

• Radios • Pianos • Sheet Music

• Hammond Organs

GAREHIME MUSIC COMPANY
115 N. 3rd Street Las Vegas, Nevada
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trite analogy, but this
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dental note—two 
songs are from 
Opera.

Angel records

nic way. Some may think r i. mutt* 
cal language regression, but itk 
quite valid for what Orff wants 
to say. I think you’ll find both 
these works unusually stimulating. 
Vox is the better recorded.

perhaps the most widely known 
expomnt of the French chanson in 
the United States. The set is called 
Bravo pour le Clown (ANG LP 
•>4005). Some of the othei Piaf 
LPs on Columbia, Vox and Decca 
have been excellent, but this one 
somehow conveys the essence of 
that tiny, black-garbcd tragedi
enne with a force and a tender-

with guitar accompaniment 
Anatoly Malukoff Full texts 
translations are included. . .

issued the 
Edith Piaf,

Rome—Sol Hurok has signed tie 
Santa Cecilia Choir for a 10-week 
tour of the United States, begin
ning Oct. 1, 1955. The tour will 
mark the first appearance in Amer
ica of one of the world’s most re
nowned a cuppella choirs.

the Vox LP • f Stravinsky’s Lm 
Noces along with his Mas s and 
the two motets: Pater Noster and 
Ave Maria. They have been re
corded by Margaret Hillis and her 
concert choir with the assistance 
of the New York concert orchestra.

er” and that she conducts w ith 
•‘totally admirable skill and clarity 
of purpose.” These comments ap
ply equally to this recorded per
formance. Note especially the dis
tinguished work of soprano Adele 
Addison in Les Noces.

Elektra also has made available 
an absorbing and rather moving 
collection of Russian Folk Songs 
(EKL-20) sung by Hillel Raveh

Opera, you’re not likely ever to 
forget it—even when you want to.

La Bonne Chanson: Francophiles 
have had growing reason v> be 
grateful to the LP. Not before 
that wondrous extension of the 
recorded repertoire had it been 
possible for Americans to gain ac
cess to many of the witty, grace
ful French chansons. For imagery, 
melodic charm, and dramatic im
pact, many of the French popular 
songs are unequaled for consist-

tentiahst chansons (569); Jacque
line Francois (570), ana the in
triguing Patachuu (CL 571). The 
liner notes and texts will make 
omprehenson easy whether you’ve 
been cajoled through high school 
French or not, and the way of the 
music along with the flair of the 
artist« will quite likely make you, 
too, a Francophile. It happens be
fore you know it.

Unlike Columbia’.- previous first
rate French releasethese are in 
the less expensive CL series. ($3.95 
for each 12” LP.) Another inci-

.'•hanged by Blitzstein) bitingly un
derlines the bitter humor and prag
matic morality of the poor and of 
the outlaws of society. It is unique 
in music theater history for barely 
controlled ferocity, salty tenderness 
and deliberately tawdry bathos.

And the over-all effect is ot 
pained wonder that man can so

more formal Russian recital can 
bi heard on Capitol (Capitol LP 
P8265) whereon Maria Kurenko

of the agency representing her. 
After trying in vain to get part 
several top underling« to whom 
»he wax an unknown. Mixa Leigh 
tried again with:

“I’m Carolyn Leigh. I have 
a *ong called Young ut Heart," 
and drew thi« cutoff:

Four IP* ImuiiI
Columbia has issued four 12" 

LPs that will not only please those 
already hopelessly enamoured of 
the French chanson but also will 
provide an excellent introduction 
to that casual art for those of you 
who have been wary of approach
ing the language barrier.

The collections are by Maurice

The

Eltoi

urban-bound listener thinks inva
riably of all the adjectives asso
ciated with a mountain stream

London in his adaptation, only this 
time it’s London in the 19th cen
tury. But it doesn’t matter where 
this slashing satire is set, for it 
applies wherever there is poverty 
and hypocrisy.

Less successful is Angel’s dance 
treatment of several Charle- Tre
net «ongs with Trenet himsilf and 
the orchestra of Jacques Helian, 
plus a group of effervescent young 
women Trenet’s songs are too 
graceful and incisive to profit by 
this routine, rather cloying treat
ment (ANG LI’ 64004)

Elektra records has released a 
second volume by Jean Ritchie, the

The most important music the
ater i vent in New York this year 
was the presentation of The Three
penny Opera in English in the 
Theatre de Lys.

More space and more enthusi
asm, however, were lavished hy 
critics on The Golden Apple — a 
flat, pretentious work that Harold 
Clurman accurately described as 
“. . . a clever exercise, lacking in 
original point or creative sponta
neity. Like so much of our enter
tainment it is a made-to-order ma
chine well devised in all its parts, 
functioning smoothly but serving 
no human function. It has no cen
tral life. . .

The Golden Apple moved up to 
Broadway, was recorded by Victor, 
and in the usual manner of well- 
publicized mediocrity probahly will 
continue to be the subject of artful 
conversation for some time until 
it disappears into that limbo re
served for critics and for all other 
overinflated phenomena. (There’s a 
place waiting there, too, for 90 
per cent of Rodgers and Hammer
stein’s productions despite the cur
rent New York critics’ myth that 
R&H have “elevated” our music

Hollywood—Carolyn Leigh, 
who did the book and lyrics for 
the muxical rrruon of Peter Pan 
(music by Moose Charlap) open
ing herr next month, attempted 
to check in with the local office

tucky Mountain Songs, EKL-25). 
The first volume by Miss Ritchie 
(EKL-2) was a model of both per
formance and engineering fidelity 
in the recording of folk music. 
This is equally impressive and 
pleasurable.

The clear, cool beauty of Miss 
Ritchie’s voice is an aural experi
ence of rare excellence. It is. 1

“Sorry, kid. We can’t Jo a 
thing for you. There’, already 
a «one out by that name.’’
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performed in London
Blitzstein returns the

v is uraivuuiK iiiinovn. • hevalier (CL *68y, Juliette Greco 
hear The Threepenny in what are loosely termed exis-

formed by the same interpreters 
at Towr hall (Down Beat, Feb. 
24), this magazine’s reviewer 
wrote that Miss Hillis illuminated

Important 
important release

PO WER 
FORGED

of several 
songs.

its ft: st performanci in Germany 
in 1928, the Kurt Weill-Bert Brecht 
work has shown through its suc
cess in many countries how perma
nently applicable an accusation it 
is. Fortunately, MGM records has 
now released an I.P of the Theatre 
de Lys performanci ■ -a remark
ably : accessful English adaptation 
by Marc Blitzstein (MGM LP 
¿3121.)

On the record, a» on the stage, 
Lotte Lenya, the widow of Kurt 
Weill, leanly towers over the rest 
of the cast in her original role 
of Jenny. And the others, while 
they’re not all as secure in the 
music and in the characterization 
as they could be, still catch and 
communicate the harsh sweetness 
of the work. Also outstanding is 
Charlotte Rae as Mrs. Peachum, 
and a special accolade is due the 
orchestra and conductor, Samuel 
Matlowsky.

The 1928 Berlin work was based 
on John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opt ra.

Standard» have change4 W 
in clarinet»... when you 
can buy a perioru • r like M 
thia for under 1200.00. Try 
one at vour dealer’s, and see

sings eight quite lyrical songs by 
Rachmaniiixtt along with Mous 
lorgsky’s just plain lovely song 
cycle, The Nursery. Again, there 
are full translations.

Capitol deserve« credit for hav
ing made these rarely recorded 
works available. It is the first LP 
performance of The Nursery and

theater to “an art form.’’ Carousel 
was indeed close to a work of art, 
hut their ether shows, for the most 
part, are likely to be as enduring 
as Brooks Atkinson's prose.)

For Really tdveriluroii«

For those of you who are really 
adventurous in your curiosity, 1 
recommend two works by the con
temporary German composer, Curl 
Orff: Carmina Bvrana (Decca LP 
DL 9707) and Catulli Carmina 
(Vox PL 8640). The first is a 
setting of rousing secular medieval 
songs, and the second is a setting 
of some of the poems of that reso
lutely secular Latin poet, Catullus. 
(“For obvious- reasons,” say the 
notes at me point, “the transla
tion of the following lines lias been 
omitted ”)

Orff is of no stylishly contemno-

The Devil' 
Advocate 

- By Mason Sargent

MAKERS Oc HIGH GRADE BOlHM FLUTES

12 PIEDMONT bT BOSTON ¡6. MASS.

But The Threepenny Opera will 
last long past our deaths. Since

CLASSICS IN CAPSULE
Current diac album rofoose» with rating» and once~overdightly commentary by elutM tpecialitt, Will Leonard. LP*» 

lit tod. The rating» (»operate for muiicd performance and technical recording quality) are A A A A A Excellent A A A A lory 
Good, drdtir Good, dtir Fair, it Poor.

Current Events

Diw Data Rating» (Comments

VAFGHAN WILLIAMS: EnglUh 
Folk Song Suita, Norfolk Khap- 
•ody, Fantatia» on Green »leere» 
and Thome» Talli». Philhar* 
monic Promenade orchestra, Sir 
Adrian Boult.

WESTMINSTER WL5270, 12*.

TAYXOR: Through the Looking 
Gia»». Eastmaa*Roehe«ter Sym
phony orchestra. Howard Haa-

MERCURY MGWOOR, 12*.

IVES: Symphony No. 2 Vienna 
orchestra. F. Charles Adler.

S. P. A. SPA39, 12*.

A^HkA 
Performance 
WA A A A 
Recording

AAA AAr 
Performance
WAWW 
Recording

«*» 
Performance 
WWW 
Recording

• A guy who gets married when he*s 80 years old in not the kind of fellow 
who rompoMM inane, banal, or weary munis. Ralph Vaughan Williaats has a 
hard time getting out of a rut, but hi a product packs a wallop seen when, 
as in these ease«, it is largely fancy work with old, establiahod material.

• Deems Taylor penned his wittiest waeknineen, in this »cries of Lewis Car
roll pictures, and they need a light, fast touch. Hanson and the Roeheaterian» 
here come up with one of the most efficient of their many reeordin* jobs, 
filled with life and color and saueinem.

• Just why a Vienna orchestra should bo recordin* American music on an 
upstate New 1 ork label is bard to understand, at least when the performance 
bears so few si*ns of sympathy and depth. This ia not • work that appeals 
on first hoarin*. It dsssrem a mora foolln* interpretation than this.

The Old, Old Days
PALESTRINA: Mine Papua Mar- 
coUi. Nelhelands Chamber choir, 
Felix do Nobel.

EPIC LC3O45, 12*.

VIVALDI: Concerti. Virtue»! di 
Roma, Renato Fasno.

DECCA DL9679, 12*.

RANDELx Bdahaxmr oratorio, 
with Berlin Chamber choirs, 
Berlin Symphony orchestra, so
loist», Heimat Koch.

VANGUARD BG534, 2-12*.

A A AWW 
Performante 
AAA A 
Reeordin*

A A'A AW 
Performance
W A A A W 
Reeordin*

wwww
Performance 
WWW 
Reeordin*

• Marcellus was pope for just throe weeks; Palestrina’» mass dedicated to 
him 1« a fairly exciting addition to the choral record catalogue exactly 400 
year» later. The reverse side, containing IS and 16th century choral music 
from the lowland», is sun* with feeling but without great conviction.

• Simple title, simple music, played simply but with overwhelming effect. 
Thia 1» primarily a string orchestra, witb parts for harpochord, viola d'amore 
or oboe, and it 1a magnificently in control throughout

• Not so melodious m The Mettiah nd seemingly twice as long, this opus 
i» an acquired taste. Fortunately, this performance ia bright enough to make 
repeated hearing uot only advisable but interesting nd pleasant.

Chamber Chores
TURINA: Lo Oraei on del To
rero/ WOLF : Italian Se remade/ 
CRESTON: Quartet, Hollywood 
String quartet.

CAPITOL P826G, 12*.

DVORAK: Quintet for pine 
«nd string« Clifford Curson, 
Buda pent Stria* quartet.

COLUMBIA ML482S, 12*.

POULENC: Sextette/ HINDE
MITH : Quintet. Fine Arts Wiad 
Players aad Leona Lurie, piano.

CAPITOL P8258, 12*.

■trirtrir
Performance
•iririrtt 
n.r.rdi»»

Perlón«.»«.

Reeordin*

Performance 
WWWW 
Reeordin*

O Here’s one of the freshest quartet releases in years. Haydn-Moasrt-Beethoven 
ia a wonderful lineup, but the Budapest quartet nd the rest of the foursomes 
have been doing them to death. There aren’t any epoch makers on these two 
sides. Yet they sound lively, rewarding, and exciting in that off-the-boatn- 
path fashion.

• Dvorak could be quite s chatty fellow at tlBoes, and he really took the 
conversational bit in his teeth in this loquacious exercise. Cursoa stnds out— 
nd is that all to the good?

• 1 couple of eat« who know the meaning of subtlety, played by a deft
little ensemble that knows better than to press loo hard. The Poulene is 
especially intriguing, for its understatement.

The Protean Prokofieff

PROKOFIEFF: Four portrait» 
from the opera. The Gambler. 
London Philharmouia, Wilhelm 
Schueehter.

MGM E3112, 12*.

PROKOFIEFF: Chout. ballet 
suite. St. Louie Symphony or
chestra, Vladimir Golschmann.

CAPITOL P8257, 12*.

PROKOFIEFF: Oatmeal Sym
phony, Lone for Three Orange» 
■nite, Piaa e Concerto Ne. 3. 
Orchestra das Concerts, L» 
monraux, Joon Martinsen, aad 
Hage Philharmonie, Willem Van 
Otterlee

EPIC LC3O42, 12*.

Performance 
WWW 
Reeordin*

♦ee 
Performance 
WWWW 
Reeordiai«

Peri orma nee

Reeordin*

• Gambling nd romanee don’t mix. Any of the sun-teBmed wise guys In the 
Comiskey Park bleachers can (and will) tell you that, but Prokofieff does 
it much better. Kabalevsky’s Colas Breugnon suite rounds «out the slightly 
thin pair of sides. .

• Chout is the best little clown character since Till EuleasplegcL Golschmnn 
sketches him brightly with a sotBBewhat routiae vereioa of da Falla’s tired 
Throo^Comered Hat dneos on the other sido.

• Martin son bnngs out nothing new ia the Claeeical aad Orange» efforts. Yao 
Otterloo, with Alcxaader Uaiasky as aa earnest pianist, makes soosothing 
fresh nd exciting of the concerto.
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FOR THE DISCRIMINATING

Quite a long time ago, Miss Irene Dunne delightfully con- 
v ¡need a flock of small children in the film Love Affair, that 
Wishing Will Make It So. She swayed me, too, or at least 
enough so that I don’t have quite«* 
the hopeless attitude of Joyce Kil
mer, who knew that he would

for hav- 
recorded 
first LP 
cry and 
naninoff

These records are the cream of the musical crop—the most interest
ing and musically sound sides reviewed for this issue as selected from 
various categories.

None of the records reviewed for this issue met with Down Beat’s 
reviewers’ standards for this classification
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GOOD COMMERCIAL BETS
These are the records received for review which seem most likely to 

achieve excellent sales because of their broad appal and the probability 
that they'll be pushed strenously by disc jockeys.
Mills Bros—How Blue? (Decca).... Add a top vocal group, the music 

of Blue Danube and you can overcome some awful lyrics
Frank Sinatra—The Gal That Got Away/

Half As Lovely (Cap). .. .Either side could make it but it looks like 
Gal might get the nod

David Whitefield—Cara Mia (London) ... .English lad has a fine set of 
full pipes just right for this love song

“never see a poem as lovely as a 
tree.” So, if I may indulge in sev
eral flights of yearning .. .

I WISH . . . that a certain very 
few popular artists would be 
treated with an air of profound 
deference by their various record 
concerns. Take the case of Ella 
Fitzgerald, who is only the best 
there is. Last year the elegant Ellu 
was saddled by Decca with a col
lection of some of the most insipid 
songs that I have ever heard. What 
a complete waste of talentl Con
sidering the success that these rec
ords didn’t enjoy, wouldn’t abso
lutely top material have been far, 
far better?

Miss Fitzgerald’s way of singing 
a song is something that should 
never be lost. I feel very strongly 
that Decca has an artistic obliga
tion to record Ella in a series of 
the best songs from all of Ameri
can popular music. After all, it’s

been more than two years since 
Ella Sings Gershwin. Let’s renew
immediately with Ella Singe Rod
gers, and to accompaniment by 
Gordon Jenkins and his orchestra, 
let’s have her sing: People Will 
Say We’re in Love, Quiet Night, 
Ten Cents a Dance, Here in My 
Arms, You Took Advantage of Me, 
What’s the Use of Wonderin', Glad 
To Be Unhappy, and Thou Swell.

I WISH . . . that recording com
panies would print the date of re
lease on each record. It isn’t such 
a fabulously unfair thing to ask, 
and it would be of invaluable help. 
Just think. A disc jockey could 
then say: “This record was re
leased on January 14, 1954,” and 
whaCd’ya know, he’d be right.

I WISH . . . that disc jockeys 
would learn that it is more im
portant to give the name and artist 
of a record after it is played than 
before. So many times you are con
centrating elsewhere, and suddenly 
a record catches you fancy. You

Page 11
want to know who and what it ia 
So what happens? The man segues 
to commercial.

I WISH ... that somebody would 
devise a good LP jacket. Because 
what we have now ia definitely not 
the answer.

I WISH . . . that most all song 
pluggers would become beer sales
men or second basemen for the 
Chicago Cube, or something other 
than what they are. I purposely 
leave the door open, aa I’ve met a 
few music promotion men who 
handle their jobs with respect, with 
understanding, with diplomacy, and 
with distinction. The great major
ity, I’m sorry to say, I find pretty 
repulsive. I feel that a good song, 
together with good records, will 
make its point with the public with
out all the plugging palaver. Who 
could stop a Song from Moulin 
Rouge or an Ebb Tide! Who would 
want to?

If a music publisher feels strong
ly enough that his song will be a 
hit, but that plugging is vital to 
make it one, then let that concern 
buy sponsored time on any or all 
of the DJ shows necessary to turn 
the trick. Let’s cut out this buddy
boy begging!

Finally, I WISH .. . that we had 
more fine dance bands! I know I’m 
not alone in this desire. How we’re 
going to get them I have no way 
of knowing. I just sincerely wish 
that we would!

VOCALISTS THESE WILL ALSO BEAR HEARING

The best-sung vocal records received for review in this issue.

Sammy Davis Jr.—Hey There/
And This Is My Beloved (Decca). .. .Sammy sings well, as those who 
remember him from his Capitol days will attest; no impersonations 
here, just straight singing

Mills Bros.—How Blue?/
Why Do I Keep Lovin’ You? (Decca)........... Blue is a rework of Blue 
Danube with new and corny lyrics

Frank Sinatra—Half As Lovely/
The Gal That Got Away (Cap). . .More top Balladeering by Frankie

David Whitefield—Cara Mia/
How, When, or Where? (London)... .Junior-voice Lanza-type does a 
warm job on Cara

COUNTRY G WESTERN
The best country und western sides received for review for this issue.

Elton Britt—One Wap Ticket/ 
Trailing Arbutus (RCA)...................... Fine voice with fine material

Wilma Lee and Stoney Cooper—Can You Forget?/
Brand New Baby (Col) Fine for country audience

Moon Mulican>—I’m Hanging Up All My Work Clothes/ 
No Stranger (King)........................................ Moon shines on both sides

Hal (Lone) Pine-Betty Cody—In Sunny Tennessee/ 
Columbus Stockade Blues ( RCA )............................... Good Country disc

Jimmy Skinner—John Henry & Water Boy/ 
Don’t Get Around Much Any More (Decca) 
strength

Already showing

Carl Smith—If You Saw Her Through My Eyes/ 
Go, Boy, Go, (Col)............................... Carl has another strong one here

Hank Snow—The Alphabet/
My Religion's Not Old-Fashioned (RCA) .... 

Faron Young—In the Chapel in the Moonlight/
Both sides great

Pearl Bailey Gone/I Wotddn9l

Goodbya tn tha Rain (Dominion) 
Peter Knight Singer«—Chiqui Chaqai/

VhufMtt in tha Dark (London)

Petula Clark—>H ri pia»»/The Litila Shoe
maker (King)

Anne Cole—TH Find n Way/Oh Lava

Dirk Contino—Lady of SpainISquaaaa 
Ma Boagia (Merc)

Don Cornell—Hold My Hand/I'm Blaetad 
(Coral)

Tony DeSimone Trio and Ernie Kovacs— 
Hot Cakat A Saaaaga/Orion tai Bloat (Decca)

Dolore« Gray—-Too Bad/Ona (Deeea) 
Bill Haley aad hia Comat»—Shaka, Rattla

Joe Lipman and his oreheatra—Manhat
tan Saranoda/Control Park Romance (MGM)

Art Mooney and hi* orchestra Cornbolt 
Symphony/Mothball» ( MGM )

Tommy Mara J Nood Someone/Rough 
Ridin* (MGM)

Borrah Minnevilch and Hia Harmonica 
Rascals (Cap LP H 490)

Ted Norman—4 Rag, • Bona, and a 
Look of Hair/Ramblin' and Gamblin' (RCA)

Place For Girls Like You (Cap) 
new hit for Faron

Chapel, the oldie, could be a

INSTRUMENTALS
The best pop instrumental sides received for review in this issue.

Leroy Anderson—Buglers’ Holiday/
Summer Skies (Decca)... .Buglers' is a precision-like, beautifully- 
played excercise for trumpets

Stanley Black—Play a Simple Melody/
Say It Isn’t So (London) ... .Simple is engagingly done by the large 
Black ork

Edmund Ros—Lovers’ Tango/
Military Samba (London).. .Maybe it’s time for a tango revival, and 
this could set it off.

Charlie Ventura—I Love You/
Intermezzo (Coral) Ventura does a fine bass sax solo on Love

EVERYBODY DANCE
The be-t dance band sides received for review for this issue.

Ray Anthony—Cat Dancin'/
I Don’t Hurt Anymore (Cap)... .Dancin’ has an odd appeal; Hurt 
is sung by Marcie Miller

Ralph Flanagan—In the Chapel in the Moonlight/
Out of the Bushes (RCA). . .Chapel is a quiet, dignified arrangement 
excellently played

(London)
Textor Singers — Little Shoamahar/Sok^ 

bin' Women (Cap)
Carlo« Thompson—Peddler Man/No Ona 

But You (MGM)
Dimitri Tiomkin—High and Mighty/Dial 

"M" For Murder (Coral)
Eileen Todd -Goodnight, O' My Darling/

Wama, Mama, Mama (RCA) 
Billy William« Quartet—Sh-Boom/Dhan-

Wright Bro«.—If I Giva 
Yoa/Lana»oma (MGM)

Vicki Young—Riot in CM 
Nina/Honay Lova (Cap)

Victor Young—High and 
light and Rata» (Decea)

My Hwt to

Mighty/Maan-

THE BEST IN PACKAGED GOODS
The best album* (LPs and EPs) received for review for this issue.

Louis Armstrong and the Mills Brothers 
(Decca LP DL 5509)............................................................. 
Marie; Cherry; My Walking Stick; Flat Foot

Floogee; The Song Is Ended; Boog-It; In the Shade 
of the Old Apple Tree; Darling Nellie Gray

Frank Chacksfield—Evening in Paris 
(London 12" LP LL 997)..................................................
Mademoiselle de Paris; Tell Me That You Love Me 

Tonight; My Prayer; Vous Qui Passez Sana Me Voir; 
Pigalle; La Vie En Rose; Boom; Ca C’Est Paria; J’At
tendrai; Valentine; Clopin-Clopant; La Seine; Parlez- 
Moi D’Amour; Can-Can

Sammy Fain—I’ll Be Seeing You (MGM LP E 241)...
I’ll Be Seeing You; When I Take My Sugar to Tea; 

I Can Dream, Can’t I?; Was That the Human Thing to 
Do?; Secret Love; Ev’ry Day; That Old Feeling; You 
Brought a New Kind of Love to Me

Al Goodman—Relax With Victor Herbert
(RCA 12" LP LPM 1023)......................................................
My Dream Girl; Absinthe Frappe; Kiss Me Again;

I’m Falling in Love With Someone; When You’re 
Away; Gypsy Love Song; Toyland; Love Is Best of 
All; To the Land of My Own Romance; Sweethearts; 
Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life; A Kiss in the Dark

Guy Lombardo—Everybody Dance
Vol. 4 (Decca LP DL 5523).................................................
Till We Two Are One; Ricochet; Our Heartbreaking 

Waltz; Bimbo; The Jones Boy; Slowly; Woman; Think

Frank Sinatra—Three Coins in the Fountain 
(Cap EP EAP 1-542)........................................................ 
Three Coins in the Fountain; My One and Only

Love; Don’t Worry ’Bout Me; I Love You

Top Hits of 1954—Capitol LP H 9117...................................
Young at Heart (Frank Sinatra); The Man Upstairs 

(Kay Starr); Until Sunrise (Joe Fingers Carr); 
Answer Me, My Love (Nat Cole); Oh Baby Mine 
(Four Knights); I Really Don’t Want to Know (Les 
Paul-Mary Ford); Hey, Brother, Pour the Wine (Dean 
Martin); If You Love Me (Kay Starr)

Some of these sides were waxed as far back 
as 1937, but they are timeless in their 
easy swing and happy humor. Louis’ trum
pet is much in evidence, but as you might 
guess, this entire LP is chiefly vocals.

Familiar tunes played well by Chacksfield’s 
string-filled ork. It’s all lush and lazy and 
pretty ideal for relaxed listening.

.On the heels of the marvelous Trend LP of 
Matt Dennis playing and singing his own 
songs, comes this one by Fain, who cer
tainly has an imposing list of nits to his 
credit. He doesn’t, however, have Dennis’ 
singing ability, but it’s all neat and pleas
ant stuff. Van Alexander’s backing band is 
excellent.

Unfortunately, Victor Herbert’s have been 
just about played to death, but if you’re 
in the mood for some pretty, polished mu
sic, this one should be your dish. Al Good
man’s ork does a most acceptable job.

All of these, unless we be mistaken, have 
been issued previously as singles. They are 
all unmistakably Lombardo, all unmistak
ably geared to the dancer and/or listener 
who likes the melody straight and the tem
po exactly right for moving about the floor.

Frank’s back again, this time on an EP col
lation of four more previously-released 
singles. One and Only was his first release 
for the label and still stands up as one of 
the best.

Capitol had to stretch a little to assemble 
eight sides that could be called hits for 
this collection, but there are a few here 
(Starr, Sinatra, Cole) that should not be 
missed if you don’t already have them.
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AU ja» records are reviewed by Nat Hentoff. except those initialed 

by Jack Tracy. Ratings: AAA-AA Excellent, AAA A Very Good. AAA Good, 
♦A Fair, A Poor. ♦ — ■--------------------------------

Background* of Jazz: 
Ida May Mack/Bennie Tucker

Mr. Forty-Nine Bluet; Elm Street 
Bluet; Good Bye Rider; Wrong 
Doin' Daddy; Got Cut AU to Pieces; 
Fort Worth and Denver Bluet; 
Fryin' Pan Skillet Blues; Peniten-

Rating: A AAA
Another valuable addition to the 

Label “X” Vault Originals reissue 
series. First four are by Ida Mack 
(EP EVA-7) and represent “ur
ban” blues. Second set are by Bes
sie Tucker (EP EVA-8) and are 
designated “country” blues. As the 
notes point out, it’s hard to fix the 
city limits with regard to that kind 
of difference between these two 
singers. But a slight change in 
approach is evident from one tn 
the other, and with the help of the 
Keepnews-Grauer text, the listen
er will learn why the distinction 
was made in the first place. Neither 
of the two (both sessions were cut 
in Memphis in August, 1928) was 
a Bessie Smith, but both were 
honest, moving mistresses of the 
blues. And if any one element dom
inates all the others in the back
ground of jazz, it is the blues. The 
records, therefore, are worth hav
ing for historical reasons, and also 
because they still speak with 
power. Paul Bacon’s cover is the 
best he’s done—a sensitively dis
tinguished achievement. (“X” EPs 
EVA-7, EVA-8; also available on 
LP)

Harry Babanin
La Rosita; Skylark; Tangerine; 

Easy to Remember; The Girl 
Friend; When You With Upon a 
Star; Babo-Ling

Rating: AAAA
Nocturne’s Jazz in Hollywood se

ries scores again with a set on 
which Harry Babasin, the music 
director of the label, is featured on 
cello as well as bass. Babasin and 
Oscar Pettiford had once recorded 
some cello duets (Imperial EP 
122), and ever since, Babasin has 
“been experimenting with various 
combinations . . . and vibes seem 
to work . . . well with the cello 
sound in the contrapuntal style.” 
They do indeed, at least when the 
musicianship is as skilled as Har
ry’s and that of vibist Larry Bun
ker (also known for his drum work 
for Gerry Mulligan, Georgie Auld, 
Art Pepper, etc.).

Jimmy Rowles plays his char
acteristically excellent piano (he 
has a rare kind of lyrical econ
omy) ; Roy Harte is lightly steady 
on drums, and Bob Enevoldsen is 
heard on both valve trombone and 
bass. Nocturne promises an Ene
voldsen LP soon which should be 
worth much hearing in view of 
Bob's brief trombone solos here 
and on other west coast records. 
The general feeling on this date is 
of warm, swinging chamber music 
made for evening ears. (Nocturne 
LP NLP 3)

tune. The tasteful backgrounds 
here were scored by Miss Ben
nett’s husband, Andre Previn, no 
undergraduate either.

There is a string quintet (and, 
man, what a distinguished lineup 
—was this for scale?) in addition 
to bass, drums, celeste, oboe, and 
flute (also distinguished). Dig also 
the mature choice of tunes. Notes 
are by Ralph Gleason who, as I 
recall, was the first writer to call 
national attention to Miss Bennett 
—in Down Beat, of course. This 
one is a real pleasure. (Trend LP 
TL-1006)

Dave Brubeck
Balcony Rock; Out of Nowhere; 

Le Souk; Take the “A” Train; I 
Want to Be Happy; Don’t Worry 
’Bout Me; The Song It lou

cording at Rudy Van Gelder’s in 
New Jersey and using better ma
terial in its pressing. Believe me, 
the difference is enjoyably notice
able. Miles uses the unit he worked 
with at Birdland and for a week 
at Basin Street a couple of months 
ago (Lucky Thompson, J. J. John
son, Horace Silver, Percy Heath, 
and Kenny Clarke). First side goes 
a few seconds over eight minutes, 
after which the sextet walks for 
over 13 minutes. The Silver-Heath- 
Clark rhythm section could even 
swing the Pittsburgh Pirates. 
Lucky hasn't had this kind of re
cording opportunity for quite a 
while, and it s good to hear his 
firm, drivingly intenK tenor on 
both sides. J. J. also sounds well, 
especially in his extended choruses 
on Walkin’. Same is true of Miles, 
who -ounds more relaxed on Walk
in’ than Blue. Closing enKmble 
on the former is too drawn out 
while what little the ensemble work 
there is on Blue wasn’t carefully 
enough planned. It’s a good, vigor
ous date. With a little more ad
vance work, it could have been a 
five-star session. (Prestige LP 182)

Wilbur De Puris. Vol. 2
Under the Double Eagle; Shreve-

self-consciousness with Tony’s also 
good. Art and Gigi have too much 
talent to box it into tight formu
las. (Prestige LP 181)

Don Elliott
Angela; Five CFCloek Whittle;

and why? I’d really like to know. 
(Emarcy 16013)

Ella Fitzgerald

Betty Bennett
Nobody's Heart; Some Other 

I Fall
in Lore; Remind Me; Time After 
Time; You're Nearer; A Hundred

Bating: AAA *
I’m not sure whether or not this 

belongs on the jazz page, but I am 
sure of the importance of Miss 
Bennett’s exciting musicianship. 
She has a postgraduate ear, in
telligently sensitive phrasing, and 
a major artist’s ability to sing from 
inside the song. If you want to 
hear the difference between real 
musical talent and ormolu preten
tiousness, contrast Miss Bennett’s 
version of Remind Me with Mabel 
Mercer’s recording of the same

Dave’s Columbia debut with Paul 
Desmond, Bob Bates, and Joe 
Dodge is called Jazz Goes to Col
lege (the tapes were from concerts 
at Oberlin, the University of Cin
cinnati, and the University of 
Michigan). The Brubeck quartet’s 
recent level and consistency of per
formance on record has been close 
to astonishing, and these sides keep 
it up, though I still think the best 
single Brubeck collection so far 
has been Fantasy’s Jazz at Ober
lin. But the point is that all the 
live-performance LPs from Ober
lin, College of the Pacific, Story- 
ville. and now this, not only stand 
up under repeated listenings, but 
grow more enjoyable with famil
iarity. That’s why the quartet is 
so valuable, and it’s completely be
yond me how anyone can listen to 
any of these sets and say the group 
doesn’t swing. Man, they wail!

George Avakian’s notes give 
Brubeck’s quartet the most extend
ed tribute yet, some of it a little 
overstated. As a whole though, the 
essay is illuminating, but it is dis
tressing to see the careless use of 
musical terminology. This is al
ready too much an age of over
simplification without extending 
the habit into music. Item: Bru
beck’s music is often polytonal, 
but is not “atonal” by any oper
ating definition of the latter device 
I’ve ever heard. (Just what are 
“the melodic intervals . . . more 
common among the atonalists” that 
Brubeck employs? Do you mean he 
uses the chromatic scale? And 
wasn’t Schoenberg right, to begin 
with, when he indicated the term 
itself is meaningless?)

Item: whether you define a 
fugue as freely as Bach or as 
strictly as Cherubini. Brubeck does 
not improvise fugues, as Avakian 
implies. He and Desmond often 
play with fugal-like figures, but 
there’s a big difference between 
that and really fuguing. Item: the 
“raga” in eastern music is not just 
a “rhythmical pattern.” It’s a lot 
more complex than that (c.f. W. 
W. Singh’s notes in Music of In
dia. Ethnic Folkways Library LP 
P409). Why mention the term if 
you’re going to skim by it in
accurately?

Anyway, the music's just fine, 
and I'd recommend the set if only 
for Desmond’s amazing flow of va
riations in The Song Is You. But 
watch out for those liner notes.
Like my father warned me years 
ago, just because it’s in print 
doesn’t mean it’s necessarily 
(Columbia 12" LP CL 566)

Mile» Davit» 
Blue ’n Boogie; Walkin’ 

Rating: ADDA 
Prestige has recently been

so.

KSTIN» TO SET TK VOSLI ON FISE 
"FLAME"

EEC slMat «nie

Recorded on PYRAMID records by toe 
new singing rage BUDDY COSTA.

PERFfCTIOM MUSIC PURUCATIONS 
BMI

Far Away; Imagination; Thore 
Will Never Be Another You; Susan 
Stands Pat; I Just Don’t Care Any
more; Nettie But Nice; Laure;
Bingo,

This

Bango, Bongo; Don’t

Rating: AAAA 
may well be the most

Di-

un-

port Stomp; Battle Hymn of 
Republic; Sensation; Marchin' 
Swingin’

Rating: AAA
Personnel includes Wilbur

the 
and

on
trombone; Sidney de Paris, trum
pet; Omer Simeon, clarinet; Don 
Kirkpatrick, piano; Eddie Gibbs, 
banjo; Harold Jackson, bass; Fred 
Moore, drums. Outstanding soloist 
by far is Simeon, but even Omer is 
getting a little careless after long 
association with this group—e.g., 
his work in Shreveport, and a tend
ency in a couple of places on the 
last two numbers not to articulate 
the individual notes in a phrase as 
clearly as he usually does. It 
sounds as if he were playing in 
a hurry. But his solo conception, 
his inventive ensemble lines and 
above all, his swinging beat, cut 
everybody else in the band. Omer’s 
best solo is on Double Eagle, and 
there are a lot of kicks in his work 
on Hymn, too.

The rest of the band is stiff in

usual example of musical diversity 
in the history of jazz recording. 
Don is backed ably by Ralph Mar
tin (piano), Joe Puma (guitar), 
Mort Herbert (bass), and Jimmy 
Campbell (drums), but the aix- 
ring show is Mr. Elliott. On his 
Victor debut, Don plays mello- 
phone, trumpet, vibraphone, and 
bongos. He sings very well on one 
(I Just Don’t Care) in a musi
cian’s way that could appeal to 
a wider public if it is true that 
the era of gimmicks is ending (I 
doubt if it is). Don even hums 
through a side in an echo-chamber 
falsetto in the only mistake on the 
session—he sounds like a suddenly 
orphaned kazoo.

In addition, Don wrote four of 
the five originals for the date 
(Ralph Martin wrote the other), 
and the lines are inventively pleas
ant. On all of the instruments, he 
plays well — even the bongos build 
into a divertingly exciting exer
cise. And Don always swings. It’s 
really quite an exhibition, all the 
more remarkable for the fact that 
Don is at ease in a wide range of 
moods and tempos. (Victor 12* LP 
UM 1007)

Maynard Ferguson
★A .411 God’s Children Got Rhythm 
A* Somewhere Over the Rainbow

What a clambake! Helplessly in
volved are Bob Cooper, Herbie 
Harper, Bud Shank, Bob Gordon, 
Shelly Manne, Russ Freeman, and 
Curtis Counce. Despite the brief 
solo bits of several of the afore
mentioned on Children, the routine 
arrangement plus the skittish con-
ception of the tasteless tightrope- - ... . .... • , , cepuuri ui ine uusieiess ugiiiiupc conception with a rigidity of beat, waHlker ruins the side Now Rain. 

and the rhythm section can best f)ow ¡g n >ove|y tune, and there 
be described as overweight. Profes- are n)onlent8 when Maynard seems 
sor Stearns notes err on the side t0 ,.cali2e this> but finally( medioc. 
of enthusiasm. This is no enrich- shrilly triumphs. The childish 
ing or evolution of the New Oi- arrangement doesn’t help either, 
lear s tradition. It s a well planned, Ferguson> riJ, told> ig marcy’s 
commercially successful (with tne | seuer pm not being facetious 
college trade) exploitation of it., when I ask who buys these records 
Recording balance is pretty bad— 
in the ensemble, the band sounds
as if it’s coming from just around 
the corner, but never does make 
that turn. All three stars are for 
Simeon. (Atlantic LP ALS 143)

Art Farmer
A Night At Tony’t; Blue Con

cept; Stupendout-Lee; Deltitnu
Raima: AAA

A well-recorded session on which 
Art used altoist Gigi Gryce and 
the rhythm section of Horace Sil
ver, Percy Heath, and Kenny 
Clarke. This is the best example of 
the alto work of Gryce (also a 
gifted writer and arranger) on 
record up to now. He shows a very 
interesting conception and a keen 
musical mind, though his tone could 
be somewhat improved. Farmer, 
too, plays with a continually in
tegrated flow of ideas. The reason 
for the middling rating is this: 
there is a sameness of structural 
context, dynamics, and emotional 
range on all four numbers. (All 
originals by Gigi.) The horns nev
er seem exhilarated in their ex
pression. There is a feeling of 
rather too cerebral intensity in ex
ploiting skill and technique rather 
than a real desire to communicate 
essential feeling. Some of thia is 
what a musician I know calls 
“typewriter music”—a lot of notes, 
all well connected, but meaning not 
too much. Stupendous-Lee hit me 
as closest to relaxed freedom from

0110 MllMNt • Sim 4M 
HF S. VAIASI AFE., CNKA60 i. ILL
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♦AA Lullaby of Birdland
A lot of people are waiting for 

the time when Ella is free to re
cord for Norman Granz, and this 
is another reason. Here is an art
ist who simply cannot by herself 
turn out anything musically bad, 
and who also could be a big com
mercial seller if given the right 
material. But aside from a few 
dates like Ella Sings Gershwin, 
somebody at Decca has a wide in
comprehension of Ella’s talents. 
Later makes it only because El
la’s swinging scat singing man
ages to rise above a nowhere tune, 
an intrusive tenor, an unessential 
chorus, and a plodding musical 
background by Sy Oliver. On Bird
land, Ella's trapped by a Kt of 
banal lyrics to a good tune, a dull 
arrangement, and all the above ob
stacles repeated. Ella, as always, 
is still worth hearing through the 
fog, but why make it so tough for 
her? Everyone of those stars is 
just for Ella, and if they’d re
corded her all alone in an empty 
studio, she would have had a full 
10. (Decca 29198)

Med Flory
♦♦ No Thankt

A*» Three Times Around
The review of Flory’s first re

lease said, “There’s excellent po
tential in this band. It deserves 
better material and more inven
tive arranging.” It still does. No 
Thanks is what Med should have 
said when it was suggested he re
cord the number—a trite collection 
of big band cliches. The other side 
is a little more interesting with a 
fair (but occasionally uncertain) 
trumpet chorus (Doug Mettome?), 
good alto by Flory, and a too-brief 
tenor chorus (Al Cohn?). I just 
don’t understand going to the ex
pense of hiring first-rate musi
cians, a good sound studio, and 
then recording thematic material 
that’s been around a lot more than 
three times. I know, it’s none of 
my business. But I can’t help won
dering. (Emarcy 16011)

Benny Goodman
III the Catt Join In; After 

You've Gone; There'll Be Some 
Changes Made

Rating: AAA
First two were originally part 

((xmliniied on Next Page)

Gretsch Spotlight

"That great Gretsch sound 
draws rave of outstanding 
drum star, Louie Bellson

Louie BeUson and Gretsch Broadkastert

THE AMAZING fads about Louie Bellson are well known—hi« laurel-winning 
drumming for Duke Ellington—bin geniu- a« arranger, composer—hi« resource
fulness as drum designer I for examples, the famous Gretsch “Disappearing* 
Drum Spurt, the new “Gretsch-Bellson” Drum Slick«, are Bellson inspirations!'. 
But yon may not know that Louie is a long-time user of Gretsch Broadkaster 
Drums and that you can get a list of his drum setup from t»s— including prices- 
no obligation. We’ll also be happy to send you, free, a copy of Ionic Bellson's 
own favorite drum solo. Write now—DepL DB-S114,Fu». GarrscH, 60 Broad
way, Brooklyn 11, New Ynrk.
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Lucy Anu Pulk

it as a whole, largely because of l^««u Sash
unimaginative arrangements that ... . ‘
were dated before they were born. *** Swing, ftrother, Swing 
But then- are good solo hits b; Uinoring for Gold

II. 1954 
tu know.

By PATRICIA MORRISON
Overlooked until recently, multiple woodwind star Bud 

Shank, a senior member of the California jazz tribe, now is 
making a quiet but definite entrance into the music public’s 
eye. *

Twenty-eight-year-old Bud, after 
studying at tne University of 
North Carolina 2*q years, set out 
in 1946 for California to “learn 
more about jazz,” thereby becom
ing a ranking member of the cur
rent west coast jazz star«

His willingness to work with all 
types of bands after reaching the 
coast added to his experience and 
technical ability. He served with 
such groups as those headed by 
Charlie Barnet, Horace Heidt, Al
vino Rev, Stan Kenton, Shorty 
Rogers, Dan Terry, and Pete Rug
olo.
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of the musical background fur 
Walt Disney's full-length Make 
Mine Music, and then, say the 
notes, the Goodman episodes were 
released as a short by themselves. 
Anyway, on the big band side 
(Cats), the arrangement is rather 
dated, but the proceedings swing 
and Benny plays well Among thos< 
i»resent are Caceres, Schertzer, Rol- 
ini, Byas, Shavers, Butterfield, 

McMickle. Vernon Brown, Jack 
Satterfield, Sid Weiss, Allan Reuss, 
Teddy Wilson, and drummer Jack 
Rubin. Teddy, Vernon, Shavers, 
and a tenor (Rolhni?) solo briefly. 
Gone swings with Teddy, Weiss, 
and Cozy Cole. Changes has an
other relaxed set of choruses by 
Benny with an unlisted trio. Gone 
has an interesting rehearsui-room- 
in-a-conservatory opening. A rath 
er nice EP to have around. (Capi
tol EP E tl* 1-519)

John Gnu»»
Egypt; Hr Vy Guest; Bananeia; 

Frappe; Argyles; Pyramid; 6/4 
Trend; Not Exactly

Haling: ** •
Four of these have already be< n 

reviewed (Down Beat, Dec. 16) 
when first released on an EP. 
Personnel includes Shorty Rogers, 
Shelly Manne, Jimmy Giuffre (bar
itone), Bob Cooper (tenor). Rut 
Freeman, Bob Manners (ba-s) and 
Bud Shank. Original? are by Rog
ers, Nelson Riddle, Graa and 
Giuffre. Musicianship is high nil 
around, and 1 find Graas’ tone bet 
ter than I did at first. But these 
sides fail to move me, For one 
thing, the writing is too contrived, 
too i onscious of effect, and over 
eight band», it contains too much 
of the same kind of sound and too 
similar melodic and harmonic figu 
ration». Secondly, except for the 
brief solo excursions by those in
volved, there’s a closed-in, hot 
house feeling to much of this. Con
trast it with the greater vigor and 
range of the Pettiford-Julius Wat- 
kine (French horn) LP on Debut 
(Down Beat, July 28) I’d like to 
heat more though, but with less 
belf-consciousness. (Trend LP TL- 
1005)

Fletcher Henderson
St. louis Shuffle; Variety Stomp; 

My Sweet Tooth Says I IFanna; 
Roll On, Mississippi. Roll On; Sing
ing the Blues; Oh, It Looks Like 
Rain; Strangers; Sugar Foot Stomp

Killing:
A historically interesting collec 

tion of one phase of early big band 
azz, u phase that particularly in

fluence I (through Henderson him
self and his arrangements) Good- 
man-typ< swing. The stssions range 
from 1927 to 1932 and as the notes 
indicate, you can hear the increas-

ing “smoothness" of the overall 
approach. Included are some of 
the pop tunes of the period even 
unto period vocals. The most mem
orable solo work on these is by 
Coleman Hawkins and Rex Stew 
art. The latter has an unusual 
cho<iis >n Singing the Blues, done 
by Henderwn in the Bix-Tram ar
rangement of four years before. It 
is Rex’s impression of Bix, one he 
executes with empathy but With
out losing hi- own individuality 
Notes don't identify the hot violin 
ist who shows up on two sides nor 
the clarinetist on Singing. Guitar
ist < n severa'. is Clarence Holiday 
(spelled Haliday here) who, I re
call reading somewhere, was Bil
lie’s father. But my genealogical 
facts may be awry. (“X” EPs 
EVA-1; EVA-2: also available on 
LP)

Joe llnlidav
Rk Martha’» Harp
* I Don't Want to Walk Without 

You
First is a dull “original’* related 

to several well-worn riff1- I’m sure 
you’re all familiar with. Holiday’s 
tenor is a little mor«' interesting 
than usual but not for long. On 
the dirge, Joe is joined by Billy 
Taylor on organ and n timidly 
Latinized rhythm section. Billy 
would have been wiser to have 
used a pseudonym. The result re
minds me inexorably of breakfast 
food gone soggy. (Prestige 887)

Wing) Manone
Panama; Swingin’ at the Hick

ory House; Tormented; Hesitation 
Blues; Hasin Street Blues; Dallas 
Blues; Rhythm Saved the World; 
Sing Me a Swing Song

Rating-
Among Wingy’s associates on 

these free and easy 1936 dates 
were Matty M itlock, Joe Marsala, 
Eddie Miller, Nappy Lan.are, Car
men Mastren, Ray Bauduc, and 
Artie Shapiro. The approach could 
be described as swing era Dixie
land, and it’s all robustly relaxing 
Seven of the sides have the added 
attraction of a noarsely swinging 
Manone vocal. Wingy’s is the kind 
of jazz that will always «ound 
alive. (“X” EPs. EVA-3; EVA-4; 
also available on LP)

Mezz Mezzrow
35th und Calumet; Sendin’ the 

Vipers; Old-fashioned Lore; Ipal 
ogies; The Swing Session’s Called 
to Order; Bluet in Disguise; That's 
How I Feel Today; Hot Club Stamp

Ruling: *♦*
Reissues of sessions organized 

by jazzdom’s out-of-tune Mickey 
Spillane. First four (1934) include 
Max Kaminsky, Floyd O’Brien, 
Benny Carter, Bud Freeman, Wil
lie the Lion, John Kirby, and Chick 
Webb, among others. Second set

J. C., and generally good rhythm 
section work Solos, though, are 
too brief. Meizro’W, it grieves me 
to admit, can play pa--able blues 
figurations provided he doesn’t get 
involved n anything too compli
cated. Chief oddity the way Ben
ny Carter, known all through the 
years for his immaculate tone, 
comes on after O'Brien’s chorus 
in Apologies. (“X” EP- EVA-5; 
EVA-6; also available on LP)

Lizzie Mile»
Some of These Days; St. Louis 

Blues; Old Grey Bonnet; 411 of 
Me; Darkness un the Delta; Swanre 
River| Some Day Sweetheart; Fidg
ety Feet

Haling: **•
What makes this release impor

tant is not so much the music, but 
the fact that Cook Laboratories I as 
put out another jazz LP Cook’s 
sound is among the best balanced 
and reproduced in the record field, 
equal in jazz to Vanguard an* 
Contemporary. Thi- is a session 
made in New Ori« 'ins, fe ituring 
the relatively uninhibited Lizzie 
Miles who. according to the notes, 
worked with Ory, Oliver, Bunk, 
und Jelly Roll. She is iccompamed 
by bugler Sam DeKemmel (who 
claims to play only in the key of 
G) and some professionally Found
ing New Orleanians (best among 
them are clarinetist Tony Costa, 
trombonist Jack Delaney, and ten
or Nina Picone). Lizzie sings four, 
Sam two, and two are instrumen
tals. Lizzie is lusty, but rot an 
especially memorable jazz singer. 
She has a good beat though and

Thelonious Monk.
IF e See; Smoke Gets In Your 

Eyes; Loromotive; Hackensack
Retina: »♦ *

One of Monk’s more interesting 
recent sessions, well recorded. 
Present are tenor Frank Foster 
(from the Basie band), trumpet 
Ray Copeland. Curly Russell, and 
Art Blakey. This is Foster’s most 
extended chance on record so far 
to indicate his swinging, muscular 
power and straightforward concep
tion. Copeland is promising but 
rough in places. His tone could be 
fuller, and he blows more notes 
than ideas, not having learned yet 
the value of well-spaced silence 
Rhythm section is good, 'ind The
lonious is as enigmatically inter
esting as usual Monk’s thret orig
inals are like his piano playing— 
provocative but unfinished. The 
lines are not filled in, just as his
piano technique doesn’t seem thor 
ough enough to fully express all 
of his ideas. Eyes is made by Monk 
into a rather percu-uive rhapsody 
for piano and small orchestra In 
everything he does, Thelonious does 
have a marked sense of drama so(1937)

¿nnt ‘haï though'he ^¡ôn.ïÎv”irM 
well« Bernard Addison, bonny . .White, Pops Foster, and Jimmv V d ’
Crawford. None of the sides mak>' ” TeMfge LP 180)

Bud Shank Finds Some 
Limelight Of His Own

Moat Valuable
Though he considers his three 

years in the lead chair with Ken
ton the most valuable of hi > career, 
he was overshadowed during that 
period by altoist Art Pepper. Until 
April of thia year, after coining 
into his own as a soloist, he never 
had recorded a solo with Kenton.

Ex-Kenton mer have u faculty 
for looking out for one another, 
and after playing with Rey and 
George Redman around I.on An
geles, Bud wii-, invited by Howard 
Rumsey to join the group at the 
Lighthouse in Hermosa Beach. 
Here he plays alongside other for
mer Kenton band members Bob 
Cooper, Stan Levey, and Rumsey.

Shank held un affection for the 
flute during his period of musical 
development but only for study and 
relaxation Several off-hour wood
shed sessions with Cooper, who 
hn» been studying oboe in recent 
years, resulted in <everal duets on 
the woodwinds.

lr» Experiment
The enthusiasm of other mem

bers, of the group led them to try 
the experiment on the club’s pa-

cordionist is back with the Meadow
larks, a crack studio vocal group. 
First side doesn’t coine on as exul
tantly as the initial two sides 
(Down Peat, June 2) This time 
the blueprints show; there’s too 
much straight chorus; and the 
tune isn’t much. But when he’s 
given the space, Sash shows again 
his fluent jazz control of his horn 
(so to speak). Other side is more 
like it. It hasn’t the surprise im
pact of the initial release, but the 
freshness of the wordless choral 
antiphony is still there, and there’s 
a lot more Sash. Accordion pupils 
across the country might buy u 
copy of this and nis first release 
for the ir teachers, stand back, and

Bud Shank

worked out by Max Roach and 
Claude Williamson of the rhythm 
section. The ie were added to the 
originals by Cooper and Shank.

The next step was u logical one 
—the decision of Contemporary 
records executives to make the 
fourth Lighthouse long-play album 
an oboe and flute affair.

Bud’s recent climb into the lime 
light has been a double-barreled 
one, since he has won accolades fur 
both his flute and alto work. His 
next goal is to perfect himself in 
the field of composition, where he 
now considers himself a beginner.
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It Could Happen to You; Im
agination; Hut Beautiful ; Swinging
on a Star; Aren’t You dad 
You; Darn That Dream; 
Dot* and Moonbeams; It’» 
You

You’re 
Polka

Always

Rating: •
The Down Beat poll winner for 

three successive years as top sing

er with a band (Les Brown) is 
now a single, and this is her first 
album for Trend. On this well re
corded sei, Lucy Ann is backed by 
Dave Pell (tenor and English 
horn), Ronny Lang (altu and bari
tone), Don Fagerquist Tony Rizzi, 
Claude Williamson, Rol’y Bundock, 
Jack Sperling, and Ray Sims. 
Shorty Rogers arranged the first 
four and Wes Hensel scored the 
others. Backgrounds and solos are 
tasty, everybody’s relaxed and 
■«winging, .ind the result is a hap
py, unpretentious collection. Lucj 
haa good diction, a fine beat and 
though her vocal quality and 
phrasing don’t always gas me, she 
know-« what she’s doing musically

(Turn to Page 14)
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NXP8 (extended play) $1.47

Nocturne Records 
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FREE UPON »tÇUEST COMPLETE UP

large a part of the jazz audience 
is making the perennial mistake of 
arguing about which approach is

- just 
flute

were initially presented, fumbling 
over lines that they could have

(comic?) named 
the in-between

J imñiy D. 
eluded u

As I tried to indicate in an article in the anniversary issue, 
a man cannot extend jazz unless and until he knows its living 
history. Those experimenters who are succeeding in enlarging

IY BIRD, 
(Includo«

in the anniversary

the Basin

content has been

Eve Opener 
EP4-20

alumna; the bad in

they 
know 
don’t

Biedland — Blue

temperaments, content

Benny Clements

mak« 
from

Brookmeyer Exits 
Mulligan; Trumpet 
Tony Fruscella In

music 
there- 
ily loi 
bring

in his subject. It is content that 
makes any work of art dynamic. It 
u- the content that the artist dis
tills from life and which, through 
its influence on the "-pectator (or

trombone exchange on Mishawaka 
is particular fun. Session director 
Leonard Feather also deserves full 
praise (the cover portrait is by 
him, too). (Commodore LP FL 
20,031)

Wh 
Saut«

status was shared by a trampoline 
act, better than most but still a 
trampoline act, and the Lancers, 
a competent vocal group.

Jimmy and Tommy were no 
more to blame for this than for the

room for the McIntyre crew.
By the time you read this, let’s 

hope GAC will have found a disc 
outlet that may provide a channel 
of escape from that rut.

deeply discovered and held by use 
of the 12-tone form. For others, 
the neoclassic approach is more 
suitable. In any case, there is no 
one universally “correct” approach.

The listener who wishes to enjoy 
and learn the most from music will 
judge a composer not on the super
ficial basis of what form he uses, 
but rather on the content of the

inevitably schools and claques 
have formed around these varying 
compositional methods, and a large 
amount of energy and print have 
been wasted in acrid attacks and 
counterattacks

The independent composer and 
listener, however, ignore the fac- 
tionalists because- they realize that 
«'hat is really at issue is the rela
tionship between form and content. 
And they know, too, that what 
causes so much of the needless bit
terness is the fact that among 
many of us, as John Berger, the 
incisive art critic for The New 
Stateswan and Nation, said recent
ly: “. . . There is a fundamental 
confusion about the relationship 
between form and content. Here 
I should emphasize that content is 
not the same thing as subject mat
ter; it is what the artist discovers

What do you di about someone 
like Hal McIntyre? Here ia a man 
who has retained an organized

when he knows where he’s come 
from; then he can begin meaning 
fully to apply polytonality, atonal- 
ity, tonal centers, counterpoint, 
modes, to the extension of jazz

Loui 
for th 
■entme 
mellow

flows back into life. The function 
of the form of a work is to con
centrate, to hold the pressure of 
both the artist - and the spectator’s 
(or listener’s) experience of the 
content.”

Note circuits shun him.
He has in Carl Fontana (ex

Herman) and Cotton Davidson two 
great modern trombonist», and in

tract.
It’s a depressing thought «’hen 

you consider, as we did on hear
ing the band during its recent 
stint (without air time) at the 
Meadowbrook, what Mac has on 
the ball that a couple of the newer 
big-time bandleaders conspicuously 
lack.

He has, first, his own talent as 
■ fine alto sax and clarinet man, 
his good appearance and pleasant 
personality both on and off the 
stand. He has a good, varied book 
of danceable art angements, plus 
some swinging things that he 
hardly ever gets to play, because

man wants to be truly “modern.”
Is there any way these embroiled 

listeners can know for sure wheth
er they’re backing a seer or a 
“liberator” with a toy sivord? A 
good way to analyze this dilemma 
might be to look at a parallel sit
uation in classical music.

Nothing in classical music in 
this century has detonated as much 
bitter controversy as the method 
if composing with 12 tones. Arnold 

Schoenberg wrote of his critics in 
1947: “I could never understand 
what I had done to them to make 
them so malicious, so indignant, so 
violent and so aggressive. ... I 
don’t kr.ow what saved me, or why 
I wasn’t drowned or boiled alive— 
perhaps my only merit was that 
I never <ruvo in ’*

COUNTERPOINT
By Nat Hentoff

TO DATE LISTS 0» RECORDS 
PREZ, TRISTANO, BONITZ, 
mur IIHIe-kaewa .fami)

SI OC dagmO o. C O.

Broadway; Street of Drums: Nutty: W hat Is There To Say
EM 21 Gerry Mulllqas Quartet

Five Brothers. My Old Fiame; I Can't Get Started

alive to him. then the form—no 
matter what it was—was success
ful. If the content was sterile and 
stillborn, then the form- no mat
ter what it was—was a failure.

Same thing in jazz. Some men. 
who grew up with that form, still 
make the most communicative sense 
through Dixieland; some through 
swing; some through any one of 
the various “modern” approaches. 
What counts is not the way it’s 
being said—but what is being said

The only thing that remains ap
plicable to all methods in jazz or 
classical music is that the young 
must absorb the contributions of 
all those who have preceded them 
Then each must find his own reso
lution of form and content.

New York — Vox Records has 
signed the New York City Ballet 
orchestra and its conductor, Leon 
Barzin, to an exclusive three-year 
contract. First release is scheduled 
for early fall.

numeration they deserve. I mean 
musicians like Eldridge, Ben Web
ster, Benny Carter, a id Hawkins

Anyway, it i« clear that while 
a Juilliard degree or its equivalent 
can be of great aid to a young jazz 
musician, by itself it cannot make 
it jazzman. When a musician does 
know the jazz language and can

As surely us the small fry have 
to await the winter for snowballs, 
sledding, and Santa Claus, the TV 
fan has to look forward to summer 
for their seasonal indulgence in 
the inspection of band shows. Sum
mer replacement status, generally, 
is the optimum fate of the aver
age dance orchestra hoping for a 
show of its own.

What usually happens was il
lustrated again, all too vividly, 
when Stage Show made the first of 
its 12 weekly appearances with the 
Dorsey Brother starring in Jackie 
Gleason’s time slot (and with the 
Gleason Enterprises outfit in 
charge of the venture).

In the entire hour, there were 
four band numbers: an opener, a 
middle spot, a closer and one other. 
Even in one of these, the Dixie
land Mambo finale, the band served 
as a backdrop for laughs induced 
by a midget mambo dancer, while 
Candido, added to the band for this 
item, was seen but not billed.

For the rest, it was just another 
vaudeville mish-mosh of good, baa, 
and indifferent. The good included 
Kitty Kallen, introduced as a

trumpet comparable to Chet Baker. 
In Jeanne McManus, u gorgeous 
petite redhead, he has the surest 
movie bet since Abbe Lane, if 
only the band ever gets within 
eyeshot of a Hollywood Seoul. His

the language of jazz are those who'S 
for years have listened to and i1 
learned from the contributions of 
Jelly Roll Morton, Bix Beiderbecke, 1 
Duke Ellington, Lester Young, 1 
Coleman Hawkins, Roy Eldridg« 
Count Basie, and all the others I 1 
who form the permanent strength 1 
of the jazz tradition.

It should be pointed out that • 
many of these permanent contrib 
utors who always will be impoi 
tant jazzmen currently’ are receiv-1 < 
ing from the jazz audience very- 
little of the recognition and re

thins of the last decade, instead of 
just throwing one together when
ever a few weeks’ work come up, 
as has become common practice 
among survivors of the frantic 
’40s.

Today he works steadily, it’s 
true, but always moving in a 
straight line, never with any real 
chance to be heard in top lobe—

(Jumped I rum Page IS) 
all the time and fits into this ease 
ful letting very well. This is a 
good set to relax to. (Trend LI' 
TL 1008)

Yorkers who like to dance are tak
ing frolicsonu advantage of Danc
ing in the Park, a series of free 
dances sponsored by the Consoli
dated Edison Company and the 
Park Department, Beginning in 
June, dances are held every night, 
Monday through Friday, in a dif 
ferent borough park. Among the 
bands taking part in the program 
this year are Hal McIntyre, Ralph 
Flanagan, Charlie Peterson, Roger 
King Mozian, Dean Hudson, Sonny 
Dunham, and others.

The free dances originated dur
ing the depression under the spon
sorship of the WPA. When the 
WPA fed« ra program« were dis
continued, New York City felt it 
was a good idea to continue the 
dances, tut was unable to finance 
the program. Th« city therefore 
asked help from the large indus
trial firms, and in the late 1930s, 
Consolidated Edison volunteered to 
sponsor th« dances, and has con 
tinned to do so ever since.

Can’t Believe That You're in Love 
with Me, is one of the best in the 
business, though lacking a strong 
tenor solo man.

Mac's isn’t a great band; just a 
good band caught in a rut that

improved by replacing them with 
ad libs. Both pleasant personalities, 
they alternated in introducing the 
acts and did their best with what 
they had

That the show was soundly and 
roundly panned by a majority of 
the critics, that the great name 
of the Dorseys was abused, that 
the production values were below 
par can only serve to re-emphasize 
the lesson of so many of these sum 
mer shows of uncertain character 
and vacillating policy.

Bands can be used effectively as 
a medium of entertainment on tele
vision, as has been proved from 
time to time, though more often 
than not th« opportunity to prove 
it has been denied the bands con
cerned by the unending conviction, 
on the part of the Madison Avenue 
bigwigs, that music, not being 
videogenic. must bt submerged or 
embroidered until the original ob
jective is lost.

If a name like the Dorsey Broth
ers means anything—and their rec
ord sales and one-niter grosses at-1 
test to it as surely as the fact of 
their being selected for nominal 
stardom on this show—there should 
be enough viewers willing to sit 
still for a show that aims at mu
sical values, commercialized not by 
vaudeville acts but by intelligent 
camera work, musical pacing, and 
the true personalities of the band
leaders and their personnel. Who 
knows? A show like that might 
even wind up with a job in the 
wintertime.

Today, though the controversy 
continues, the 12-tone method sur
vives and grows as younger com
posers adapt the mt-dium to their 
own needs, thereby making it less 
rigid and more viable. The neo
classicist techniques, meanwhile, are 
still strongly represented among 
the younger classical composers, 
and the newest phenomenon—elec
tronic niusic—is enlisting more and 
more adherents, especially in Eu-
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Bobby Pago Plays:
"Carioca'

New York — Trumpeter Tory 
Fruscella has joined the Gerry 
Mulligan quartet, replacing valve 
trombonist Bob Brookmeyer. After 
four nights with the unit in Prov
idence, Fruscella opened with Mul
ligan for the latter’s return en
gagement at Basin Street Jun« 29- 
July 11. Fruscella had been heard 
frequently during the past few 
months at Bob Reisner1- Open Door 
sessions in Greenwich Village, and 
recently recorded for Atlantic.

Explaining the change in person
nel, Gerry Muliigar said “Bob 
Brookmeyer left to get more time 
to write. He’d only had a chance 
to write tne urrargement while 
with us. I expect he’ll stay in New 
York and I hope he’ll be able to 
write for the group, too.

“As for myself, 1 think we'n go
ing to set up headquarters in the 
east. I have already made arrange
ments for an apartment in New 
York, and I hope to finally get 
time to write. Sometimes I feel 
I’ve almost forgotten how."

Write for Catalog

PACIFIC JAZZ RECORD COMPANY, INC.
6124 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

he’d be interesting to hear on De
bussy and Ravel works for the in
strument. Frank could be a real 
impressionist).

The feeling of the whole date 
is of unusually relaxed integra
tion. All the musicians seem to be 
of tlie same mind and intent; 
there’s u wide enough range of 
tempos and types of tunes; and 
there’s a valuable sense of plan 
ning too often missing in the cur
rent rush of jazz LPs. Above all,
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No One 'Kight* May
The point, then, is that for some

Barie lin't Hera; Some Other 
Spring; 0 «'M Point; Mithawaka; 
Frankoris; You're My Thrill; Flute 
Song

Rating: *»**»
Commodore’* first release in its 

Contemporary Jazz Series is a full
bodied, -winging success. Wess, the 
Basie tenor-flutist, is backed by u 
magnificent rhythm section of 
Jimmy Jones, Oscar Pettiford, and 
Osie Johnson and the work of two 
first-i ate Basie trombonists- Hen
ry Coker (four sides) and Benny 
Powell (three bands, actually two) 
Wess’ swinging tenor is in the 
Hawkins tradition, a vein he 
proves is still a significant one, 
and his flute sound is of impres
sive jazz quality (Frank’s tone and

VITO RECORDS 
»53 Semel the • Melly«,«! 4L C*Uf

EP4-H Rast Freeman Irie
You Stepped Out of a Dreatn: \t I ast; Laugh Cry: The

Where It IGgin«
But it doesn’t begin in the class

room, The foundation is in the 
years of gigs and the listening— 
all the way back and forward 
again. That’s why the Giuffres and 
Russos are making it and the Ma
ceros and Graettingers so far are 
not.

There’s another problem concern
ing modernity that I did not touch
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Several years ago, Louis Arm
strong stirred up h little sand
storm in jazz circles when he be
gan to berate be-bop, as it then 
was called His criticisms, taking 
the f irm of private comments, pub
lic interviews, official pronuncia
mentos, invariably proclaimed that 
the newer noises in jazz were 
sounding its knell.

Five years have passed since the 
contest of words was at its height; 
Satchm- and the music he con
demned are still around, both 
healthy and vital, thoroughly ca
pable of finding mutual Lebens
raum.

Louis, as ever, retains his love 
for the old and most of his re
sentment for the new; but he has 
mellowed a little, as I discovered 
on interviewing him out at his 
Long Island h >me.

This Blindfold Test took place 
while Louis was getting ready for 
work. Placing the phonograph and 
tap«- recorder -uategically equi
distant from bedroom, bathroom, 
and hall, I documented his com
ments as he listened closely and 
talked freely.

The visit produced enough mate
rial for two Blindfold Tests, the
first of which is reproduced below. , - ------
L mis was given no information, That s what causing music today 
before or during th« tes-t. about the to RO bad. I’ll tell you why. Didn’t 
records played for him.
The Records

voy (Coral). Ronnie Lang. olio. 
Don Faqorqant frumpot; Tony 
Rimi. guitar.

Who is that? Is that Basie, or 
Sauter-Finegan? I like it, as far 
as swing goes ... 1 like all swing 
mu?ic, but it got kinda complicated 
there- -the arrangement was heav
ily loaded. I notice they’re trying to 
bring some < f those things back.

I like the solus, a* far as—but 
they remind of the bop kick, you 
know; nothing against it, but, I 
don’t know, I’ll take Benny Carter 
or one of them cats; or Georgie 
Auld, since I played with him on 
the tout last year, I like his solos 
When Benny Goodman copped nut, 
wc got together and fixed up u 
finale that was really jumping. 
Benny came back and just stood 
there--he didn’t have to play!

This record, though, it won’t 
make you stand on your head. Not 
from the way music’s played to
day. Let’s give it, ah, ordinary rat
ing. Two stars.
3. Eddie Cando? Squeeio Me (Ca- (Capital). Willie Coak. Ray 

lumbla). Eddie Miller, tenor. Nance, Cat Anderton, trnmpot»
Four stars, boy, four stars! I Yeah, you can put five on that

BOB ELLIS
and his

Orchestra

currently

2nd Year

El Rancho Vegas

Las Vegas, Nevada

I o«n« irm«tmng

like everything about that! Y'ou 
can dance by it, you can talk while 
it plays, you can understand it 
while it plays. I like the tune, too 
—the one we used to call The Roy 
in the Boat. Sounded like Eddie 
Condon’s band.
3. Shorty Ragart. Morpa iVictor).

any one of those guys end up their 
solo on the nose. It’s not a matter 
of being old-timey, but, shucks, we 
can get too damn modem, you 
know? And that’s just what it is 
that spoiled 52nd St. and a whole 
lot of places that we used to l-ave.

Now you take that trombone 
player in there. He wouldn’t move 
a crowd of people that pays 
money; the people that spend 
money w >uldn’t go to hear that but 
once. I didn’t like none of the so
los, because they tried to be too 
out of this world. They’re played 
for musicians.

That’s what happens with that 
bop, all that weird stuff, up there 
at Minton’s . . . Now the genera
tion that’s going to follow Dizzy 
is going to catch hell, ’cause Diz is 
an old hustler, he’s an old-timer, 
he’s ii good musician. And a show
man. But this generation that’s 
coming up, shoot, they don’t have 
no chops within six months’ time.

No, man, there’s no way you can 
preserve yourself with that kind 
of mu ic. And that’s not even pro
gressive jazz!
4. Oska Ellington. Stormy Weather 

one for me Well played . . . even 
to them ti umpeta, they were never 
seared of the notes. You take the 
average trumpet, they’ve got to 
put a cup over their horn when 
they’ve got high notes and things, 
for protection, like a money-clip or 
something.

Everything was good here, in 
my estimation; tho boy played good 
horn. Ami the arrangement, you 
could follow everything they did. 
It sounded like Duke. Was it Duke?

5, Jelly Roll Morton Hack Bottom 
Stomp {Victor). Martaa. plana. 
1*24.

Put four on them. They played 
it too fast for five stars, tney 
couldn't keep up with it. The trum 
pet player attacked his notes like 
Joe Olivei and Mutt Carey. The 
piano, if that ain’t Buster Wilson, 
it’s that other boy that went to 
California in the «'arly days—it’s 
one of the old-timers. It could be 
Harvey Brooks Or Freddie Wash
ington? From New Orleans?

Well, the tune jumps, but they 
play it so fast, other than a con
cert, you just could stand up and 
listen to it, but that other number 
you played, you can listen, you can 
dance, you can talk . . . this is 
worth ii hell of a rating over that 
bop stuff, but not a five-star rat
ing for a cat that would like to 
dunce by it. Give it four.

4. Cha* Bakar. Imagination (Pacific

Sure is a perfect record; the 
tone is beautiful, but what puzzled 
me is how he can get in such a 
low register. In a way he sounded 
like Red Rodney, that’s the way he 
used to play with Charlie Parker 
at Bop City. Well, it’s ti solo, and 
a solo has got to be appreciated, 
if it’s played right.

The man takes a chorus and 
don’t miss no notes at all. You got 
to give him credit. That’s what I 
tell my band all the time, I say, 
what good is jumping out there, 
and you think you’re gonna kill 
’em, and you make five bad notes 
right off. and then make the rest 
of them good* That wound is still 
there! All the people give ’em that 
applause, but they’re still think
ing about the bad notes, man . . . 
Give him four stars.

ouade (Capitol).
Got to give that five. Any time 

a musician can balance himself and 
play a straight and a beautiful 
lead like that, you know—you don’t 
hear it every day. Very few musi
cians can carry u lead. And very 
few can play slow and still swing.

And that’s why I say it’s either 
Bobby Hackett or some son-of-a 
gun who’s been studying him awful 
deep. Because that’s the way Bob
by is nlway- playing. He’s u fine 
musician, plays guitar, too; he 
knows them chords, makes them 
pretty variations. Behind Pennies 
t rom Heaven, when I sang it at the 
Town hall concert, the one they put 
out on the Victor album, he would 
fill in so pretty.

I like this band, too; but I don’t 
think it’s Glenn Miller’s band, be
cause I listened for one little thing 
in there, the one Glenn made of 
this—I’ve got it on tape, but try
ing to find it now is like looking 
for a needle ii. a haystack, because 
I changed my filing sj stem around. 
But there’s one thing that I miss 
that comes from the piano, a thing 
Glenn’s piano player did that 
killed me! But this goes for five 
anyway.
•. Roy Eldridge. Rockin’ Chair

(Clef) Oscar Fafanea. Ham-

That ending — the high note - 
well, I know it’s Roy Eldridge. You 
know I’d hit that, right out of bed 
—just get right out of bed, giv» 
m«‘ a cup of coffee, where is it? 
I’d hit it. But Roy is the only one 
that’s going to have the nerve to 
hit that note like that. Now if it 
ain’t Roy, it must be hie boy, ha 
ha ha! But it’s got to be Roy El
dridge.

That organ background «s beau
tiful. And the boj played the solo 
on his horn just like Heifetz would 
—well, I wouldn’t say like Heifetz, 
but you tak«‘ a gnat man, even a 
fiddler like Joe Venuti. Roy has 
that musicianship. Four stars.

(How will Satchmo react to Clif
ford Brown, Maynard Ferguson, 
Charlie Parker, and Turk Murphy"
Read this feature in the next is

FEATHER'S NEST
By Leonard Feather

There’s nothing novel about the flute. Dig into Egyptian 
history, from pharaohs to Farouk, and you’ll find flutes of 
one sort or another. Examine East Indian and Melanesian

in Peri’s L’Euridice, and you’ll ob
serve that while earlier flutes may 
have b«‘i'ii structurally crude, they 
definitely were around.

So how come they took so long 
to reach jazz?

A plausible answer is that jazz 
began «is a bastard art, using 
whatever instruments were most 
accessible and cheaply available.

Iimori Unheard Of
The flute was almost unheard of 

in jazz through the late 1930s 
wh<-«> Wayman Carver of Chick 
Webb’s reed section used it as an 
occasional double. He appeared 
briefly in u solo role on some Dec 
ca sides, by the “Little Chicks” 
combo from the Webb band, that 
still attest to his prescience and 
diligence, though the writing und 
phrasing are a little creaky, by 
1954 standard?. (Dig 1 Want to 
Be Happy in the Five Feet of 
Swing LP.)

The 1940s «aw no further prog
ress except for the occasional use 
of flutes sectionally in arranged 
passages by a few of the bigger 
bands. The only interesting jazz 
solo event, as 1 lecall, was Harry 
Klee’s Caravan, with a Ray Linn 
group on the defunct Encore label, 
later transferred to the now no 
less defunct Signature.

In the 1950?, the flute has made 
positive and permanent inroads in 
jazz. Though there are still only 
a handful of outstanding soloists, 
the trend is as unmistakable as 
the Hammond organ movement 
started three years ago by Bill 
Davis; within the next five years, 
it safely cat be predicted, u flute

The biggest impact to date, in 
terms of the volume of his record 
output, has been made by Bud 
Shank, n 28-year-old alto man from 
Dayton, Ohio, now resident on the 
west coast and a lucky member of 
the tight little clique of jazzmen 
who seem to have cornered the 
market for combo jazz on the Cali
fornia scene.

The first important flute’s-eye 
view of Shank reached me in tne 
form of a Barney Ke-scl LP on 
Contemporary His solos on Just 
Squeeze Me, Lullaby of Birdland, 
and Kessel’s original Bernardo in 
this set took th« flute out of its 
hitherto almost exclusively section
al role to full view as u jazz solo 
instrument.

Shank proved an important point 
with thes« per formal res: that the 
flute can be just as effective a me
dium for ad libbing as the clarinet 
is for Buddy DeFranco and the 
tenor for Stan Getz.

If you could obtain >ne of these 
solos on 78 rpm and play it at one 
of the slower Mpeeds, I’m sure a 
»‘semblance to the improvisation* 
of lower register instruments, in 
the actual notes played, in phras
ing and in the whole jazz approach, 
will be even more apparent.

Shank carried the idea a little 
further with an alto flute solo on 
i pretty Shorty Rogers original,

Wood/n You?

One Hit One Run, One Erroll
New York—The week dunng which Woody Herman and Erroll 

Gamer shared the stand 'it Basin Street proved to be the most profit
able yet for the club. Musically, it was also profitable for both the 
patrons and the musicians. So happy, as a matter of fact, were Woody 
and Erroll to be working together that plans are being made for the 
two units to be booked on the same bill wherever possible once present 
commitments are filled.

During the last night of the engagement, -imaraderie especially 
flowed. During one of Erroll’s more aphrodisiac choruses. Woody 
thoughtfully plactd a candelabra on the piano. Later that night, when 
Woody was slightly late in getting back to the 'and after Erroll’s «et, 
Erroll seized the opportunity to direct the band—which he did with 
great vigor for a number. Woody ruxiied onstand, the two leu lets em
braced, and Woody turned to the audience and su«d. “Tell me, ladies 
and gentlemen, do y6u think we look like Sauter and Finegan?”

Lotus Bud, on the Shank LP for 
Nocturne.

On the east coast at least two 
outstanding musicians have en
tered the flute sw««epstakes to sub
stantiate this trend. Frank Wess, 
the brilliant Basie tenor man, un
veiled his flute talent for 36 bars 
during Close Quarters, in the Joe 
Newman LP for Vanguard, and 
in three ,olos (Mishawaka, You’re 
My Thrill, and Flute Song) on his 
own Commodore LP.

And Gigi Gryce, the alto sax 
man heard last year with Lionel 
Hampton, brought his flute into 
service for some of the more pro
vocative sounds on the Clifford 
Brown sextet’s LP for Blue Note

Others Noted
There have been others: the 

young and promising Sam Most, 
Leroy Harris of tht new Earl 
Hine? hand, Bobbj Plater with 
Lionel Hampton, and Herbie Mann 
with the Mat Mathews quintet.

And there have been unrecorded 
moments that pass« d regrettably 
almost unobserved, notably the few 
week? Tony Scott «pent as a mem
ber of the Duke Ellington band. 
When Duke found that Tony dou
bled on flute, he fea' ured him in a 
duet routine with Ray Nanc« on 
violin. It was one of the newer and 
more exciting things that have 
come out of the band in recent 
years, and there has been nothing 
to replace it. The death of young 
Sam Staff, who cut a couple t 
short spots on Woody Herman’s 
Mars sides, left another deplorable 
gap.

The flute has b«en called the 
coloratura if the woodwind sec
tion. It could and should be called 
the youngest and most promising 
adopted son of the instrumental 
family of jazz. It is up to the El
lingtons, Kentons, and Herman» 
to take control of the wheels, set 
in motion years ago by Carver and 
Klee, to assure that the flute con
solidates its rightful place on the 
jazz scene.

Milwaukee Hops 
To Jazz Again

Milwauke« — Milwaukee, luke
warm jazzwise for the last few 
years, now has two clubn catering 
to aficionados.

Treading on the htels of Scalers, 
which opened early last month with 
Buddy DeFrance and did sock 
business, came the Three Dolls, 
which began about t iree weeks 
later i>n a Dixieland kick. Mu 
Spanier came in for 10 days, 
other units set to follow.

Frank Scaler and Mike Albano, 
partners in Scaler's, followed De
Franco with Conte Candoli and 
Chet Baker groups for heavy 
trade, with Flip Phillip and Char
lie Ventura due later. _

The owners also are thinking if 
I’unning s«-veral >azz concerts, 
catching the many Milwaukeeans 
who travel to Chicago for the vari
ous promotions.
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Las Vegas
(Jumped from Page 7) 

until the next hotel br<anu u real
ity m October, 1952. Milton PreU’b 
Club Bingo, a large casino down 
Strip and opposite El Rancho, was 
converted into the Sahara. How big 
a part this h «tel was to play in 
the power politics of show business 
could not be ascert ained until sev
eral months after its »azzle-dazrle 
opening.

Created A Furor
The cut came after the Sands 

created a furor with its opening in 
December. On the site of the de
funct LaRu, restaurant, little Jake 
Freedman from Houston built his 
mlnosua of wood, stone and marble. 
He brought in Jack Entratter from 
New York’s Optieabaia to mat 
age the i itery room. Entratter had 
Danny Thomas to start things toll
ing, plus a well-ptanned four-day 
opening that brought in leading 
columnists, magazine writers, wire 
and newsreel photogs from all over 
the country. Both of the new hotels 
stimulated business for months.

The Sahara eontracted Bill Mil
ter from the Riviera to handle 
booking with an eye toward the 
Entratter magnon, pus up the 
line. Miller, whose Jersey nitery 
was condemned by the state to 
make w ay for a new highway, later 
made hie home in Vegas, and the 
battle of the titans was on.

Talent Prices Zoom
Both hotels denied this. Still, 

prices paid for talent went up und 
up. The Sahara invi ston- were giv
ing Miller an unlimited budget. 
The Sands reportedly kept a >20,- 
000 ceiling for headline talent. The 
whopper broke when the Sahara 
disclosed that Manene Dietrich 
wa- to receive >90,000 for her serv
ices over a three-week booking in 
December, 1953.

Naturally, with these price», a 
couple of hotels had to suffer. More 
and more visiting revelers were 
dropping money on the tables, but 
mostly at the spots where I g 
names headed the marquees. The 
Last Frontier is cui ently under
way with a change calling for more 
financial backing and resultant 
renovation It will he called the 
“New Frontier,” and will lose for
ever the western rustic decoi of 
the bygone Griffith era. A recent 
shake up at the Thunderbird gives 
promise of bigger purses for tal
ent.

Owner«’ Moratorium?
There seemt to be a moratorium 

among owners. Things are a bit 
more stabilized, what with leading 
cafe talent making the usual 
rounds once or twice a year. Oc
casionally one even hears of a 
gentleman’s agreement between op 
erators that results in the “loan” 
of a headliner.

The Flamingo’s standby? are 
Kay Starr, Tony Martin, Rose 
Marie and Lenny Kent, Pearl 
Bailey, Spike Jones und His City 
Slickers. The Sands can rely upon

Hotel Last Frontier

Las Vegas, Nevada

Choreography

*>y

Louis Da Pron

THANKS TO MY BOSSES...

UjJHinuL&arJa-
DESERT INN
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In Hollywood, Its Spelled La$ Vega$
By STAN HOFFMAN

Hollywood—Las Vegas is proving to be one of the biggest 
boom towns the west has ever known, and its glittering gam
bling palaces are shelling out coin of the realm to movie 
stars, top bands and combos, vocalists, and night club cir-
cuiteers, etc., at a rate that would
have brought naught but scoffs »f 
disbelief a scant 10 years ago. This 
modern-day gold rush in reverse, 
moving eastward from Hollywood 
primarily, is the combined result 
. f the invasion ef television into 
the American scene, plus the ter
rific postwar development of the 
town of Las Vegas itself.

It can’t be denied that television 
caused u certain hardening of the 
arteries in Hollywood’s motion pic
ture industry, nnd starting around 
1950, a depression atmosphere be- 
gai. permeating the various ma,vr 
studios. Top executives began tak
ing 25 per cent and 50 per cent sal
ary cuts, and lower echelon execs

Danny Thomas, part-owner Frank 
Sinatra, Milton Berle, Tallulah 
Bankhea«!, Louis Armstrong, Rob- 
erl Merrill, Lena Horne, and Billy 
Eckstine. The Desert Inn seems as
sured of getting Jimmy Durante, 
Ted Lewis, Lou Walters’ Latin 
Quarter revues, Carmen Miranda, 
Frankie Laine, Patti Page, Betty 
Hutton.

The Last Frontier counts upon 
Herl- Shriner, Xavier Cugat, Dor
othy Dandridge, the Dorsey Broth
ers’ ork, the Will Mastin Trio fea
turing Sammy Davis, Jr., and Lib- 
erace, when available. The Thun
derbird nests the Mill? brothers, 
the Ray Anthony ork, the Sauter- 
Finegan ork, Robert Q. Lewis, Ten
nessee Ernie and Irene Ryan, Hen
ny Youngman. El Rancho Vegas 
welcomes Joe E. Lewis, Sopnie 
Tucker, Billy Daniels, Guy Lom
bardo’s ork, Harry James and his 
ork, Lili St. Cyr. The Sahara sa
lutes Red Skelton, Marlene Diet
rich, the Jose Greco company, Den
nis Day, the Ames brothers, Ray 
Bolger. Martha Raye Anna Mans 
Alberghetti, Lauritz Melchior, and 
Donald O’Connor.

The emphasis is certainly upon 
bigness. The little casinos and 
clubs, or even hotels, have to be 
content with the overflow from 
major spots. Yet institutions like 
the bawdy, burley Silver Slipper 
at the Last Frontier (which re 
mains as is, despite the change in 
the big nitery room), the Golden 
Nugget (with its medium price 
talent policy), a.id El Cortez (un
der the iegis of Bill Moore, who 
pioneered the Strip), all are pros
pering.

Moore is the guiding hand and 
stockholder in the new Showboat, 
the unique resort hotel built like 
an old-fashioned Mississippi side
wheeler around a swimming pool. 
The Desert Inn operators will take 
over the Showboat’s casino, ulti-

were separated from active duty 
completely. Studios that had been 
producing from 40 to 60 major 
efforts yearly were down to 10 or 
15.

Freelancers
Consequently, with .--uch a dras

tic cut in income, the studios 
couldn’t afford to maintain large 
stables of high salaried stars on 
their payrolls. The result—a large 
segment of top-drawer Hollywood 
thespian.« began freelancing, look
ing somewhat desperately for new 
markets for their talent. Las 
Vegas carnes galloping to the res 
cue with a bankroll for entertain- . - - —-
ment that could have financed the ’ . ., . . . ., —,Panama Cana and the Civi War, Following the lead of the Fla- 
both sides mingo and the Desert Inn in using

At present, the cream of La- Hollywood names to lure free 
* ... . . .... tho lr\n<r octa nlicnnziVegaa entertainment is controlled

Noble Dietrich
by the seven fabulous hotel casinos 
that comprise the “Strip.” These 
altar- to the gods of pleasure have 
been known to lay out as much as 
>30,000 every Friday for the serv-

mately buying the entertainment. 
Frank Sennes, long associated with 
the Clevelanders’ various sub rosa 
gambling room? throughout the 
country, plus his own Moulin 
Rouge in Hollywood, is said to 
be contemplating a glamorized 
Minsky Follies production for the 
Showboat’s pening along about 
Aug. 15.

By this time next year don’t pull 
a skull or triple-take if you read 
that Vegai> is spending >1,000.000 
a month for entertainment. It’s 
in the cards. Or if you prefer the 
lingo of the dice—it’s u natural, 
dad.

CARLTON HAYES
and his

Orchestra

6 Years 
In 

Las Vegas

ices of tup movie talent, an«i it 
seems to hive paid off as well for 
the proprietors as foi the perform
ers. Marlene Dietrich’s stint at the 
Sands earlier this year at the above 
reported figure ia an outstanding 
case in point.

Big Fanfare
The Flamingo set the pattern 

right aftei th« war by opening with 
a mercurial fanfare including a 
>25,000 show headlined by Abbott 
& Costell» nod Xavier Cugat. Wil
bur Clark then rau-id the ante to 
>100,000 when he premiered his 
Desert Inn in 1950, with Edgar 
Bergen, Vivian Blaine, and Ray 
Noble. Of course, all of that loot 
wasn’t spent directly on the floor
show since a sizable portion wa? 
all icated for the hospitality of spe- 
c.tilly invited VIP- and members 
of the press from all over the

s penders, the long established El 
Rancho Vegas and Last Frontier
saw- the handwriting on the cash 
register and instituted big name 
policies of their own.

A new trend was launched by 
the newly opened Sands when the 
management brought out profes
sional producer Jack Entratter 
from the Copacabana in New York 
who. in turn, brought slick Broad
way show techniques to the desert 
oasis Among his inovations were 
a couple of insane weeks with Mar
tin & Lewis, persuading Tallulah 
Bankhead to take the trek west, 
and the aforementioned Miss Die 
trich who sang but had the added 
insurance of a costume that the 
Hollyw-ood wags are still talking 
about.

Amu*il Critics
After many years as a Holly

wood leading lady, Ann Sothern 
returned to her first love, singing 
and dancing, when she opened at 
the El Rancho recently and amazed 
the critics w ith hei show -stopping 
ability. A list of other Hollyw'ood 
stars of five-figure caliber that 
have develop« d r ight club acts spe
cifically for Las Vegas, is too long 
to set down here in total, but here 
is a rundown of the more out
standing acts that have been pre
sented: pert June Powell at the 
Desert Inn; Donald O’Connor, 
Martha Raye, Kathryn Grayson,

O’Connor Grayton
Sonjj Henie complete with ice 
rink, und Dennis Day at a reported 
>20,000 weekly at the Sahara; 
Ronald Reagan and Howard Keel 
at the I ast Frontier; Shelley Win 
ters, Tony Martin, and Keefe 
Braselli (incidentally presenting 
one of the finest acts seen in L.V.), 
all at the Flamingo.

However, it should be pointed 
out that the majority of Hollywood 
stars playing Las Vegas clubs 
where prices are low and salaries 
high, are understandably leery 
about trying the other big clubs 
around the country such as the 
Cocoanut Grove in Lee Angeles 
and the Waldorf in New York, 
where prices are high and salaries 
low (relatively). The latter pa
trons are not satisfied with merely 
seeing a big name make a personal 
appearance. They want perfor
mance. Las Vegas is proving to be 
an excellent testing ground in the 
process of “separating the men 
from the boys,” and has seen the 
unexpected development of ?ome of 
this country’s finest night club en
tertainment as well as some of the 
biggest duds.

Bellson Joins 
James While 
Rich Tours

Hollywood — Louie Bellson, a 
former Harry James drummer, re
joined Janies as the band opened ut 
the Hollywood Palladiun (July 
13), replacing Buddy Rich. Rich 
took a leave of absence to join a 
unit packaged by the Australian 
firm of World Entertainers Circuit 
of Sydney und containing Jerry 
Colonna, Ella Fitzgerald, and the 
Artie Shaw combo

Rich said he would rejoin James 
after his Palladium stand here.
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Jazz In Las Vegas Is Still 
Limited In All Respects

Bill In Congress Asks Aid For Arts
By Henry Lewy

Las Vegas—The closing of 
the Patio club on the strip has 
been a big blow to jazz in this 
area, since the club was the 
only place in town with an an
nounced jazz policy At the time of 
the shutd >wn, Dinah Washington 
was headlining the show’, with Scat 
Man Crothers, Sarah Vaugh tn, 
and Ella Fitzgerald reportedly 
booked fot later dates.

The club's demise leaves the 
various hotel lounges .is almost the 
only places that can showcase jazz 
combos And there some problems 
arise. If the group plays too loud, 
the casino bosse- complain that the 
noise disturbs the gamblers, and 
even though all the 'ocal jazi fans 
turn out in droves, the majority 
of the tourists come to the lounges 
not to sit, listen, and appreciate, 
but mainly to relay and hold con
versations. The end result is that 
a group of the stature of Artie 
Shaw becomes nothing more than 
background music to the rattling 
of a pair nf dice.

Another detrimental factor local
ly is the fact that the magnetic 
attraction of entertainment type 
combos such as the Mary Kaye 
trio and Mickey Katz and Com
pany kills the chances of success 
for any group featuring only 
swinging sounds

Every now and then a local im
presario will go nut on a limb ind 
bring in some big bands, and find 
to his surprise that he has a suc
cessful show on his hands. During 
the last year we have been treated 
to the sounds of Ray Anthony, 
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, Harry 
James, Billy May, and the Sauter- 
Finegan aggregation. However, 
since there is virtually nu chance 
for any dance sets locally, the 
bands are limited to playing back 
ground music for shows, with may
be one or two solo numbers.

Ed Sauter and Bill Finegan 
were the exception to the rule. For 
the benefit of local show folk and 
other interested listeners, the band 
gave two after-hour concerts, just 
featuring the intricate sounds cre
ated by the organization. Both 
times the house was very crowded,

and this may be one answer to the 
’ seal problem of how to present 
big bands.

Local sessions are sporadic in 
nature When good combos or big 
band- are in town, after-hours ses
sions have been known to swing, 
but in between, most sessions d<- 
eneratc to <0 monotonous choruses 
of Idaho. The west side has several 
clubs featuring jazz, most notably 
Oscar Crozier’s Club Morocco, 
where a girl bartender named Con
nie Strong has been responsible for 
not only organizing -ionic good 90S 
sions, but also in booking one of 
the two organized local jazz groups.

Featuring Jake Garehime on 
trumpet, ex-Kenton trombonist Jer
ry Finch, bassist Max Gaber, and 
the piano work of Phil Raphael, 
the combo produces happy sounds.

The other local organized jazz 
group belongs to pianist Dave 
Rodgers, who has Dick de Gray on 
bass and Gurdon Fry on drums. 
Dave currently is playing in the 
Gay 90’s Bar of the Last Frontier, 
where even though the sounds have 
to be subdued, Rodgers manages 
to i-wing very nicely.

There i* room locally for jazz 
combos, but only if they can at the 
same time appeal visually und per
sonally to the majority of their 
square listeners.

Our bright hope is the fact that 
with more and more .«pas sched
uled for Las Vegas, the need even
tually will arise for a small club 
catering to local show people and 
featuring cool, relaxed, and happy 
sounds. Until then, however, the 
majority of local listeners will have 
to bide their time and listen sharp
ly to whatever sounds come their 
way from behind the hotel bars, 
over the noise of the casinos.

Janet Brace At Chase
Chicago—Janet Brace. Decca 

songstress, has been signed for a 
two-week engagement at the Chase 
hotel in St. Louis starting Aug. 11. 
Preceding this, she is to appear at 
the Park Lane hotel, Denver; Kim- 
Wa-Lo nitery, Toledo; the Skyway, 
Cleveland, and the Moose Club, 
Erie, Pa.

HOPE TO EXCEED MY

4H YEAR RECORD AT

CHICAGO'S CHEZ PAREE

CEE
DAVIDSON

and his Orchestra

HOTft

BEGINNING OUR 3rd YEAR IN THE
FAMOUS CONGA ROOM OF THE

“MUCH COIN from thia one,” predict*. actreea-interviewer Hilda Sims 
of the Dominoe«' waxing of J Coins. Billy Ward (left) »ang alona 
the record wa« preemed. looking on are fellow Dominoe Milton Merle 
and WOV record spinner Johnny Van.

COMPLIMENTS

MARTHA
RAYE

Hotel Sahara
Las Vegas, Nevada

Washington — There is in
creasingly wide interest 
throughout the music, theater, 
and art world in a recent bill spon
sored by Rep. Howell (D-N.J.). 
The bill favors government grants- 
in-aid for the arts—opera, drama, 
ballet, literature, photography, 
architecture, radio, television, 
painting, and sculpture

Under the p oposal, a guiding 
unit, to be called the American 
national war memorial arts com
mission, would operate the pro
gram. Members would be leaders 
in fine arts, education, and public 
affairs. There also would be spe
cialized divisional committees to 
deal with variou, art forms.

The bill provides, among other 
things, “for scholarships and fel
lowships, and an international ex
change of artists. Those necessary 
to form the pivotal group of opera
tion as musicians, aitists, actors, 
and technicians w><uld be placed on 
a yearly salary.”

Munir Center Cited
There would be a national thea

ter program, radiating from a 
theater and music center in Wash
ington, D C. Other theatrical, 
music, and art groups, to be 
formed throughout the country on 
a nonprofit basis, would be en
couraged by appropriations. Rent 
would be paid on theaters and au
ditoriums. Local autonomy and 
participation is a major part of 
the program, and a sepaiate sec
tion of the bill concerns “grant* 
to states for the dex eloprnent of 
fine arts p’ograms und projects.”

As Howell pointed out in a letter 
to the Musical Courier, “. . . my 
bill is primarily a pump-priming 
measure for the fine arts and is 
a concrete mean- of recognising 
the importance of the arts at the 
national level.

“The matching funds principle 
in it demonstrates . . . that it ii 
my belief that the fine arts must 
always get most . . . financial sup
port from the local community .. .*

Need Long Felt
The need for such a bill long has 

been felt in art and music circles. 
In a recent interview Gioxanm 
Martinelli lamented the lack of 
places in thi- country’ where fledg
ling opera singers can get training.

‘‘Why in Italy,” he said, “there 

.9---------------------------------------------------------  

. are dozens of opera houses. I 
’ started in small towns and it was 
> only ther that I could make my 
• debut at La Sc«la in Milan . . .

Such a condition (as exists here) 
■ is unfair to American singers . . . 
, one of my best pupils, Alice Farns
, worth, I had to take to Italy, so 
, she could make a debut.”

Conductor Anta. Dorati of the 
: Minneapolis Symphony orchestra 
1 recently said, “If 50 cities had 

working opera theaters in this 
country, producing with home 

i forces, we would have a swarm of 
! wonderful conductors.” 
■ Met tenor Richard Tucker told 
> Down Beat, “A composer these 

dayi- can’t find private investors 
‘ in a new opera because it taki ? 
' years to beeome established.

Long-Term I’rurr»»
“Much also can be done to help 

, in the growth of opera in English. 
1 This is another long-term process.

You can’t get a quick translation. 
It needs patience und many minds 
working together. And the commer
cialized aspects of music have no

1 time for that sort of thing. That’s 
where government subsidy comes

; in.”
In view of Tucker’s conce.n with 

. opera in English, Section 116 of 

. the Howell bill -‘ates, “All opera 
and drama productions and pre- 

j grams present« I by or under iny 
arrangement with the commission, 
with the exception of performances 

, by visiting foreign companies, shall 
• be presented in the English lan

guage to the maximum extent prac
ticable. Suitable translations in 
English shall be provided when 
foreign opera and drama produc
tions are presented.”

Howell has summarized the basis 
for the bill and emphasized its 
importance in counteracting the 

, impression of America abroad as

a wholly materialistic country as 
follows:

“There are those who recoil at 
the word ‘art’ as though threaten
ed by some strange unn.uncd uni
mal. Someone should tell them, to 
paraphrase an old adage, art is 
here to stay; someone should ell 
them that art is in the furniture 
they use, the clothei, ¿hey wear, the 
homes they live in, the chair they 
sit on. They are like the gentleman 
in the Molière c>medy who, much 
to his delightful surprise, dis
covered he was talking prose all 
his life. . . .

Fully Awart
“Ix'st 1 be accused of oversim

plifying the major problem of the 
development of inten it in art, let 
me add that I am fully aware of 
the complexities >n the approaches 
in developing wider and deeper ap
preciations of the meaning of art 
in our lives.

“Canons of judgment and taste 
are not established by governmen
tal decree. But—and this is the 
crux of our discussion—the facil
ities of government can be used 
not only to quicken responses but 
to feed the evident hunger of our 
people for participation in and 
appreciation of our cultural ex
pression ii. every one of its mani
fold forms.”

The number of the bill, which 
has been referred to th« committee 
on education and labor, is HR 7185.

Trumpeter Signs
Baraboo, Wis.—Dick Reudebusch, 

young trumpeter from the Madi
son, Wis., area, has been signed 
by Andoll records of Baraboo. His 
first recording session was set ten
tatively for July 10.

Reudebuscb a* been fronting a 
six-piecer in Wisconsin night clubs 
for several years.
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Cherry of KFOX, Long Beach, and 
Town Hall Party died in July.

Judy Hayden (Mrs. Merle Tra
vis) made it back to home base

For information, facts, and fea
ture-, about music, read Down Beat 
regularly.__________________________

a summer replacement on Dinah 
Shore’s NBC television show. . . .

Billy 
(Coll

Tubb and

Tex Williams and

new one out by Carl Smith tagged, 
Go Boy Go. Ditty is in the up
tempo vein and should keep Carl

pedals, tympani, holders, and a host of

By BILL MORGAN
Tragedy again has struck the country music field. Bill 

Lyles, bass singer, and R. W. Blackwood, baritone, both of 
the famous Blackwood Brothers quartet, lost their lives in a 
plane crash June 30 in Clanton, Ala., while attempting to

professional outfits, new upright outfits,

other interesting drums and accesso-

George Morgan

Swing band opened at Harmony 
Park, in California, July 30 as

ever produced showing brand NEW

to Nashville this week after a sue 
cessful tour with Ernest Tubb and 
Hank Snow through Louisiana and

also has a new release, Walking 
Shoe; and Sweetheart«. We asked 
Roy Acuff on July S if he thought 
rain would ruin his big July 4 
celebration at Dunbar Cave. Roy 
informed us that it wouldn’t be
cause in all his personal appear
ances for 17 years, he has «niy 
been rained out twice. He wasn’t 
kidding, as it turned out, either. 
Dunbar Cave had one of its best 
turnouts for a 4th of July, with 
more than 15,000 person* enjoying 
the music of Roy and al) his Smo
ky Mountain Boys and Girls.

Jimmie Collie, Hickory Records' 
new i-inging discovery, is the proud 
father of u little girl. Jimmie is 
doing fine with hi»- »ecording of 
MyHeart and I In all of his years

in show business, Jimmn Davis 
has never had a fan club. That is, 
until now Miss Alice Johnson is 
head of his new club, and you can 
join by writing her ut P. O. Box

Hollywood, and one hour on KFI 
each Saturday night, it now will 
be hnard for an additional hour 
each Friday night as a summer 
replacement on KFI, a 50,000-watt 
clear channel NBC outlet in Holly
wood.

Bob Wills started a aeries of 
weekend dates at the Riverside 
Rancho in Los Angeles July 9, re
placing Jimmy Wakely who is tak
ing a rest from television, radio, 
and personal appearances. .. . Rose 
Lee and Joe Maphis travel to New 
York to join the Old Dominion 
Barn Dance group Sept. 13. The 
group starts a two-week engage
ment at the 48th St. theater on

Town Hall Party after an absence 
of several weeks because of an 
operation. And Mrs. Marty Lan
dau, who with her husband oper
ates Riverside Runcho, is recover
ing from major surgery. .. . Ferlin 
Huskey, also known as Terry Pres
ton, is now making his headquar
ters at WSM. A pact to make him

home base. Tex and boys have left 
their posts at Knottsberry Farm 
and Town Hall for a regular stand 
at the new place.

Our sympathy to Wesley and 
Marilyn Tuttle on the loss of one 
of their 4-year-old twin daughters 
Wes and Marilyn, after threi 
weeks off, are back on Town Hall 
Party. Speaking of Town Hall 
Party, this show now probably has 
more air time than any other of 
its kind in the United States >ut- 
side of Grand Ole Opry. Beside«

have a new one out, The Salesman’s 
Song backed with Moody’, Goose.

Larry Dexter, who made quite a 
spla.-h with his Republic recording 
of Throwing Kisses has a new es
cape, I Understand Just How You 
Feel and Hug gin’ and Kissing . . . 
Uncle Joe Allison, i nc of the top 
country jocks in Nashville, has 
penned a song just released by 
Gene Autry, 20-20 Vision . . All 
major a Ar directors due in town 
this month for recording session!,

Ferlin Huskey has been added 
to the Grand Ole Opry cast . . . 
Hill and Range pongwriter Gary 
Walker, now- a Pfc. in the army, 
was married to Peggy Boone in 
ceremonies at Gainesville, Mo., this

a regular on the Grand Ole Opry 
was signed after a guest appear
ance on the Prince Albert NBC 
Grand Ole Opry portion of the 
show June 12. Huskey had been 
living in California.

Regardless of other reports, Jim 
Halsey will continue to manage 
Hank Thompson, Billy Gray, and 
the Brazos Valley Boys. His stint 
with the army is not expected to 
hamper his managing operations 
too much for he has the boys

.und. A mass funeral was held in^- 
Memphis at the city auditorium 1 
with 4,000 persona in attendance, 1 
plus 27 quartets. Frank G. Cie- ’ 
ment, governor of Tennessee and a 1 
faithfu* follower of country music, 1 
also attended the services . . The • 
Gulley Jumpers, long famous on 
the Grand Ole Opry, lost their 1 
leader Paul Warmack. Paul died * 
the, last week of June and will be 1 
missed by all of the fan- of cuun- 1 
try music. j

Floyd Wilson, writer of Darling,
Am I the One, It’s Been Nice, and 1 
I Could Cry My Heart Out, has a

Texas. Allbritten 
Snow’s manager.

Cincinnati — To have a hit 
record in this country’ is a 
big deal for any artist, but 
u'hen records start hitting in other 
countries, too, th»n the artist has 
something to yodel about. That’s 
how it is with King records’ Bon
nie Lou. Americans like her well, 
but they like her in Holland, too.

Her recording of Seven Lonely 
Dayr was the No. 1 disc on the 
Holland Hi* Parade. More recently, 
her Tennessee WigWalk hopped 
onto the England Hit Parade.

Bonnie Lou’s Swiss grandmother 
taught her to yodel, and she was 
only 14 when she started her radio 
career in Bloomington. Ill. When 
she finished high school, she moved 
to Kansas City, Mo., where she 
appeared on a network show called 
The Sagebrush Follies with the 
Rhythm Rangers.

Still going under her real name.

Here's the Grandest drum catalog yet! 
48 peges of crisp, new red-hot drum 

items illustrated in beautiful four color

the World's Largest Drum Menufac- 

hirers. Send fw your copy todey!

Hri 
pc ri oc

1. Jimm:
2, Jimm 

(Doti

Mary Joan, Bonnie Lou auditioned 
for a job at WLW in Cincinna'i, 
where she was hired in 1945 for 
the Midwestern Hayride. It was 
here that she was given her new 
name. During the same year, she 
married Glenn Ewins, who had 
returned home after four years in 
the service. Bonnie then left the 
entertainment world for five years. 
Meanwhile a daughter, Connie Jo, 
was born.

Now Bonnie Lou is back here 
and is seen and heard over WLW 
adio and television. She now haa 

her own show Tuesday and Thurs
day evenings- and she also is seen 
on the NBC-TV network show, 
Midwestern Haynde, which made 
its debut June 15.

Town And 
Country Music

beat

Drumwiers!
Send for the 6reafest 
WFL DRUM CATALOG 

ever issued!
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Top C&W Discs
Herr are the top country and western records for the last two-week 

period a* named by the country's leading c&w disc jockeys.

CARL FITZGERALD, VTOK, 
MERIDIAN, MISS.

1. Hauk Snow—# Don t Hurt Any Moro 
(RCA)

2. Webb Pierce — Sparkling Broom Byot 
(Decca)

3. Hank rhompo«« — Hooky Tonk Girl 
(Cap)

4. Billy Walker- Thunk You for CoUing 
(Col)

3. Ray Price Tea Young to Dio (Col) 
Moat Promising

1. Jimmy Collie—Wy Hoort und I (Hickory)
2. Jimmy Newman—Wight Timo la Cry Tima 

(Dot)

3. Jaak Ford—I Vndaratand hut Hom You 
Fool (Che«*)

I. Ferlin Hu>key Homaaick (Cap)
S. Jim Reeve* — Mothar Bent 4-IFalkin’ 

(Abbott)

PETE (TATER) HUNTER, KRCT, 
BAYTOWN, TEXAS

1. Johnni« A Jack—Gaodnight, SumothoarC 
Goodnight (RCA)

2. Red Foley A Kitty WeMe—Ono By Ono 
( Decca )

3. Jmmy Newman—Cry. Cry, Darling (Dot) 
L Hank Snow — I Don't Hurt Any mom 

(RCA)

and fea- 
twn Beat
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3. Marty Robbin« " Pmdty Word» (Col) 
Most Prenaieing

1. Jimmy N«wmam—Night Tim« fa Cry Tima 
(Dot)

2. Carl Smith—Go Boy Co (Col)
3. Johnni« A Jaak — Honoy, I Nood Yon 

(RCA)
4. Jim Reeve«—P«dr« Of Old San Antono 

(Abbott)
5. Freddie Hart—Loom Tolk (Cap)

DALE STALLARD, KCMO. 
KANSAS CITY, MO.

1. Hank Snow — I Don't Hurt Anymam 
(RCA)

2. Well*-Foley—On« By Ono (Deeea)
3. Hill-Tubb—Looking Book To Soo (Deeea)
4. Ray Price"-J Lava Yon So Much (Col)
3. Webb Pierc« Even Tho (Dacca)

Moil Promising
1. Carl Smith—Co Boy Co (Col)
2. Homer A Jethro—Hamoado'a Hidommay 

(RCA)
3. Faron Young—4 Plum For A CM Liko 

You (Cap)

a 
76 Page Booklet 
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ONLY 50c
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Not Happy/ Report DJs 
On 45 RPM Sample Sides

By Nelson King
Received my first shipment 

of disc jockey samples on 45 
rpm this week, and you can 
quote me along with every 
other disc jockey I’ve talked with 
as saying, “We just ain’t happy.” 
Regardless of what any exploita
tion man from any record company 
has to say, if a jock spins his own 
platters he’s got trouble. I tried

(MUM)

JOHNNY RION, KSTL, ST. LOUIS 
Hank Snow I Don't Hurt Any I 
(RCA)

». Carl Smith-----Back Up Buddy (Col)

(Col)

CaUia*

JIM WILSON. «HOO, ORLANDO, FLA.

( KCA )
3. Johnnie 4 Jack—I Cat Sa Lauuly (RCA)

( Decca)
4. Eddie II il 1^—5 agar Boogor (RCA)
5. Jimmy Dicken« Out Bohind tho Bai

<Col)

TOM EDWARDS, WERE, CLEVELAND

1. Ferlin Hu*key—Drunkon Drivor (Cap) 
(Cap)

2. Rex Allen— 4 Chapol in tho Moonlight 
I De«ca)

3. Pe« Wen King—#n n Gardan of Huaat 
(RCA)

1 Mera)

NELSON KING, WCKV, CINCINNATI 
Hank Smew ' J Don't Hurt Any Mo 
(MCA)

1. Billy Walk«*-----Thank Ton /or Colling 
<C«I)

2o Homw & Jethro—Hornando't Hidoamay 
(RCA)

3. Ray Pri««—Muth Too Young To Dio 
(Col)

4. W««l«y A Marilyn Tuttle—*amr (Cap)

SMOKEY SMITH, KRNT, DE3 MOINES

3. Charli« Walke.-----TM Hor Liao (Dm««)
4. Hank Tli«mp*on — Hanky Tonk CM 

(C«p)
S. Ma« Wi»«m«n—Y«u Cor’I J ad go « Booh 

(Dot)

(Cal)

light (Decca) 
Faron Young- 
Yo« (Cap)

(RCA) 

CRACKER JIM BROOKER, WMIE, MIAMI 
(Dm..)

2« Johnni« and Jack—OA Baby Mino (RCA)
3. Eddy Arnold—My Bvorything (RCA)
4. Foley A Weil«—On« By Ono (D«c««)
5. Eddy Arnold—# ¡foully Don't Wont to

(RCA)

4. Cart Smith---- Bark Up Buddy (Cal)

using the new cue disc sent out 
by Capitol (with a Capitol 45) and 
ran into this difficulty. The 45 was 
definitely saucer shaped. When I 
played it with the bulged side 
down, the record fit the large cen
ter post, but since it cupped up 
around the edges, you can imagine 
what it sounded like with the slip
page. Flipping the disc, there was 
so much cup in the record that I 
couldn’t get the middle down on 
the center post. So what do we do 
now?

Discussing the situation with 
Syd Nathan, proxy of King Rec
ords, and thinking strictly along 
material and postage saving lines, 
we came up with the thought of 
placing both sides of a release on 
one side of a disc jockey sample 
platter, the platter to spin at the 
standard 78 rpm. Do any of you 
other jocks have an opinion to 
express on this idea? It seems to 
me that the record companies have 
jumped into this thing without due 
consultation with their most valu
able exploitation medium—radio.

And for the life of me, I can’t 
see why radio as an industry 
doesn’t just say “Gentlemen, we 
are not interested in receiving 45s 
to use on our disc jockey shows.’’ 
Of course, the record industry will 
come right back and say “OK, then 
you won't be spinning the new 
hits,” but let’s face it, fellows, 
there won’t be hits until they are 
played enough times on the air to 
gain public acceptance.

The major labels all seem to be 
«creaming about the cost of supply
ing stations and jockeys with 78 
rpm samples, but I can’t recall 
reading recently where any of 
them have been losing money. So, 
it simply comes down to this—do 
we select the material to be heard 
on our shows or will we let the 
record companies tell us what to 
use. I, for one, am staying as far 
away from 45s as possible.

Right here, I’d like to commend 
Tom Edwards of WERE, Cleve
land, for taking the definite stand 
he has evidenced in his weekly 
news letters and I echo his thought 
when I say that you’re much more 
apt to get ’em played when you 
supply ’em on 78s. That’s a tip to 
publisher’s contact men, too.

One of the highlights in Cincin
nati radio recently, June 26, was 
the celebration of Gil Shepard Day 
in North College Hill, Ohio. Gil 
who spins them on WCPO after
noons and late night was feted by 
his own teenage canteen with a 
parade, the keys to the city, and 
a talent review at the high school

(Turn Io Page 22)
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and ciaap that flares your own miniature music maker. 
Hurry and se« them at your music dealer—if he doesn’t 
have them yet, send us bis name and we’ll see that be 
gets them. Only |1.35 complete. Ready now iu thee« tun« 
tools: accordion. clarln«t. cl«f. dnm, guitar, single 
note and double not«, lyr«, piano, sax, tromb«««. 
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band leader who was

und Paul

in the lounge Flamingo hotel: Dick Contino and the Sport -men,
plus combos of Bobby Page, Marco Rizso. Dave Sloan, and the Whip-

El Rancho Vegas: Joe E. Lewis, Gloria DeHaven, Bob

And then the time that
most of Ben’s band walked out on
him

Jahn* band, and the Don Gregory trio.

with Hal Winters Jack Gold
set,

front con-Pollackly was featured at Kenny wood park
July -1 and 5 Dot recording

hotel lounge The Olympia
theater offered Tito Guizar and

Paul Mallory, Jean-

Opera enjoying of its best

Buddyfrom the Third Herd
Ray Anthony Mentor-On-The-

Hilde-azawa in huding rolesHodges was at the club The

quite a hit Tex Beneke at

RalphWASHINGTON,

Thebeen certified for Aug.
Beat. Laura Berkley still is sing

Mone has been The net

FINEST QUALITY HARD RUBBER

here.

IHQUII

stint a week later Eni»rtain-

DEPT

July 5 Roy Eldridge filled a

Mot singer doing intermission chore? 
at the Black Hawk while Johnny

features an early Goodman solo.
It was a year later before they

ducting. He had heard New Or- 
lean- drummi r Ray Bauduc in At
lantic City, N J., at the insistence 
of Teagarden. So we find Ruy in 
place of Pollack on this date.

ing there, too 
started a nev

ment at the Roger Smith hotel has 
moved to the Starlight roof, where 
Mert Curtis’ band supplies the mu
sical menu.

young leader was paying more at
tention to his girl singer than he 
was to the music.

UNI »II 
TORY'S

Marterie’s Glen Echo date has
the Down

THE WORLDS EffiEST

recorded again Chicago. The

Coney Island Aug. 27 to Sept. 2.
—ti thulman

MONTREAL -Mary Martha 
Briney and Bob Carter at Ruby 
Foo’s. This marks their umpteenth 
return appearance in this city . 
Wyoma Winters had a quick re-
turn engagement

Jacksoi 
ry Riel 
much i

nie Burkett and Frank De La Font 
were at the Bombay hotel lounge.

—boh niauhaH

One such date was made for Vic
tor in January, 1929. Several mem 
bers of Pollack’s bund made thi 
date under the name Ben’s Bad 
Boys. Ben himself was on drums 
They waxed F»Uow Dog Blues and 
Wang Wang Blu. - both heard on

The last record on the set is 
Bashful Baby mude July 25, 1929.

man closed his Clover club for a 
ioupie of weeks for alteration» . . 
The Stark Brothers. Dottie Martin, 
and Freddie Barchand comprised 
the bill in the Dream bar . The 
Four Bits moved into the Albion

jazzman himself.
Both Genc Goldkette 

Whiteman asked other

band had been th rough several lay
offs, a stint at the Rendezvous, 
and then wa.« ensconced in the 
Blackhawk cafe with McPartland 
on trumpet. Both sides made on

two-week engagement in the Hur
ricane Music bar . .. Jimmy Wake-

II ord, included in this

En Rose opened in Miami just off 
Biscayne Blvd, with Pat Morrissey 
in the top position on the bill . . . 
The Vagabonds’ club imported an 
ice show, and the boys worked out 
some skate routines for the few 
weeks before they were tn leave 
for date» in Las Vegas, Reno, San 
Francizio, and Chicago. They’ll re

garde slated fo- Beverly Hills jn 
July 30 for a two-week stand 
Jackie Miles and Billy Williain-

Don Cornell-Gaylord» package be
ing offered, with so few interested 
that it dropped from $1,500 to 
$1,200 agairst 50 per cent of the 
gross. It probably will end up in 
a dance hall instead of an audito-

turn in December.
The Facundo Rivero quintet was 

again a top draw at the Sans Souci 
hotel . . . Joya Sherrill came down 
for a stint in the Black Magic 
lounge where she shared billing

Chics 
Jacksoi 
Chubby 
of ma 
worked 
July 1

A ft 
who n 
spent 3 
field. S

ANOTHER ENTRY in the Glenn Miller «weepMakea ramr ta the 
Ion* recently—bandleader David Carroll, who waxes nn ihr Mercury 
label but here gives a free plug to a rival concern in showing how much 
he look? like the late bandleader.

Ellis’ band, and Charlie Barnet’s quintet and Jovita’s ork in the lounge
Desert Inn: Vai Parnell’s London Palladium Varieties, Carlton 

Hayes* house ork, and the trios of Henry Rose and Grover Shore . . . 
Last Frontier: Herb Shriner and Lisa Kirk until Aug. 2, to be followed 
by Marilyn Maxwell and comic Will Jordan. Garwood Van directs the 
«how band, and the lounge features Mary Kaye’s trio, Mickey Katz’ 
bunch, and the Dave Rodgers trio.

Hotel Sahara: Mae West to headline, backed by Cee Davidson’s band. 
Combos are led by Jose Curbelo, Irving Fields, and Sando Deams . . . 
Hotel Thunderbird singer Frances Faye, comedian Phil Foster, the Al

Leno 
post-T« 
Roundt 
sic Inn 
Thi? is 
tion of 
perforn 
and im 
tended
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—Euro 
in th»* 
22). Ci 
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Henry R imw 
jazz show. Easy

years in history. Faust was fea
tured July 15 and 17, with Dorothy 
Waienskjold, Eugene Conley, and 
Nicola Moscona. The Barber of 
Seville on July 18 and 21, with 
Dolore» Wilson, Costanzo Gero, and 
Frank Guarrera. Aida and Madame 
Butterfly were featured July 20 
and 23, and 22 and 24, respectively, 
with Herva Nelli and Tomiko Kan-

MIAMI—Martha Raye returned 
with a midsummer reopening of 
the Beachcomber club in Miami

result is almost S.R.O. each eve
ning . . Sylvia Sy mu knocked ’em 
dead at the Theatrical.

-emant 
Geoff re 
painter 
Hughes 
prof»«s 
Spelimi 
Tremai 
the An 
the Un 
lecturei 
taped, 
archivi 
Studies

regulai weekiy dancing fare there 
is provided bv the Roy Stevens 
orchestra, with an hour-long air 
shot every Friday through WMAL 
. . . The Dorsey Brothers will in
vade the NCO club at Andrews 
air force base for a one-niter on 
July 29 . . Service band? and or
chestras are providing much free 
entertainment locally in the form 
of outdoor concerts. Bob Dini, 
billed as the army successor to 
Eddie Fisher, was featured vocal
ist with the U. S. army band at 
Watergate on July 6.

Miki Marlow’s first club date 
here wa? a week at the Casino 
Royal which ended July 25 . . . 
Jack Holiday—pianist and ar
ranger for THE orchi ?tra—abdi
cated his stand at Jack Rowes’ in 
favor of the Charlie Parish trio

. . Carr’s Beach continues to bid 
for heavy week-end traffic with 
Paul Qninichette closing a four- 
day stand on the llth, and Big 
Jay McNeely finishing a similar

thorou< 
klein i

eif

Dec. 7, 1927, are included un "X ” 
They are Memphis Blur- and Wait
in’ for Katie, and are two of the 
few juzz-<mphnsiz»*d tun« » the Pol
lack big band were allowed to 
make.

The »et next includes three ver
sions of Singapore Sorrows made 
during two sessions in April, 1928. 
-hort.ly after the band had opened 
on Broadway in the Little club. 
Bud Freeman had been added to 
the roster as a replacement for 
Larry Binyon wh« n the band cam» 
east early in ’28. Two of the?» ver
sions were not issued -riginally be
cause of the hot solos.

to select personnel. Pollack brought 
into the big time, before even other 
musicians had heard of them, such 
men as Benny Goodman, Jack Tea
garden, Jimmy McPartland, Glenn 
Miller, Harry James. Irving Fa' 
zola, and Muggsy Spanier.

The earliest side on this reissue 
set was made Dec. 17, 1926, while 
the Venetian room at the South
moor hotel on Chicago’s south side 
was billing Ben Pollack and His 
Sunkist Serenaders fresh from 
California.

One night Roy Shields, who was 
with Goldkette in Detroit and was 
doing a little talent »routing on 
the side for Victor Talking Ma
chine co., walked into the room. Ben 
thought Goldkette had sent him t< 
steal some of the boys It turned 
out that Roy got them their first 
recording date

Both Men Young
Miller was barely 21 and Good

man has just turned 18. The date 
covered two sessions a week apart. 
One if the tunes, He's the Last

Ben Pollack, the famed*:

Living, on CBM Fridays. He uses 
Rockin’ in Rhythm by Oscar Peter
son as a theme. Mantovani here to 
lead a 60-piec<- orchestra in three 
Canadian concerts. He then goes 
to Hie U. S. and other Canadian 
points.

Heather Woods, who uses the 
stage name of Jill Terry, bvek in 
Montreal after a trip to Califor
nia . . . Union wrangling still keep 
ing local niteries in a state of 
jitters, not quite sure what is go
ing to happen next. AGVA and

PITTSBURGH —Don Cornell, the 
Gaylords and the- Jerry Fielding 
orchestra, played a recent six 
niter m the Vogue Terrace . . . 
Lisa Kirk played the lead in the 
Pit’ «burgh Civic Light Opera pro
duction of Panama Hattie in June

Patrice Munsel, starring in 
The Merry Widow, was the attrac
tion at the CLO the week of July 
5 . . . The Cecil Young quartet 
appeared for two weeks in the 
Midway, follow ed by baritonist Leo 
Parker . . The Deuces Wild, un
der ex-JATP trombonist Tommy 
Turk, have been playing a series 
of Sunday afternoon dance-picnic- 
jazz concert date?, at nearby Lake 
Jo-Ann

Jill Corey, local girl who made 
good, at the Copa for two weeks 
troit' July 5 . . . Semiclassical duet 
f Mary Martha Briney and Bob 

Carter at the Ankara the week of

a Tectui 
forman 
ind Sa 
he n r 
Monda; 
morn ini 
certs ol 
partici] 

Pane 
Profess 
tor of I 
Henry

Lake ballroom books Ruhs Hai mon 
for the season, with big acts on 
the weekend. July 10, for example, 
had Fran Warren and Don Cherry 
as added attractions.

The Skyway brought in the 
Three Suns on July 9, with the 
Harmonicats follow ng on the 19th, 
and the Four Aces on th»» 26th . . 
The Loop lounge really swings 
these days. Sonny Stitt and Paul 
Quinichette were rep’aeed by the 
frantic sounds of Bull Moose Jack
son ... At Kornmans, a new 
policy has been inaugurated. A 
nc w lounge compl« te w ith pictures 
of local personalities, newspaper 
people, et al, has been .pened, and 
the very wonderful piano of Dick

(Jumped from Page 3)
Heidt. now doing his TV shows from the KTLA studio-theater, in a row 
with the 1 A city planning commission. His San Fernando Valley 
neighbors filed complaint» of “too much noise’’ from the ranch-like 
establishment where Heidt houses, trains, rehearses, feeds, and enter
tains his troupe of talent tyro? Bandleader’s answer was a petition to 
withdraw the property from Lo* Angele- rnunicipa* boundaries or to 
“secede" as it were and have his own little private city.

Representative Sides
The RCA Vault Original pro

gram hat made available on Label 
“X” (LX-3003) some representa
tive sidei made during 1926-27-28
29 by the Ben Pollack orchestra. 
Pollack was the only white big

Chi 
Md

LAS VEGAS
Here'»» what's happening here for the next couple of weeks. Sands 

hotel—France» Langford and Sam Levenson, with Ray Sinatra leading 
the house ork and the combos of Noro Morales, Teddy Noel, and Gabor

Bi< I Di*eovered
The Pollack boys discovered Tea

garden in a theatrical boarding 
hous<> jam session around the mid
dle of 1928. By the time tho next 
Victor recording date took place 
in October, 1928, Jack had replaced 
Miller.

During 1928-29 Goodman, Tea
garden, McPartland, and others 
were getting a lot of studio record
ing dates under pseudonyms They 
were able to improvise more freely 
and play more jazz tunes on these

bandleader and jazz drum
mer, has lived an exciting 
life, his career more dramatic, as 
far as the band business is con
cerred, than wa» the band life of 
Ben's -ndeman, Glenn Miller. Ben 
scorned his family’s fur business, 
despite strong parental pressures, 
to play drums at the Friar’s Inn 
with the New Orleans Rhythm 
Kings. He was playing the night 
Louib Alterie shot up the place and 
a bullet went through Jim Lanni- 
gan’s string bass.

The nervy Pollack argued with 
gangster Schemer Drucci about 
taking Ben’s Californian* out of 
the Rendezvous cafe to play for an
other cafe operator.

Moat earcful workmanalup. Aerutaet 
of Information Groat variety of far,na 
a»? dumber«. add up lo

CLEVELAND—July 4th can.e 
in with a large bang with Woody 
Herman and the Third Herd 
whooping it iip at Crystal Beach 
park, being followed at the same 
place by Pee Wee King on the 5th. 
Other bands inked for the ballroom 
are Billy May with Sam Donahue, 
Les Brown, Ralph Flanagan, and

New York because the

artist Jimmy Jame* recently 
w.-rked the Carnival . . . Jerry 
Grey was in th» Horizon room for 
a week from July 12.

—charier torde

CINCINNATI — Zoo Summer

SAN FR \NCISCO—Brew Moore 
in town, sitting out his AFM card 
. . . Cal Tjader’s new group was 
scheduled to open at the Macumba 
on July 15 . . . Louis Jordan drew 
2,300 persons to a one-niter at the 
Oakland auditorium July 4 after 
10 days at the Manor Plaza in 
Frisco . . . Jumpin’ George Oxford 
«witched from KWBR to KSAN 
for six hours’ airtime a day and 
a TV show.

Gogie Grant followed Nat Cole 
at the Fairmont hotel . . . Mel 
Torme into the Italian Village for 
his first local date in several years 
. . . Fantasy c ooking a deal to take 
over 20 Erroll Garner masters . . . 
Woody Herman due on the coast 
in August with five days at Jant- 
zen’s Beach in Portland, starting 
Aug. 5, and a two-week date at the 
Golden in Reno on Aug 11.

Fantasy Records has made ar
rangements for rights in this coun
try to two LPs cut in France for 
Vogue by Dick Collins and a group
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Future Bright For
Pre-Recorded Tope Significant Move

further

EM featWSK FOR Y0ÜK USTENERS

The Living Desert, It I■ being sold
through -ttaiidealers

Why the Optimi«)

authority

trance into the land of tape with
Columbia

their pre-recorded

discs, he says, of the record

mother bassist sufficient

velopment and they can get groups
Tape’ programs.'

consisted of

Victor Enters Field

Hack

tor set the sugi retail
occh«str«Hng

LAS VEGAS
FINEST

GARWOOD VAN MEN S SHOP
and his Orchestra

HOTEL LAST FRONTIER
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

means available for playing the 
tape to make such an operation 
profitable. Just when this will hap
pen is hard to speculate on, but in 
any event, Capitol executives are 
intimately familiar with the de-

Chicago 
Jackson.

price» of $3.30, $4 40 and $8.40, 
respectively, for tape recorders 
operating at 3%, 7^6 and 15 inches 
per second.

available catalogue of recorded 
tape—about 180 different reels. By 
the end of the year, there should 
be 200 titles.

into production in abort order if 
and when the right time comes to 
issue the product at a reasonable 
profit.”

The independent classical labels, 
meanwhile, are waiting to see what 
the majors dn, but there is little 
doubt that once the majors join 
the parade, everybody will be in 
line.

Libraries took

only when there

semanticist and

reels, including

Mr». Dorothy (Mum)

marked interest.

30-minute ‘Musikon

tions. Among them

Webcot recently shipped the first 
releases in its new library of high 
fidelity music on tape, f« aturing 
classical artists. The initial series

Chubby Jackson's 
Mother, 59, Dies

CONSERVA. 
STUDY H«r- 
I« «Imp»» y«l

spokesman says that company 
plans to issue pre-recorded tapes 
“eventually” but nothing imme
diate is planned.

With all this tape activity un
derway, it is now possible to look 
at some of the tape industry’s 
statistics and see whtreon the op
timism of the industry is based- 
Latest McGraw-Hill figures indi
cate an estimated 1,000,000 nr more 
tape recorders in homes over the 
country. Some 275,000 tape re
corders were sold last year alone. 
Estimates are that sales will dou
ble this year. The tape recorder 
boom seems to be on

Much of the thinking, also, has 
changed in regard to music on 
tape, according to Mr. Jansen. In
stead of regarding music on tape 
as being competitive to music on

And this watching-and-waiting 
attitude is so far representative of 
the other companies as well. Decca, 
for example, “is investigating the 
field,” and Capitol’s president 
Glenn Wallichs reports that “Capi
tol Records is watching the grow
ing interest in pre-recorded tape, 
but intends to issue its library or 
some portion of it in this fashion

“We now have factory repre
sentatives covering 22 states, serv
ing approximate!) 50 dealers and 
distributors, and this list is grow
ing daily. We are adding to our 
stable of artists and will soon re
lease four outstanding artists and

Profitable Branch 
of your Musical Skill reel provides approximately the 

same amount of music as is offered 
on a 12” long-playing record. Vic-

New York—As the music-buying public becomes increas
ingly high-fidelity conscious, the future for pre-recorded tape 
looks more and more bright. Although there is no immediate 
mass market for pre-recorded tapes, several recent develop
ments indicate that the presents—----------------------------------------------------

Chubby Jackson and close friend 
of many of the musician- who 
worked with him died in Chicago 
July 1 of a heart attack

A former vaudeville performer 
who retired 10 years ago, Mom 
«pent 36 years in the entertainment 
field She worked with her husband 
in an act billed as Stonewall and 
Jackson, appeared with linger Har
ry Richman in 1913, and later did 
much radio work.
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
CONSERVATORY

DEPT. ES24, 200C S MICHIGAN 
CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

n, Tea- 
others 

record
s. They 
e freely 
»n these

companies now realize that it in
stead offers them a entire new 
market for their music, in addi
tion to their disc business.

•ed Tea- 
marding 
he mid- 
he next

lectures and discussions 
tap«d, and will be part 
archives of the Institute 
Studies.

UNIVERSITY »rriNStON 
TORY'S con*wl«nt HOME 
mony «nd Amng’ig Ccun«

There are, meanwhile, several 
growing organizations in the tape 
field which have been widening tne 
use of pre-recorded tape not only 
for home and commercial location 
purposes, but also as an aid to 
educational and religious organiza-

Hack Swain, an enterprising ex
studio organist who with his wife 
and partner, Marie, presiding at 
the recording equipment, . has 
turned out countless 30 - minute 
programs of organ music in addi
tion to open-end radio-TV shows 
and eight-hour music tracks for 
commercial background use, has 
this to say uf his current opera
tions:

To date Minnesota Mining has 
issued only one release, a hi-fi tape 
recording of the Desi rt Suite from 
the score of Walt Disney’s film,

for Vic- 
11 mem 
ide the 
i’s Bad 
drums.

ues and 
i .«rd on

id IPait- 
i of the 
the Pol- 
>wed to

In Three-Week 
Meet This Year

will be 
of the 

of Jazz

Geoffrey Holder, danret mu* ician- 
painter from Trinidad; Langston 
Hughes; Willis Lawrence James, 
professor of music and folklore at 
Spellman college, Atlanta; and 
Tremaine McDowell, chairman of 
the American Studie» program at 
the University of Minnesota. The

THE 
MOST

io the 
iercury 
m much

thorough In «vory «r«y . * 'h «II ih. 
trlcki of modwn arranging drawn from 
•h« «ip.ri.nc. of loading mas tha caaa- 
try o»ar.
INQUIRE TODAY Mudy at homa In yiMir 
spara lima. H't Hr« quick. In«ip.n«i». 
way to gat on tha road to high pay Sand 
right now for • •• Catalog and Him 
tratad «ampia ••»»»»! No obligation

market is already bigger than is 
generally realized. And the only 
direction the size of that market 
can go is up. “In the light of 
event« of the past year, and more 
recently, in view of developments 
in th« recorded tape field in the 
last few months, I would say that 
music on tape is ‘here’,” said Paul 
W. Jansen, magnetic product* di
vision sales manager of Minnesota 
Mining and Manufacturing Com
pany, in a recent interview.
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One of several recent significant 
events in the tape world was the 
decision of RCA Victor in June to 
begin the sale of pre-recorded tape 
reels for home use. Victor, the 
first major company tn make the 
move, announced 17 reels totaling 
more than 11 hours of music. Each Swain of Sarasota, Florida; Web

cor in Chicago; the A-V Tape 
Libraries in New York, and Min
nesota Mining, itself.

To cite in some detail the ac
tivities of one of these pioneering 
outfits, let’s look at A-V Tape 
Libraries, Inc., a division cf Audio 
A Video Product, Corporation. 
Their first recorded tape release 
goes back to 1961. Currently they 
nave what is probably the largest

ARRANGING
CAN /L

Lenox, Mass.—Th« fifth annual 
post-Tanglewood Folk «nd Jazz 
Roundtable will be hold at the Mu
sic Inn from Aug. 15 to Sept. 7. 
Thi -- is the first y< ar the combina
tion of panel discussions and live 
performances by singers, dancers, 
and instrumentalists has been ex
tended to three w«eks.

The Roundtable circumference 
has been divided into three sections 
—European and Negro folk music 
in the United States (Aug 15 to 
22); Caribbean music: its elements 
and influences (Aug. 22-29); and 
American jazz its origins and evo
lution (Aug. 29 to Sept. 7). Dur
ing the three week», there will b« 
a lecture-recital followed by a per
formance every Tuesday, Thursday, 
and Saturday evening. There will 
be a roundtable discussion every 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
morning concerned with the con
certs of the night before. Audience 
participation will be encouraged.

Pun. I membet. will inelude 
Professor Marshall Steam», direc
tor of the Roundtable; Rudi Blesh; 
Henry Cowell, composer un«i folk 
music authority; S I. Hayakawa,

of the tape reels at $10.95 for an 
album of popular music, $12.95 for 
its Bluebird classical label, and 
$14,95 for its Red Seal classical 
■election!!.

The other major compani*« are 
watching Victor’s vanguard en-

one reel by the John Halloran 
Choir, another by the Leonard 
Sorkin Strings and four other 
reels by the Fine Arts Quartet.

According to H. R. Letzter, the 
firm’s genera] sales manager, Web- 
cor’s record«-d tapes have been 
well received by the trade. He said 
the firm nlans to bring out addi
tional releases from time to time, 
and is now preparing three addi
tional reels by the Halloran Choir, 
the Sorkin Strings and the Sorkin 
Symphonette. Critical response, 
too, he says, was good on the first 
releases, but “it is still too soon 
to know what to expect in the way 
of consumer sales.”

chandising step that indicated 
how full their confidence is in the 
future of pre-recorded tape. The 
company released a one-shot 99- 
cent retail price leader in their pre
recorded tape line. A promotional 
device, the tape features musical 
standards and semiclassical se
lections, and has 15 minutes of 
playing time. At the same time, 
A-V Tape Libraries decided to ex
pand its distribution outlets by 
adding additional record, appliance 
and photogiaphic distributors to 
its national distribution program.

And the A V catalogue is con
tinually becoming more diversified.

Another interesting A-V aeries 
is Music for Young Listeners—a 
music appreciation program 
through tap« recordings. And 
there’s a cours« in French, devel
oped by Fernand Marty, assistant 
professor of French at Middlebury 
College in Vermont. Recently A-V 
Tape Libraries introduced the first 
tapes recorded in stereophonic 
sound for the home tape recorder. 
The tapes feature the Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra and the Hel
sinki University Choir.

To further interest the consu
mer, A-V Tape Libraries is em
barking on n development program 
of new artist« for exclusive per-

Reusi ns, a« cited by the Minn«^ 
sota Mining executive are: (1) 
tape cannot now compete with 
discs on the basis f prices; (2) 
it is still easier to place a disc re
cording on a phonograph than it ia 
to thread a reel of tape on a re
corder; (3) tap« is primarily a 
long-playing medium and to date, 
cannot compete with disc record
ings when it comes to selecting a 
number widely divergint selections 
to be played one after another; 
and (4) tape players can’t com
pete pricewiae with $16.95 record 
players.

Where Doea Tape Fit?
What, then, has created the de

mand for recorded tapes’ Says the 
Minnesota Mining spok*«ma-i, “The 
fact that more than 1,000,000 peo
ple in this country alone have tape 
recorders and want to buy music 
on tape as a means of further 
utilization and enjoyment of their 
machines.

“Probably every person ever to 
own a tape recorder has asked for 
recorded tape. It has been the 
subject of every magazine in the 
trade on numerous occasions; vari
ous writers have outlined the pros 
and cons of the matter in their 
columns time and time again; 
each new release on tape has 
prompted rather widespread at 
tention in the trade press; and 
now —fir ally—the market or, if 
you like the demand, ta here.”

“Its coming has been predicted 
ever since (ape came into use, but 
only recently hav< events borne 
out the predictions,” he said at the 
Chicago NAMM convention.

“I would say such events in
clude (1) The rush of many new 
firms to get into the tape recorder 
field; (2) the introduction, or plan* 
for introduction, if tape “playback 
only” units which have recently 
been announced; (3) the increase 
in the number of selections now 
available on tape both by the pio
neers in the field and by a number 
of new firms; (4) the widespread 
tape activity that has resulted in 
the “functional” background mu
sic field; and most significant, (5) 
the entry of a number of the rec
ord companies with their vast mu
sic libraries into the music-on-tape 
field.”
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No Style Or Idiom Fazes 
The Versatile Milt Hinton

.. Out 9/22. 
(Farindell) 

(Crystal)

Owens on his way to a recording 
session (Columbia) in Nashville; 
and Luke McDaniel (King) in 
town looking over new material.

that 
worth 
heard

Milt 
Miss.,

*arte, tout 
Cayler Joy

Out 8/4. n
first book for bass players that will 
combine the academic approach 
with the specific, flexible knowledge 
gained from Milt’s extensive ex
perience. He’s been working on the 
book for five years.

City. 7/28-8/1, n< ; 
delphta, S/9-14, ne 

Templi man Ipiurtet,

Fisk. Charlie (Palmer House! Chicago, h 
Fitzpatrick, Eddie (Mapes) Reno. Nev..

phia 8/9-32. h
P< per Leo (Pleasure Beach) Galveston. 

Tex Out 8/8

Garber Jai* (Melody MIU) North 
«ide 111.. •/«-•. b

George. Chuck (Elmo) Billings.

City. N. J., 824-2«. b
Lowery, Art (Cavalier) Virginia Beach 

Vx, 7/30-8/5, nc
McGrow. Dor. I Kadi seal Minneapolis

N. J., 8/9-15, nc
irroll, Burlsira (Blue Note) t hl. ago. 
7/SS-M/H, nr
rar les. Hay ((Reason's) Cleveland, 8/2

symphony 
Beth-El in 
his spare t 
composition

N. J 7/30-8/17 
(Sergeant« Clnh)

orchestra at Temple 
Laurelton, N. Y. In

Hollywood 31 CalHorsla 
Hollywood 7-5002

Harry •Palladium) Hollywood, 
Out 8/1. b
Henry (Edison) NYC. h 
nick (Elltch s Garden) Denver, 

8/4-9/0

ciated by WCPO. This was dem
onstrated whep Mort Watters, 
manager of the station and vice 
president of Scripps-Howard Ra
dio, showed up at the celebration 
to accltiim Gil nn behalf of the sta
tion as one of the city’s top plat
ter spinners.

Country and Western visitors in 
town during the past two week»- 
have beed Goldie Hill, who stopped 
by with Pee Wee King in route to 
the little fellow’s Cleveland TV 
show; Texas Bill Strength playing

Since leaving Cab, Milt has en
gaged in the whirlpool of activity

ARSENE STUDIOS
TSU — 7th AVENTE. N. Y, 

Glossy. 8x10. Unobtainable el

New York—If a poll were to be taken among jazzmen of 
all styles to determine the most versatile musician in the 
whole field, the odds are excellent that the winner would be 
bassist Milt Hinton.

Kaye, Mammy (Astor) MIC, h 
Laine, Buddy (On Tour—Midwest) 
Lande, Jules (Ambassador) NYC, h 
LaSalle, Dick (Edgewater Beach) 

cago. Out 8/12. h

Quinichctte. Phu! (Birdlund) NYC, Out 
8/4, nc; (Shou bout) Philadelphia, 9/9
14, nr

impresaed both older and younger 
mu,-<cians is the ease with which 
Milt mude the transition from 
swing to modern jazz and the fact 
that he is equally skilled in any 
idiom.

Iwrg) Jucknon. Mimi.. M/7-S/11, h; (The 
Club) Birmingham Ala.. 9/13-1/31/55

in 8/10. nc
11»Ilet'. (fuintet, Al (Young'« lounge) 

Detroit, Mich., cl

l^ee, Vicki (On Tour—Koren A Japan) 
McCune, Bill (M. AHthoEQ) *an Antonio, 

Tex.. Out 9/1, h
McNeely. BIk Ja> (Riptide) Wildwood.

Anthony Ray (On T« 
(weekend dates only)

Bader Don (Eddie’s 
N. J., Oat 9/3

fl a vales, Los ( Ambassador. Los An
geles, Out 8/24, h 
lifford. Bill (Riverside) Reno. Nev., h 
lieman, Emil (Seabright) Seabright.

AU II 
Ha, < 
rosier

clntyre. Hal (On Tour—East) ( 
arterie. Ralph (On Tour — Mi 
GAC; (Steel Pier) Atlantic City 
8/6-12. b

Gillespie. LHzzy (Esquire) Wildwood. N.
J.. Out 8/8. nc; (Little Brown Jug) 
Atlantic City. 8/8-15, nc

“A musician,” Milt explains, 
“should be timeless. He must go 
along with the times as long as hr 
lives And he ought to forget his 
age. I’m happy to ly working with 
younger men, and I feel they’re 
at ease with me because I don’t try 
to pull the seniority deal on them 
I don’t use the ’good old days' 
routine. Sure, they wert good old 
days, but these are good days, too. 
And we must never forget that 
music is an auditory art. If a man 
really listens to and accept« all 
music he can find something good 
in all styles and ages.”

Looking back over 20 years, Milt 
names Jimmy Blanton as the man 
wiho did the most to develop the 
bass. “Jimmy gave us all a good 
shaking up,” he said, ‘by expand
ing the melodic and the harmonic 
range of the instrument. Even more 
important than his great improvis-
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8/Z7-8/4. I>
Feegaoon Danny (Robert DrlM-olD tor- 

pa- I'hrtMi Tex., h
Fields. Elaine (Penthouse) NYC
Fields Shep (Peony Park) Omaha. Neb.. 

7/30 8/1, b
Fino. Jack (Claremont) Berkeley. Calif.,

Hollywood it • »top 
«I DRUM CITY for 
Bio l«toit display 
ef 6rohch Drum» 
Su you fh«r, "

were spent in Chicago, where he 
went through grade and high school 
and majored in music at Crane 
Junior College. He had been a 
violinist in high school and, to get 
into the band, adopted the tuba. 
Milt thereupon discovered hid love 
for low notes, and he finally 
switched to the bass because “the 
touch of strings under my fingers 
was a good feeling.”

Milt’s first professional experi
ence was gained with Erskine Tate, 
whom he calls “oni of th< last of 
the great leaders of the ’20s and 
quite a teacher.” A stay with Eddie 
South followed, and in 1936 Milt 
joined Cab Calloway*': band where 
he remained for 15 years.

“Musically those were very 
eventful years,” Milt recalls. "It 
was a real musicians’ band because 
Cab picked the best men he could 
get. It was unfortunate that his 
own personality was so dynamic 
that he overshadowed the band 
even without trying. So the public 
only saw Cab, but musicians heard 
us, and we felt an obligation to 
keep up our musical standards and 
also not to discredit the profession. 
If you remember, that was one of 
the best disciplined bands ever. 
There was never any stain on the 
men in it.”

, 8/6-8. nc; (Peabody) Memphis, 
, 8/23-8 11. h 
Larry («'on vent ton Hall) Asbury
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Hinton has worked with the mod
ernist Tony Scott quartet, Count 
Basie’s band, Joe Bushkin’s unit 
at the Embers, Jackie Gleason’s 
'irchestra at La Vie en Rose, and 
Louis Armstrong, including the 
tour of Japan

On records, Milt ii just a- ubi
quitous. He alternates with un- 
rufflled aplomb among Jackie 
Gleason, Buddy DeFranco, Helene 
Dixon, Sy Oliver, Connee Boswell, 
and many other artists of varying 
styles.

Milt is eutrently in the studio 
band of the Robert Q. Lewis show 
on CBS-TV. For relaxation, Hinton 
spends Sundays rehearsing a ith a

Robinson Agency. Hollywood 
uckner Trio. Milt (Esquire) Wildwood»
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Glasser. Don (Melody MUD North River
side Ill., Out 8/4. b

Gray. Jerry (Palladium) Hollywood, 
Calif., 8/3-21, b

Hallenubn, Dick (Bledwor’• Beach) l«uke 
Jame*, Ind., Out 9/9, b; (Centennial 
Terrace) Sylvania, OM 9/13-14, b

Hampton, Lionel (On Tour — Canada)

Exclusive Photos
BANDS IN ACTION

Actioa pictures of all name leaders, 
musicians, vocalists^ Exclusive candids! 
Guaranteed to please or money refund
ed. 25c each; 5 for SL

onte. Mark (Plaza) Nir, h
oore Kour. Frank (Big Bill’s) Phila
delphia. <‘ut 8/31, n<
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